
Agenda
Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules
Meeting - October 19, 20, and 21, 1995

I. Approval of Minutes of April 1995

II. ACTION ITEMS

A. Review of restylized rules 1-23 (Materials previously sent)

B. Initial discussion of restylized rules 24-48 (Materials previously sent)

C. Review of rules 27, 28, and 32. Rules 27, 28, and 32 were submitted to the
Standing Committee with a request for publication. The request was denied and

L. the rules referred back to the Advisory Committee for further work.

D. Appointment of a liaison for each circuit in accordance with the 1987 Judicial
Conference Committee Procedures (Oral report)

III. DISCUSSION ITEMS

A. Marketing the restylized rules

B. Self-study prepared by the Long Range Planning Subcommittee of the Standing
Committee

C. Role of the Committee Notes

D. FRAP 47 and uniform numbering of local rules

E. Report from the subcommittee on sanctions (Oral report)
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t DRAFT
OF MINUTES OF THE MEETING `/qod( HtI r

OF THE ADVISORY COMM1TTEE ON APPELLATE RULES
APRIL 17 & 18, 1995

Judge James K Logan called the meeting to order at 8:30 am. in the Ritz-

Carlton Hotel in Pasadena, California. In addition to Judge Logan, the

Committee Chair, the following Committee members were present: Chief Justice

Pascal Calogero, Judge Will L Garwood, Judge Alex Kozinski, Mr. Michael

Meehan, Mr. Luther Munford, Mr. John Charles Thomas, and Judge Stephen

Williams. Mr. Robert Kopp attended the meeting on behalf of Solicitor General

Days. Judge Alicemarie Stotler, the Chair of the Standing Rules Committee

attended. Mr. Robert Hoecker, the Circuit Executive for the Tenth Circuit and

that circuit's former clerk, and Ms. Cathy A. Catterson, the Clerk of the Ninth

r" Circuit, attended on behalf of the clerks. Professor Carol Mooney, the Reporter
for the Advisory Committee was present. Mr. Peter McCabe, the Secretary, and

Mr. John Rabiej, the Chief of the Rules Committee Support Office were present

7 along with Ms. Judith McKenna of the Federal Judicial Center, and Mr. Joseph

L Spaniol, consultant.

E Judge Logan began by introducing the new member, Chief Justice Pascal

L Calogero of the Louisiana Supreme Court. Judge Logan welcomed Chief Justice
Calogero to the Committee and introduced the other members of the Committee.

The minutes of the October 1994 meeting were approved as submitted.

fMr. Munford pointed out that the minutes state that the subcommittee on

sanctions should prepare a report for the fall 1995 meeting. Because Mr.

Munford is the sole remaining member on that subcommittee, he requested that

Judge Logan appoint additional members, especially a judicial member, to the

subcommittee. Judge Logan asked Professor Mooney to work with Mr. Munford

but promised to appoint at least one additional member.

Mr. Rabiej reported that the Supreme Court was still considering the rule

amendments approved by the Judicial Conference last September. Mr. Rabiej

stated that the Supreme Court decided to change "must" back to "shall" in all the

rules under consideration so that the language of the rules would be uniform.

Whether a consistent use of "must" would be acceptable to the Court remains

uncertain. Having changed "must" back to "shall, the Supreme Court planned to

send the rule amendments to Congress by May 1.

I. RULES PUBLISHED SEPTEMBER 1. 1994

Judge Logan asked the Committee to turn its attention to the rules that

had been published for comment on September 1, 1994. The comment period

closed on February 28, 1995. Judge Logan stated that the Advisory Committee's



task was to consider all the comments and decide whether to amend the published
rules.,

Rule 21 - Mandamus

The published amendments provide that the trial judge is not named in a
petition for mandamus and is not treated as a respondent. The judge is permitted K
to appear to oppose issuance of the writ only if the court of appeals orders the "

judge to' do so. The proposed amendments also permit a court of appeals to
invite an amicus curiae to respond to a petition. The only issue that had been
controversial among the Committee members was whether a trial judge should
have the right to respond to 0a petition for mandamus. Some members of the Ad
Advisory Committed, as weell as some members of the Standing Committee, t
believe that a judge should have the right to, respond. L

The reporter summarizedthe post-publication changes that she suggested K
in her"redraft.^ First, the' draft was amended toe state directly that a trial judge may
not respon uless requested to do so by the court of appeals. In the published
rule the judge's inability to participate without court of appeals authorization was L
implicit but not stated directly except in the Committee Note. Second, the redraft
authorizes a court of appeals to >"invite" the judge's participation as well as order 7
it. Te only other changes suggested were stylistic. j

A motion to adopt the redraft was made and seconded. The motion
passed by a 'vote of 7 to 2. Li

In a recent circuit court proceeding one of the parties asked the trial judge C
to write to the court of appeals concerning the proceeding. An opposing party
pointed out that the judge's letter was not a pleading to which the party could
respond.' The'redraft permits a court of appeals to "invite" the trial judge to
respond to a petition for mandamus. When extending such an invitation, a court
of appeals may also authorize the opposing party to respond.

One member expressed agreement with the decision to delete the trial
judge as a party, but wanted the judge to have notice of the proceeding. Another ,,
member responded that the philosophy of the published rule is that the trial judge L
is no longer the respondent. The focus is shifted to the real parties in interest.

Judge Logan agreed that the rule should ensure that notice of a mandamus
petition is given to the trial judge. He suggested that language might be added at
line 84 of the redraft Lines 71-72 permit a court to deny a petition without an 7
answer, but lines 72-74 state that in all other instances the respondent must be L]
ordered to answer. Lines 82-84 require the clerk to serve a notice to respond on
all persons directed to answer.' Judge Logan suggested that a trial court does not
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need notice of a petition if the court of appeals denies it without ordering any

response. Therefore, he suggested that line 84 could require service on the trial

judge only when there is an order to respond. Since the majority of mandamus

petitions are disposed of without requiring a response, some members of the

Committee supported this suggestion on the assumption that the trial judge need

not be concerned about such petitions.

Other members of the Committee disagreed. They said that if a judge is to

7 be given notice, it would be simpler and more efficient if the notice is given at the

inception of the proceeding and in all cases. Therefore, it was agreed to amend

line 15 so that notification is given to the judge when the petition is filed. In

order to be consistent with the fact that the judge is not treated as a respondent,

L the Committee decided to require that a copy of the petition be sent to the clerk

of the trial court rather than directly to the judge.

L A motion was made and seconded to amend line 15 to include a new
sentence as follows: 'The party shall also file a copy with the clerk of the trial

court." The motion passed with 8 members voting in favor of it, none in
opposition, and 1 abstention.

Judge Stotler asked whether the language at lines 78-81 of the redraft

would permit a trial judge who had received notice of the proceeding to request

permission to participate. A trial judge may have information that should be

brought to the court's attention and the judge may want to seek permission to do

so. The Committee consensus was that the language would permit a trial judge to
request authorization to respond to a petition.

The newly approved amendment requires a petitioner to file a copy of a
petition for mandamus with the trial court. Filing a copy of the petition with the
trial court clerk will result in the docketing of the petition. The Committee
considered whether it should require the court of appeals to send a copy of its

order disposing of the petition to the trial court. Some members of the
Committee believe that it is unnecessary to do anything other than notify the trial

judge of the commencement of the proceeding. If the court of appeals orders the

trial court to do something, the trial court will receive notice of that order. In

other instances, notice is unnecessary. The majority of the Committee, however,
believe it better to ensure that the trial court has notice of both the beginning and

ending of a mandamus proceeding. A motion was made and seconded to add a
new paragraph (7) after line 97. The new paragraph would say: "he circuit
clerk shall send a copy of the final disposition to the clerk of the trial court." The

motion passed by a vote of 7 to 2.

The numbered paragraphs of subdivision (b) were also rearranged. A
7 motion was, made and seconded to move paragraph (2) of the draft below
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L
paragraphs (3) and (4). The motion passed with 6 voting in favor of it, no one
opposing it,, and 3 abstentions.

Rules 25 and 26 - Filing and Service L
The published amendments to Rule' 25 provide that in order to file a brief

or appendix using the mailbox rule, the brief or appendix must be mailed by First- Vl
Class Mail ordelivered to a "reliable commerci carrier", The amendments also
require a certificate stating that the document was mailed or delivered to the
carrier on or before the last day for filing. ,Subdivision is amended to permit
service on other partiesby a "reliable coe carier." eded subdivision
(c) further provides that whenever feasible, isepive on other parties shall be by a K
manner at least as expeditious asthe mannr,,of fling.,

The published amendment to Rule 26,gives a party who must respond
within a specified time after service of a document 3 additional days to respond
when service is by "reliable commercial carrier," just as a party has a 3-day
extension when service is by "mail." 'i

Some of the commentators suggested that the rules need not permit the E
use of commercial carriers. As a preliminary matter Judge Logan asked whether
there was any sentiment on the Committee to prescind from the possible use of
commercial carriers. Only one member spoke in favor of omitting use of 7
commercial carriers. L

A member of the Committee noted that one of the commentators
suggested that there should be a specific preemption of local rules. Because that
suggestion is not specific to Rule 25, the member asked that it be discussed at a
later time.

One of the commentators on Rule 26 stated that the proposed amendment
highlights the fact that there is no clear dividing line between personal service and
other kinds of service. If a messenger service can be used to makepersonal
service on a party residing in the same city as the person making service, it is not
clear that using a private courier service to make service on a part residing in K
another city is not personal, especially if the carrier leaves the document with a
"clerk or other responsible person." Yet the proposed Rule 28(c) gives a 3-day
extension when service is by reliable commercial carrier, but not when it is
personal. To the extent that it is unclear whether service is personal or by
commercial carrier, it is unclear whether the 3-day extension is applicable or not. -

One possible solution would be to require use of next-day service and to
provide only a one-day extension when commercial carriers are used. Then in the
ordinary course of events there would be no confusion. Personal service is K

4
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complete upon delivery, but service by commercial carrier is complete upon
delivery to the carrier. If the carrier makes delivery the next day, it would be

7 pragmatically irrelevant to the recipient whether service was personal or by
commercial carrier; the time for response would (as a practical matter) be
counted from the day of receipt. One problem with that approach is that the
United States Postal Service also provides next-day service and service in that
manner'should be treated like next-day service provided by a commercial carrier.
Another problem is that there are places inthe ninth circuit where next-day

L service is not available.

A motion was made and seconded to adopt yet another approach - to
eliminate subdivision (c) and af'y extension of time. tElminating the extension
following service by mail might provide an incentive to use more expeditious
forms of service. If a paper is served by mail and takes several days to arrive and
the response time is computed from the date of service, it, is likely that a motion
to extend the response time will be made and granted. To avoidsuch a delay, the
serving party has an incentive tp personally serve the paper or to use expedited
commercial or postal delivery. The motion failed by a vote of 3 in favor and 6 in
opposition.

L Another possible solution was considered - to provide the 3-day extension
whenever a document is not delivered to the party being served on the same day
that it is "served." The 3-day extension was created' because' service by mail is
complete on the date of mailing. Since the party being served by mail does not
receive the paper on that date, an extension is provided. Making the extension
available whenever the party does not receive the document on the date it is

L, served achievesthe original objective and avoids the confusion arising from the
need to know the type' of service.

A motion was made and seconded to adopt that approach. The motion
was to amend Rule 26(c) to state that when a party must act within a "prescribed
period after service of a paper upon that party, unless the paper is delivered on or

L before the date of service stated in the proof or acknowledgement of service"
three days are added to the prescribed period. Since the party being served will
receive a copy of the proof of. service which states the date and manner of service
and the party will know, when he or she receives the document, the party should
have no difficty knowing whether he or she has the benefit of the 3-day

C extension.,,

The discussion made it clear that the rule should not tie the extension
to whether or not the paper is delivered on or before the day it is,"filed." A
paper may be "served" before it is filed, as when a paper is mailed to the court for
filing and hand-delivered to opposing counsel on the day of mailing. The party
being served would not know the filing date and would need to contact the court
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to ascertain that date.,

The motion passed by a vote of 8 to 1.

Lines 8 through 10 of the redraft addressed another problem, raised by the
comments., ilT e problem is whether the 3-day extension provided by subdivision
(c) is itself a, period of less than ,7 dys for'purposes of subdivision (a). In other L
words, if thetimefor responding after service is 30 days and serviceis bys manil
does the party served by mail have 33 days in which to respond, or' 30, days plus 3
days; and as to the latter 3 days, do weekends and holidays count? Assume that
an appelantservesit princpAbrief b aiiloni a 'Wednesday If thieappelleels
brief is due 33~days later, itis'de on Mond WT1thower, te appeees W brief is idue 130days later;ly plus a sepate 3-a period becauel of t le ' ad if theseparat' 3 dayPeriod s govered bl2() th o~ellee'rie i due~ Wppednel~, esday

(30 days ends on Fiday , then the additional 3 iocu,3ivil ru ,le, ted.r."CivP.U"~~~ 6,L~ ,h omte eiddta h'- Iextenso hshould n~ean3 calendar pay so d tht eekend and~ioidysthel a~nt~. AL,

motion ways mae and seconed to adpt the sdu bstance of the suggestionito

bdo so byoitng thed senthencel at lie h81aolhl rdaf n inseri h wr
wcalend al beor tw wor dasn TOin 5PThaorn adblevtlo 6t3. The consnsus was tht iheqCLmeiitte lb camende tcxpai

that the insertio of. c calendar c days" iti~eic Ayte airnhpofte3day exeiso wihebiii~ila~i'

Hvin cogllimpleted its dis sionitof iRule'2 , the Cmmittee re ' to
Rutlen25.aS L and second d K ad' t t "he

The pubblished rule mAde the mailbox rule applicable when a brief or
appendix is mailed on or before the last day for filing y First-C lass MaiL In L
order to permit the use of Express Mail 'or Prioity Mail, language was added that
makes the mailbox rule applicable not only to est- Mail but ao to any
other nclass of mail that is at leat ast expdyeditiouTin he Committee did not wantto require use of 'Express or Priority Mail but id not ant to preclude their use.18. i 1t, dl 1~tio i S . ,;i Ij M Y,

Several commentators-iopposed the provisin' requiing that when feasibleservice should be accomplished in as expeditiousa a ner as the ner used to
file the paper with the court. An equal number of commentators expressed 7
support for the change. The purpose of the change was to preclude a party from
using an overnight courier to file with the court but serving opposing parties by
some significantly slower method, someties ina obvious effort to short the K
response time available to the paty bei served Ts is a special problem when
the time to respond runs from the date of filing rither'tha the dte of sce.
The redraft eliminated the "when lfeasible" langge ant d stted that "shen

6



L, reasonable considering such factors as distance and cost, service on a party must
be by a manner at least as expeditious as the manner used to file the paper with
the court."

One member stated that the standard, even in the redraft, is too vague.
He favored the approach suggested by one of the commentators that the
requirement of comparable service should apply only when a document is hand-
delivered to a court for filing. Another member asked how the provision would
be enforced and suggested deleting the language from the rule and moving it to
the Committee Note. Another member indicated that he envisioned the provision
being invoked only when a party who had been the victim of "slow service" sought
an extension or there was an argument about the timeliness of a responsive
document.

Another member favored the new language but suggested adding to it. He
suggested that one of the factors that should bear upon the reasonableness of

go using comparable service is the immediacy of the relief requested. The method of
service is not nearly so critical with a brief, where the response time is relatively
long, as it is with a motion.

A motion was made and seconded to amend line 96 as follows:
"considering such factors as immediacy of the relief sought. distance, and cost ... "
The motion passed by a vote of 8 to 1.

Four commentators said that using the term "reliable commercial carrier"
was undesirable because disputes about "reliability" are likely to arise. In
response to those commentators, and to coordinate with the amendments to Rule
26 regarding the 3-day extension of time, a motion was made to amend the
language at lines 35 and 36 on page 46. The motion would make the mailbox

L rule applicable if a brief or appendix is dispatched to the clerk on or before the
last day for filing "for delivery within 3 calendar days by a third-party commercial
carrier." The motion was seconded and unanimously approved. The reporter
was instructed to make any coordinating changes necessary, e.g. at lines 96 and 97.

On page 50, the second sentence of the shaded material in the Committee
Note accompanying subdivision (c) was deleted upon motion and unanimous
approval.

The Committee adjourned for lunch at 12:15 and reconvened at 1:30 p m.
Upon reconvening, the Committee was joined by Bryan Garner, Esq., the
consultant to the Style Subcommittee of the Standing Committee, and by a visitor,
Miriam Krinsky of the United States Attorney's Office in Los Angeles.

,I Judge Logan asked Mr. Garner to review the changes to Rules 21, 25, and

- 7
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26, that were approved by the Committee during the morning session, and began 7
the afternoon session with discussion of Rule 27.

Rule 27 - Motion Lj

Judge Logan asked, the Reporter to explaminthe changes made in the
redraft. She noted that at page 95 lines 67 through 79 are new. These lines, like
the Department of Justice's ognal draft, expresslyauthorize inclusion of a
request for affirmative relief in a response to a .motion. The provision states that
thetime for response to thenew request and for a reply to that response are
governed/by the, general rule.,, Gus,,

The reporter further noted that at page 96 lines 107-109 are new. Te rule
permits a court to act upon a motion for a procedural order without awaiting a
response qfrom the oppo sig party. ,fAhe publshed rulte stated that if timely
opposition to a motion 'is,,filed ater the motion is lgranted, the opposition does notconstitute a request to reconsider, vacate, olni moyi the disposition The new
language states that, a motion requesting Wuh'elief must be filed. Although that Lwas implicit in the published draft, the redra mkes it explicit.

Two changes were made in the Committee Note in response to comments.
Paragraph (a) of, Subdivision (a) permits a reply ,to a response and states that a
reply generally must not "reargue propositions presented in the motion or present
matters that do not reply to the response." The first addition to the Committee A
Note recognizes that matters relevant to a motion 'sometime arise after the
motion is filed. The Note states that treatment of such matters in the reply is C
appropriate even though sirictlyspeaking it is not in reply to the response. ,i

As previously noted, subdivision (b) permits' a court to dispose of a
procedural motion without awaiting~ a response from the opposing party. If the L
party opposing the motion f th'e [the response shortdy before the court issues its
order, the party may be uncertain whether the coutt considered the response '
before issuing theplorder. tottwould behelpful t the party deciding whether to
request reconsideration to kiow whether the court considered its response. The
second [addition to the Compmttee Note states that if a court has received and r
considered the response bef e ig its' order, it is desirable for the couft to
indicate that it has done so.

In keepingmwith the procedure followed in the morning, the changes in the 7'
redraft were treated as having the status of a motion made and seconded. The
changes were approved by a vote of 7 in favor and none in opposition. 7

Two commentators said that the time periods for responding to a motion
(7 days) and for replying to a response (3 days) are too short. One of those

8



commentators suggested providing longer response periods for "dispositive"
motions and retaining the shorter time periods for "non-dispositive" motions. A
member of the Committee agreed that the time periods are too short for

L~. - substantive motions but because of the difficulty of distinguishing between
substantive/non-substantive or dispositive/non-dispositive motions, he rejected the
idea of different time periods depending upon the nature of the motion. He
suggested lengthening the time for the initial response to 10 days (page 94, line
53) and for the reply to 5 days (page 95, line 83).

'a ' ', Although some members of the Committee favored different time periods
for substantive motions, the Committee decided that it would be better to have a
single set of time limitations; having different time limits depending upon the

L nature of the motion would create difficulties for the clerk's office. It was further
noted that as to procedural orders, subdivision (ib) permits the court to act prior
to receipt of a response. A motion was made and seconded to change the time
for an initial response from 7 to 10 days. The motion passed by a vote of 5 to 3.

L A motion was then made and seconded to change the time for filing a
reply from 3 to 5 days. That motion was approved by a vote of 8 to 1.

The following style changes were also approved:
1. On page 95, lines 68 and 71, the word "request" was changed to

v "motion."
2. On page 96, line 90, the words "determination" was changed to

"disposition."
3. On page 97, lines 112-114, the words "request for relief that under

these rules may properly be sought by motion" were deleted and
replaced by the word "motion", and at lines 114-115, the words 'a
single judge must" were deleted and replaced by the word "may".

4. On page 97, lines 118 through 122 were amended to change from
the passive to the active voice. At line 118,1 the words "only the
court may act on" were inserted after the word "that", and at line
119, the words "must be acted upon by the court" were deleted. At
line 120, the words "court may review,, then were inserted after the
word 'The" and before the word "action". ''At lines 121-122, the
words "may be reviewed by the court" were stricken.

The Committee did not believe that republication would be necessary
L because the post-publication changes, including the changes in time periods, were

not significant. The consensus was that all the suggested changes are logical
7 ( outgrowths of the published rule.

71
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Style Changes to Rules 21 and 26 L

Mr. Garner, having had the opportunity to review the changes approved C
during the morning session, suggested the following stylistic changes, all of which
were approved.

1. 'Rule 21
a. At page 20, line 11,' landipage 24, line 88, the word "must" was

changed to 'shall" in light of the Supreme Court's recent decision C
regarding the rules before it. In contrast at page 24, line,,95 and LJ
page 25,1line 111, tlhe ",mst" was retained because "shall" should be
used; only when the subjectlof the sentence is the actor who has a
duty. h Xi t, ,, : !+ F r9W

b. At page 21, 1ines 27 throug,29 were combined as subparagraph (A)
and the words Mihepetiioni must" were inserted at line 30 before i;
the word "state." At page 22, line' 21, the words "The petitionmust"
were inserted before the word "include."

c. At page 24, line 87, the word "briefs" was changed to "briefing" and
the word "are" was changed po "is"..i '

2. Rule 26
a. At page 65 line 2, the word "Whenever" was changed to "When"; at

line 3, the words "do an" were omitted.
b. At page 65 the words "3! calendar days are added to the prescribed K

period" were deleted from lines 5 and 6 and inserted in line 4 after
the word "party."

Ruled 28 - Briefs

Rule 28 as published was amended to delete the page limitations for a
brief and to make the correct cross-reference in subdivision (h) to paragraphs in
subdivision (a). The length limitations are being moved to Rule 32. The only K
change made in the redraft as a- result of the comments on the published L
amendments was to note that subdivision (g) is reserved and to leave the current
labels on the remainfing Rule 28 subdivisions. Those changes were approved by L
the Committee unanimously.'

Mr. Garner, however, suggested a. number of style revisions in subdivision
(h) all of which were approved. As amended, subdivision (h) reads as follows:

(h) Briefs in a -Cases Involving a CrossAppealk If a cross-appeal is
filed, the party who fifst files a notice of appeal f= or if in the zevnt that
the notices are fled on the same day, the plaintiff in the proceeding below
is shall be deemed the appellant for the purposes of this rule and Rules 3Q0
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ead 31 , and unless the parties agre otherwise agree or the court
otherwise orders otherwi The fellee's brief must of the appellze shelR

conform to the requirements of Rule 28 subdivisie (a)(1)-M (6) ef-this

ftie with respect to the appellee's cross appea1 as well as respond to the
appellant's brief, of the appellant except that a statement of the case need
not be made unless the appellee is dissatisfied with the =apelant's
statement of the appel

Rule 32 - Form of Briefs aid Other Papers

Judge Logan began the discussion of Rule 32 with the topics that drew the

most comment. He asked the Committee to initially make substantive decisions

on the issues rather than deal with specific language.,

1 1. Double-sided printing

Thirty-one commentators opposed double-sided printing of a brief or

appendix. Judge Logan suggested that any reference to printing on both sides be

eliminated. A motion was made and seconded to eliminate the reference. The

motion passed unanimously. A motion was then made to go one step further and

prohibit printing on both sides, at least for 8-1/2 by 11" briefs. That motion
passed by a vote of 7 to 1.

2. Proportional type

Nine commentators expressed opposition to the use of proportional type;

another 15 commentators would delete the preference for proportional type. A

motion was made and seconded to eliminate the preference for proportional type.
The motion passed unanimously. A motion was then made and seconded to

include a preference for monospaced type. The motion failed by a vote of 1 in
favor and 8 in opposition.

Twenty-seven commentators said that if proportional type is permitted it

should be required to be larger than 12 point. Most of the commentators said

that it should be at least 14 or 15 point. A motion was made and seconded that

the minimum size should be 14 point. Some members of the Committee believed
that the published rule may have been too subtle in using word limitations to both

eliminate the incentive to squeeze as much material as possible on a page and to

free practitioners to use the most attractive and most legible type. Yet other
members of the Committee believed the word limitation approach is sufficient
and should be retained. They believed that the change to a pure word limit
would eliminate the incentive for game playing and the sole remaining incentive
would be to make a brief legible. Reference was made to the font samples
included in Judge Easterbrook's letter to the Committee. Some members of the

L
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Committee believed that a 14 point minimum would be too large in some fonts.
The motion to require a minimum of 14 points passed by a vote of 6 to 2.

m
3. Monospaced type!

Nineteen commentators said that the monospaced type permitted under
the rule should have no more than 10 characters per inch, the equivalent of pica
type on a standard typewriter. The reason that the published rule states that the
monospaced type used cannot have more'than 11 characters per inch (cpi) is that r
some of the monospaced typefaces produced by computers that are labeled 10 cpi
actually prIduce slightlyimore than '10 cpi. ,A Amotion was made, and seconded to
changeto 10 cpi. Themotion failed by a vote, of 3 to6. A motionwas then
made and seconded to specify'no more than 10-1/)2 cpi. The motion was
approved.

4. Length

Regarding the length limitation, twelve commentators opposed use of word
limitations (both total words per brief and average number of words per page);
one other opposed applying word limits to pro se litigants proceeding in fonna
pauperis. Another five commentators implicitly rejected the word limitations by
saying that the rule should use page limits. A motion was made to use word
counts. The motion passed unanimously.

One commentator suggested that the word counts should be replaced by a
character count because a character count eliminates the variations resulting from
the different word counting methods used by software programs. Although
various word processing programs count words differently, a difference of 200 or
300 words per brief is insignificant compared to the variation possible under the
current rule. No motion was made to use a character count.

Having decided to retain word limits, Judge Logan asked whether the
limits should be increased. Seven commentators objected to the 12,500 word limit
in the published rule on the ground that it reduces the length below the
traditional 50 page limit. The commentators suggested increasing the total
number of words to 14,000 or 14,500. A motion was made and seconded to raise
the limit to 14,000 words.

Some members of the Committee believed that even if 12,500 words is
shorter than the traditional 50 page brief in pica type, that 12,500 words is
sufficient. A local rule in the D.C. Circuit limits a principal brief to 12,500 words
and that length seems sufficient. Other members of the Committee were
concerned that some cases warrant a longer brief and that it is more of a problem
to cut short helpful discussion than to have some briefs longer than need be. A
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longer, more complete brief can be of significant assistance to the court.

The Committee examined some of the sample brief pages prepared by
Microsoft using proportional typefaces and complying with the 280 word per page
limit in the published rule. The pages were attractive and easily legible. If each
page has no more than 280 words, a 50 page brief would have 14,000 words.
Although some members continued to support 12,500 as sufficient, it was argued
that it would be better to provide more leeway because of the variation in word
counting methods.

The motion to increase the word limit to 14,000 passed by a vote of 7 to 1.

L The next issue considered was retention of the 280 words per page limit.
Retention was unanimously approved.

5. Certification of compliance & safe harbors

Three commentators objected to the requirement that a brief must include

L a certification that it does not exceed either the total word count or the limit on
the average number of words per page. The commentators stated that the
requirement is demeaning. The Committee approved retention of the

L requirement. The person preparing a brief has easy access to the information
through use of the computer equipment used to prepare the brief; the clerk's
office does not.

A certification of compliance is not required if the brief falls in the safe

harbor. The next issue considered was whether to retain the safe-harbor
L provisions. If the safe-harbor provisions are generous enough, a person preparing

a brief using a typewriter will use the safe harbor and will not be forced to'

manually count words in order to make certification.

Ms. Catterson, the Clerk of the Ninth Circuit, stated that her office had

7 flow-charted the operation of the published rule to indicate all the various
requirements and the things that would need to be checked by a deputy clerk. On
the basis of that exercise, she recommended that all briefs contain a certification
of compliance with the rule and indicate the method of compliance being used.

The Committee first decided, by a vote of 7 to 1 with 1 abstention, to

delete the safe-harbor provisions for proportional type and retain a safe harbor
only for monospaced type.

The discussion then turned to the length of a monospaced brief permitted
under the safe-harbor provision. The published rule set the maximum length
under the safe harbor for a principal brief at 40 pages. A member of the

L1
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Committee argued that it should be 50 pages. He argued that the primary 7
method of "cheating" under the current length limitation is the use of proportional
type; if the safe harbor applies only to monospaced briefs (with a typeface
producing no more than 10-1/2 cpi), he asked why the length should be any less K
than 50 pages. Another member responded that in addition to the use of small ant
proportional type,I single-spaced footnotes and, quotations are also, used to pack
more, material into ~a ,brief.CI, Most Members of the Committee agreed that the safe
harbor should be shorter than 50 pages. "A motion was made to reltain a 40 page
limit for the safe harbor. The motion passed by a vote of 6 to 3,.

6. Inclusion in an appendix of electronically retrieved opinions

Seven commentators objected to that portion of the Committee Note
stating that decisions retrieved electronically from Lexis or Westlaw may not be
included in an appendix. If an opinion is unpublished or not yet published but
citation to it is permitted, inclusion of the opinion as retrieved from Lexis or
Westlaw may be the only pragmatic way to provide the court with a copy of the
opinion. Paragraph (a)(7) of the published rule said that an appendix, may
include a legible photocopy of any document found in the record or of a printed
courtor agency decision. The language lUiting inclusion to printed" decisions
was the source of the objections.

One member asked why a, Rule 30 appendix would ever include copies of
decisions in other cases. It was pointed out that although the classical appendix
contains only documents pertaining to the case being appealed, in some circuits it iJ
is common practice for a lawyer who believes that he or she has found some new
authority relevant to the case to prepare an appendix to the brief containing that C
authority. A~ motion, was made, to delete the words 'or of a printed court or
agency decision from paragraph (a)(7). The motion passed by a vote of 8 to 1.
A further problem was, however, noted. Even as to the decision being appealed,
it is far more convenient to have the published decision, if any, rather than the
typewritten decision. A motion was made to amend the Committee Note to state
that if any opinion that is included in the appendix has been published, a copy of
the published decision should be provided'

7. Margins

Five commentators opposed having different margins depending upon
whether a brief is prepared with monospaced or proportional type. The draft rule
prescribed different margins because proportional type is easier to read if the line
length does not exceed 6 inches. Given the change to requiring a minimum of 14point proportional type, a motion was made to have side margins of not less than i
1 inch regardless of the type style used. The motion passed by a vote of 6 to 3.

14
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8. Requiring a brief to lie flat when open

Four commentators opposed requiring a brief to lie flat when open. A

L motion was made to eliminate that requirement. The motion failed by a vote of 2

in favor, 6 opposed and 1 abstention. A motion was made to require a brief to lie

"reasonably' flat when open. The motion passed.

L. 9. Pamphlet briefs

Given the infrequent use in the courts of appeals of pamphlet briefs, a

motion was made to simplify the rule by eliminating pamphlet briefs. The ninth

circuit eliminated pamphlet briefs because the circuit's rules committee believed

L that a party submitting a pamphlet brief has an advantage. Some members of the

Advisory Committee concluded, on the same basis, that pamphlet briefs should be

encouraged; while other members of the Committee concluded that pamphlet

L. briefs should be prohibited because they can be used only by parties with
sufficient economic resources to pay for the printing. A motion to eliminate
pamphlet briefs passed by a vote of 7 to 2.

10. 300 dots per inch

Six commentators recommended deleting the requirement that briefs be
printed with a resolution of 300 dots per inch or more. The commentators stated

that the requirement is too technical and that requiring "legibility" is sufficient
A motion to eliminate the 300 dots per inch requirement passed unanimously.
But the Committee favored inserting a statement in the Committee Note that
would encourage the use of print with a resolution of 300 dots per inch or more.

11. Serifs, bold type, underlining, and italics

Several commentators objected to requiring type with serifs. A motion was

made to eliminate that requirement. The motion passed by a vote of 5 in favor, 2
in opposition, and one abstention

Other commentators objected to the prohibitions on use of bold type,

; L underlining, and italics. The objection was that the rule should not be concerned
with such technical matters and should leave such matters to the discretion of the

person preparing the brief. Mr. Garner pointed out that the misuse of bold type,

L,_ etc. is very distracting and should be controlled. A motion was made to eliminate
(a)(4) and (5). The motion passed by a vote of 6 to 3.

L 12. Preemption of local rules

The question of whether Rule 32 should include a provision preempting all
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local rules dealing with brief length, printing and format was postponed until later
discussion. Rule 47 says that a local rule cannot be inconsistent with the national
rules. But a question remains with regard to local variations that are not squarely
inconsistent with the national rule. For example, on the basis of the preceding
discussion, Rule 32 will permit both monospaced and proportional typefaces but
will not express a preference for either one. A local rule that expressed a
preference for monospaced type would not be inconsistent with the national rule.
Should the national rule, in the interest of nation-wide uniformity, prohibit any
such local rule? That question was postponed for later discussion because it has
broad-ranging impact. ,

Given the breadth fd the chges [aproved bythe Committee, the sense of
the C ommittee was that Rule ;32[ shod Fbe repulished for comment.

I The Chair thanked the Commhiftt r its work 'on the rule and promised
that heand the ireporter would prepdredlhanew dft that evening for the i; L
Committee's consideration thendext moriig i

The Committee adjourned for the evening at 5:15 p.m.

The Committee reconvened at 8:30 arn. on April 18. 7

The chair and reporter had prepared the following redraft of Rule 32 for
the Committee's consideration.

Rule 32. Form of A Driefs, the a Appendix, and .Qther papers
,LI do I F C

1 (a) Fonn of a Brief& and the m Appendir. L

2 X In General, Eiefs and appcedices A brif may be produced by V
3 standard typegraphic printing er by ay dupliating or epfingy

4 process which produces any process that results in a clear black

5 image on white paper. including typing. printing. or photocopying. V
6 The paper must be opaque and unglazed, and only one side may be v
7 Nusd. Carbon copies of briefs and ppvices may not be submitted

8 withetH may be used only with the court's permission of the eewu4h L

9 except in behalf of partics allowed to proceed or by pro se persons

16
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10 proceeding in forma pauperis. ANl printed mne tAr must appear in at

v c1 least 11 point typ"e ei paquc, unglaed paper. Bricfs and

12 appendices produzed by the standard typographic process shall be

13 bound in volumes hai pag 6-1/8 by 9 1/4 inches and type

14 matter 4 1/6 by 7 1/6 inches. Those produced by any other process

15 shall be bound in Vosehms having pages 814/2 by 11 inches and type

i L 16 matter not Seeeding 6 1/2 by 9 1/2 inches with double spacing

17 betwcen each line of text. In patent casCs the pages of briefs and

18 appendices may be of such size as is n mccssay to utilize copies ot

19 patent decumcnts.

20 r Tveface. Either a proportionately spaced typeface of 14 points or

21 more. or a monosp2aced tyeface of no more than 10-1/2 characters

22 per inch may be used in a brief, A proportionately spaced peface

23 is one that has characters with dierent widths. The design must be

24 in roman. non-script type. A monospaced typeface is a tyeface in

25 which all characters are the same width.

L; 26 Eg Paer Size, Line Spacing. and Margius. A brief must be on 8-1/2 by

C 27 11 inch paper. The text must be double-spaced. but quotations

28 more than two lines long may be indented and single-spaced.

29 Headings and footnotes may be single-spaced. The side margins

30 must be at least 1 inch. and the top and bottom margins must be at

31 least 1-1/4 inch.

17



32 (44 Ldzgthk

33 . Proportionately spaced briefs. A principal brief must not

34 exceed 14.000 words. and a reply brief must not exceed 7,000

35 words., Nobrief may have an average of more than 280

36 words per page. including headings5 footnotes, and K

37 ,qotatioL

38 (f) Monospaced or typewritten briefs. A brief prepared in a

39 monospaced peface must either,

40 .(iY comply with the word counts. both total and average

41 per page. for a proportionately spaced brief: or

42 Lfl -not exceed 40 pages for a rincip brief and 20 pagrs

43 'fo a reply brieL

44 I Exclusions. Word and page counts do not include any of the

45 following: corporate disclosure statement. table of contents.

46 table of citations. certificate of service, or any addendum C

47 containing statutes, rules, regulations. etc,

48 ^ A party may move for permission to exceed the brief lengths V
49 'established by this rule. ,

Fill50 IM Certif of Cpmallanc& The biefmust be accompanied by a

51 certificate of compliance with (A) or (B) above. A party preparing l

52 this certificate may rely on the word count of the word-processing V
53 system used to prepare the brief.
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L, ~ Arrn54 Agendir. An appendix must be mu the same form as a brief. but

55 may include a legible photocopy of any document found in the

56 mord

L 57 Copies of the rmperter's transcript and other papers reproduced in a

F1 58 manner authorized by this rule may be inverted in the appendix;

59 such pages may be 4B lly rcnumberzd if necessary.

K 60 XZ Cover, briefs are produced by cemmrceial pa nting or duplicating

61 firms, or, if productd otherwise and the covcrs to be described arc

62 aiveable, Except for filings of pro se parties., the cover of the

63 appellant's brief of the appdllant sheuld must be blue; that of the

C 64 eppellee thpmlle, red; that of an intervenor- or amicus

C7 65 curiael, green; thto-ef and any reply brief, gray. The cover of the

66 appendi, if separatl printed, should a separately printed appendix

67 must be white. The front covers of the briefs and of appcedices, if

68 separatcly printed, shl cover of a brief and of a separately printed

69 apendix -ust contain:

70 XA the number of the case centered at the top:

71 4 (B the name of the court and the number of the casc;

72 ,23 L the title of the case (see Rule 12(a));

73 f3 m2 the nature of the proceeding in the court (e-g., Appeal,

74 Petition for Review) and the name of the court,

75 agency, or board below,
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76 (4} E) the title of the document, identifig the pary or

77 parties for whom the document is filed (c2g. ief feo 7
* ~~~~~~twj

78 (ARant; App:d) and

79 (5 ( the nes name. office addresses. a nd telehone

80 numbr of counsel representing the party on whose

81 beh for whom the document is filed.

82 f Binding. A brief or aendix must be stapled orbound in ny

83 manner that is secure, does not obscure the text, and permits the 3

84 document to lie reasonably flat when open,

85 (b) Form of Qther Papers. Ptitionz for rehcang shall bc produced in a

86 manncr- presfibed by subdivision (a). Motions and other papers may-b e

87 produced in like mrnnncr, -r they may be typewfitten upon opaquc, S

88 ungpefd paper 8 1P2 by 11 inclis in size. Lines of tewri^- tet shall

89 bc doublc spaced. Consecutivc sheets shall bc attched at thc lcft margin.

90 Carb-n bcics my bc used fer filing and scrvi^^ if thcy are legible. -

91 A mfiorn er cther paper o-addressed to the eeu shall-eeoain a

92 caption settiag forh thc name of the ourt, thec file of thc casc, the flei

93 number, and a brief deseiptic fitc indicating the pupse of thc paper.

94 .U Motion. The form for a motion is governed by Rule 27(d).

95 12Y Other Papers. Other papers, including a petition for rehearing and a

96 suggestion for rehearing -in banc. and any response to such petition J
97 or suggestion, must be produced in a manner prescribed by

,1
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98 subdivision (a). but piaragph (a)(6) does not apply. and

99 X consecutive sheets may be attached at the left margin: and

100 L(B a cover is not necessary if the paper has a caption that

101 includes the case number. the name of the court, the title of

102 the case. and a brief descrptive title indicating the purpose

103 of the paper and identifying the party or parties for whom it

104 is filed,

The Committee made several additional changes.
L~~.

Because use of carbon paper is so rare, a motion was made to eliminate
any reference to carbon copies. Because the rule prohibits the use of carbon1 copies unless the court grants permission to use them, some members of the
Committee favored retention of the rule provision. The motion to eliminate the
sentence at lines 7 through 10 of the redraft passed by a vote of 6 to 3.

With regard to the definitions of proportionately spaced typeface and
monospaced typeface, it was noted that it is incorrect to omit the notion of
advance width. Even in Courier the characters are different widths; an "i" is
narrower than a "w". The real difference between monospaced and
proportionately spaced typefaces is that a monospaced type advances the same
width across the page for each letter regardless of the width of the character. The
sentences at lines 22 through 25 were rewritten as follows:

"A proportionately spaced typeface has characters with different advance
widths.... A monospaced typeface has characters with the same advance
width."

The Committee asked that the Committee Note be amended to explain the notion
L.fl of "advance width" and to make it clear that use of pica type on a standard

typewriter is a monospaced typeface having 10 characters per inch. Although the
Committee had voted to require that type be "roman" (meaning non-italic), the
Committee also requested that the Note should make it clear that italics may be
used for case names or occasional emphasis. Typographers agree that use of
italics is preferable to underlining, which distracts the reader.,,

,
The Committee approved by divided vote (5 to ,4) deletion, of (a)(4)(D); it

Jr- provides that a party may move for permission to exceed the length limits
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established in Rule 32. Several members of the Committee believed that ¢
inclusion of such language looks like an invitation to file such a motion and it is
unnecessary. Although a motion may be filed without any such authorizing
language, the dissenting members believed that retention of the language clarifies
how one should seek permission to exceed the standard length. Although the
Committee voted to delete the language, the consensus was that the Committee
Note should say that removal of the corollary language ("Except by permission of LJ
the court") from the current rule does not mean that the Committee intends to
tprohibit motions todeviate frm e re ents ,of the rule.

With regard to the certificate of compliance required by (a)(5), it was
pointed out that the draft does not require the certificate to indicate the manner
of compliance. In contrast, Rule 25 requires a certificate of service to indicate
the date and manner of service, the names of persons served, the addresses, etc.
Rule 32 also should require specification of those items that the attorney knows
but the clerk's office does not necessarily know and cannot ascertain by a cursory
examination of the brief. Following discussion, the provision was renumbered as
(a)(5) and was amended to read as tfollows:.-

(5)iS 1 rCertifiate of Compliance. The attorney, or party proceeding pro
se, shallminclude a certificate ofcompliance with Rule 32(a)(1)-(4)
which states the briefs line spacing, and states either.
(i) that theibrief isproportionately spaced, together with the

typeface, points, and word count; or
(ii) tt thIebrief ues a[ tnospaced typeface, together with the

number of characters per inch, Land #word count or number of f
counted fpages. off [: L' " . 'q 1w Il'f

The person pparing; tis c-certificatemrayr"ely on the word count of
the wofrd-procesig System used toa prepae the brief.

The possibility of developing a standard form that could be included in the
appendix to the rules was discussed. Use of the forms is not mandatory, but they 1,
are helpful to practitioners. The rule, however, should require inclusion of all
information that the Committee wants in every certificate.

The Committee discussed the sufficiency of simply stating that a brief
contains less than 14,000 words ratheftrtan specifying the exact word count
Some members said that a person who prepares a -S pae brief should not spend
any time counting words.: Whereas other members said that it is-so simple to get
a word count from the computer thatirequirig inclusion 'of a word count is not an
imposition. In addition, even ai7 page propprtionately spaced brief must comply
with the average number of words per page requirement and requiring the exact
word count canliuake it clea' that the iumrber of words per page is excessive.
The specific requirement'also helps to focus the lawye's attention. Because the
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E 0 Committee contemplated that the rule will be republished, it decided (by a vote

of 5 to 4) to publish the more stringent requirement because it is easier to back
away from a stringent requirement than to insert one. Furthermore, inclusion of
specific information in the brief such as typeface, point size, word count, etc. will
allow the courts to study and refine the requirements.

Ls The Committee defeated (by a vote of 2 to 6) a motion to move to the
Committee Note the statement that the person preparing the certificate may rely
on the word count of the word-processing.

L
The Committee discussed whether Rule 28 should be amended to reflect

the fact that every brief must include a certificate of compliance. The language
just approved by the Committee requires that a brief "include" a certificate of
compliance. One member suggested that it might not be necessary to amend

L Rule 28 if the rule simply required that a brief be "accompanied" by a certificate
of compliance or if the rule said that the certificate must be "attached" rather than
"included." One member pointed out that although a certificate of service is
required, Rule 28 does not list that as an essential part of a brief. Another
member argued that it would be more helpful to a lawyer if Rule 28 listed
everything that must be included. If that approach were taken, it might be
necessary to also include mention in Rule 28 of the certificate of service. There
is, however, a significant difference between a certificate of service and a
certificate of compliance. Proof of service frequently, is completed after the brief
is completed and the proof of service may be filed after the brief; whereas, all the
facts necessary for completion of the certificate of compliance are known at the
time the brief is filed. It was concluded, therefore tat it would be inappropriate

Lj for Rule 28 to require that each brief "include" a ceiflcate of service.'

A motion was made to amend Rule 28 to require that each brief include a
certificate of compliance. The motion passed by a vote of 5 to 3.

With regard to the binding provision in (a)(9), the words "stapled or" were
deleted. Deletion of those words does not prohibit stapling. In fact, the new
language would permit stapling a brief at the upper left-hand corner. The change
makes it clear that however a brief is bound the binding must "be secure," "not

Lx obscure the text" and done in a manner that "permits the document to lie
reasonably flat when open."

L Subdivision (b) deals with the form of other papers. A number of stylistic
changes in that subdivision were approved. The Committee also decided to delete
(b)(2)(A) of the redraft. That subparagraph said that "consecutive sheets may be
attached at the left margin." Because the rule amendments delete the
requirement that a brief or appendix be bound along the left margin, that
subparagraph is no longer necessary.
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The Committee concluded the discussion of Rule 32 by returning to the -1
question of the need to republish the rule. The Advisory Committee voted, 7 to
2, to recommend that Rule 32 be 'republished. The Committee concluded that the 7
elimination of the pamphlet brief and the increased level of specificity being l
required in the certificate of compliance are substantial changes.

A suggestion was received that Rule 32 should specify the brief colors in across-appeal. The Committee decided to take no further action on that
suggestion.

Syle M Changes to Rules 25 and 27

In response to JudgetLogan's earlier request, Mr. Garner suggested
additional style revisions to the rules considered the preceding morning prior to
his arrival.

1. Rule 25
1, .

On page 46 Mr. Garner proposed eliminating the separate paragraphs (i)
and (ii). 'The Committee voted,' however, to retain the paragraphs and the r
indentations. L

The published rule requires a party using the mailbox rule to file a m
certificate that the brief wasmniled or dispatched to the clerk by commercial LJcarrier on or before the last day for filing. The language on page 46, however,
states that the brief is timely "if accompanied by a certification that" it was so
mailed. Taking that language literally, a brief would be timely even if mailed
after the deadline as long as it is accompanied by certificate (however false) that
it was timely mailed. To avoid that problem, lines 24 and 25 were amended by 7dropping the words "accompanied by a certification that-" It was proposed that i
the certification requirement be moved to a later section of the rule.

Consideration of the language on page 46 highlighted the fact that as to a 17
brief or appendix, three separate "certificates" may be required. Rule 25(d)
requires a1l papers !to have proof of service in the form of either a certificate of
service or an acknowledgement of service. Proposed Rule 32 requires a brief to
"include" a certificate of compliance with Rule 32. Under proposed Rule
25(a)(2)(B), if a party makes use of the mailbox rule, there must be a certificate
stating iat the brief was mailed or dispatched by commercial carrier on or before
the lastfday for filing. 1

In order to jmake 'it clear that Ri4e 25 has been amended to require a'
certificate [of filing, a motion was made to amend the caption to the rule so that it
includes mention of 'proof of filing." The motion passedkby a vote of 7 to 1.
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Another motion was made to amend 25(d) so that its heading reads "Proof of

Service; Filing" and its text includes the following language:

When a brief or appendix is filed by mailing or dispatch in accordance with

Rule 25(a)(2)(B), the proof of service must also state the date and manner

by which the document was mailed or dispatched to the clerk.

That language combines the two certificates required by Rule 25. The motion

passed unanimously.

2. Rule 27

Mr. Garner suggested that on page 92, lines 4-6 should be changed to

active voice so that it would read: "unless these rules prescribe another form.'
The change was accepted.

On page 93, lines 26 through 29 were amended to remove an ambiguity.

As amended the sentence states: "An affidavit must contain only factual

lo information, not legal argument."

On page 98, lines 136 through 141, dealing with carbon copies, were

L deleted. The change was in-keeping with the decision previously made to delete

the language in Rule 32 dealing with carbon copies.

L
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II. RULES FOR INTTIAL PUBLICATION

At its meeting last October, the Advisory Committee approved several rule
amendments but decided to delay a request for publication for two reasons. First,
there already were a number of rules in the pipeline including the substantial
package of rules published in September. The Committee didnot want two sets
of rules out for publication at the same time. Second, delay in publication would
permit the Style Subcommittee to review the rules and make suggestions for
improvement prior to publication. ,m

Mr. Garner had reviewed the rules and was present to discuss his
suggestions with the Committee.

L.
Rule 26.1- Corporate Disclosure

The proposed amendments to Rule 26.1 simplify the disclosures that must L
be made by a corporate party. The amendment deletes the requirement that a
corporate party identify subsidiaries and affiliates that have issued shares to the 7
public. The committee does not believe that it is necessary to make such -J
disclosures. Instead, the amended rule requires disclosure only of a parent
corporation and of any stockholders that are publicly held companies owning 10% Xor more of the party's stock-. .

Mr. Garner suggested a number of language changes. The Advisory
Committee adopted his suggestions and made several changes of its own,
including subdividing the rule into three subdivisions. As amended, the rule
would read as follows:

Rule 26.1 Corporate Disclosure Statement

1 (a) Who Shal File Any nongovernmental corporate party to a proceeding in a

2 court of appeals shall file a statement identifying any parent corporation

3 and listing stockholders that are publicly held companies owning 10% or F

4 more of the party's stock.

5 (b) Tobe for Filn& A party shall file the statement with- the principal brief or K
6 upon filing a motion, response, petition, or answer in the court of appeals,

7 whichever occurs first, unless a local rule requires earlier filing. Even if

26



L 8 the statement has already been filed, the party's principal brief must

9 include the statement before the table of contents.

10 (c) Number of Copies. If the statement is filed before the principal brief, the

11 party shall file an original and three copies, unless the court requires the

12 filing of a different number by local rule or by order in a particular case.

Some local rules require much broader disclosure than Rule 26.1 requires.
The Committee Notes make it clear that such local rules are not preempted by
the national rule. The Advisory Committee had previously attempted to
formulate a rule requiring broader disclosure but was unable to develop a

L consensus among the circuits for such a rule.

7 Judge Stotler recommended that the Committee submit the proposed
amendments to the Judicial Conduct Committee for its review.

r Rule 29 - Amicus Curiae Briefs

Mr. Garner suggested a number of language changes in Rule 29; they were
approved by the Committee. The rule as amended reads as follows:

Rule 29. Brief of an Amicus Curiae

is 1 (a) wn Permitted. The United States or its officer or agency, or a State,

2 Territory or Comnmonwealth may Mfie an amicus-curiae brief without

3 consent of the parties or leave of court. Any other amicus curiae may Mfie

4 a brief only if:

5 (1) it is accompanied by written consent of all parties;

6 (2) the court grants leave on motion; or

7 (3) the court so requests.

8 (b) Motion for Leave to File The motion must be accompanied by the

7 9 proposed brief, and must state:

27
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10 (1) the movant's interest;

11 (2) the reason why an amicus brief is desirable and why the matters

12, asserted are relevant to the disposition of the case.

13 (c) Contents and FomL An amicus brief must comply with Rule 32. In

14 addition to the requirements of Rule 32(a), the cover must identify the

15 party or parties supported or indicate whether the brief supports

16 affirmance or reversal. If an amicus curiae is a corporation, the brief must

17 include a disclosure statement like that required of parties by Rule 26.1. 7
If

18 With respect to Rule 28, an amicus brief must include the following:

19 (1) a table of contents, with page references, and a table of cases

20 (alphabetically arranged), statutes and other authorities cited, with

21 references to the pages of the brief where they are cited:

22 (2) a concise statement of the identity of the amicus and its interest in

23 the case; and 7
24 (3) an argument, which may be preceded by a summary and which need

25 not include a statement of the applicable standard of review.

26 (d) Length. An amicus brief may be no more than one-half the length of a L
27 principal brief as specified in Rule 32.

28 (e) Time for Filing. An amicus curiae shall file its brief, accompanied by a

29 motion for filing when necessary, within the time allowed to the party

30 being supported. If an amicus does not support either party, the amicus r
31 shall file its brief within the time allowed to the appellant or petitioner. A

28



32 court may grant leave for later filing, specifying the time within which an

33 opposing party may answer.

34 (f) Reply Brief An amicus curiae is not entitled to file a reply brief.

L 35 (g) Oral Argument. An amicus curiae's motion to participate in oral argument

36 will be granted only for extraordinary reasons.

The Committee discussed the possibility of dividing (b)(2) into two
paragraphs making it (b)(2) and (b)(3). By vote of 7 to 1, the Committee decided
to leave it one paragraph. The majority of the Committee believed that the two
ideas are interdependent and that it would be unwise to separate them,

L) With regard to oral argument, it was pointed out that if the party being
supported cedes a portion of its time to an amicus, the court of appeals is likely to
approve the participation of the amicus. It is only when an amicus seeks its own
time that it is unusual for a court to grant the time. The Committee consensus,
however, was that the language of subdivision (g) should remain as drafted.[7 ,_ _,_ _'.1_ _'_ _1

Rule 35 - En Banc Proceedings

Rule 35 is amended to treat a request for a rehearing en banc like a
LJ petition for panel rehearing. As amended, a request for a rehearing en banc also

will suspend the finality of the court of appeals' judgment and extend the period
for filing a petition for writ of certiorari. The amendments delete the sentence
stating that a request for a rehearing en banc does not affect the finality of the
judgment or stay the issuance of the mandate. In order to affirmatively extend
the period for filing a petition for writ of certiorari, however, Sup. Ct. R. 13.3
must be amended. In keeping with the intent to treat a request for a panel
rehearing and a request for a rehearing en banc similarly, the term "petition"' for,

L rehearing en banc is substituted for the term "suggestion" for rehearing en banc.

The amendments add intercircuit conflict as a reason for determining that
a proceeding involves a question of "exceptional importance" -- one of the
traditional criteria for granting an en banc hearing.

The amendments also establish a 15 page limit on such petitions.

The first issue the Committee discussed was the use of "en" banc or "in"
L banc. Judge Logan recounted his extensive discussion with Judge Newman

concerning the issue. The Committee voted 7 to 1 to use "en" banc.

C 29
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Mr. Spaniol was troubled by the repetition in (b)(1)(A) and (B) of
language in (a)(1) and (2). Several members of the Committee responded that
the arrangement of that particular material in the rule was the result of much
negotiating. The Solicitor General requested the addition of intercircuit conflict
as a reason for granting an en banc hearing. The Advisory Committee was
unwilling to expand the criteria for en banc consideration beyond, two existing'
criteria set forth in subdivision i(a): 1) the kneed tb !secured or maintain uniformity,
and 2) a case involving a question of exceptional importance. The Committee
was willing however, to statedthat the existenice of an intercircuit conflict may lead
to the conclusion that the proceeding involves a question of exceptional
importance. The lCommittee concluded that the'repetition may be inecessary to
preserve ticaefuly, negotiated compromise. [ H

Mr.t rifi~et objected to, the inclusion in (b)(s)(B)of twosentences when
(b)(1)(A) and, (B) are intended to be alternative portions of a single sentence.
The Com mbittee experienced difficultyinl attemptinmgto redraft (B) Jand' asked Mr.
Gamner tom WVor * ;itbthe rporter to try to'limprove the stucture of the
subparaa'ilphsi~i illI" ,

'Mrtl. ki'Garner suggested additional language changes in Rule! 35; the
Committee approved those changes.

Rule 41 - Mandate

Mr. Garner suggested minor language changes, all of which were approved
by the Committee.

In (a)(2) he would move the words "unless the court orders otherwise," to
the beginning of the second sentence.

* ~~~~~~~L
In (b) he suggested changing the words "A party may, by motion, request a

stay of mandate ... " to "A party may move to stay the mandate .. .." In that
same subdivision, he would change language in the third sentence from "unless the H
period is extended for cause shown" to "unless the period is extended for good
cause".

LI
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The meeting adjourned at 4:15 p.m. The Committee will reconvene in
Washington, D.C. on October 19, 20, and 21. The fall meeting will be devoted
solely to style revisions.

Respectfully submitted,

Carol Ann Mooney
Reporter
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TO: Honorable James K Logan, Chair, Members of the
L Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules & Liaison

Member

r- FROM: Carol Ann Mooney, Reporter <

DATE: October 3, 1995

SUBJECT: Rule 32 and companion amendments to Rule 27 and
28

At its July meeting, the Standing Committee remanded Rule
32 to the Advisory Committee for further consideration. Some

L. members of the Standing Committee objected to the level of detail
in the rule, others thought the detail necessary but not quite right.
For a variety of reasons the Committee concluded that Rule 32,
which has already been published more times than I care to
remember, was not quite ripe for republication.

Following the meeting, Judge Easterbrook wrote to Judge
Logan and provided a new draft for the Advisory Committee's
consideration. The new draft contains much that will be familiar to

L you, but Judge Easterbrook has done some very helpful reorganizing
and includes some new ideas. Judge Logan and I have carefully
studied Judge Easterbrook's draft. We think that it is very good and
have decided to present it to you with only minor tinkering. A copy
of Judge Easterbrook's letter and a copy of Rule 32 as presented to
the Standing Committee are attached to this memorandum for your
convenience.

Judge Easterbrook's draft has been retyped with line
numbering and minor changes that Judge Logan and I agree upon.
The Committee Note is new and was prepared by me using the old
note, some of Judge Easterbrook's thoughts from his letter, and a
little glue of my own. It too should be carefully reviewed by you.
The success of the rule in this round of publication may depend in
some significant part upon its "presentation" in the note.
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Rule 32. Form of a Brief, an Appendix, and Other Papers.

1 (a) Form of a Brief

2 (1) Reproduction.

3 (A) A brief may be reproduced by any process that

4 yields a clear black image on light paper. The

5 paper must be opaque and unglazed. Only one

- 6 side of the paper may be used.L
7 (B) Text must be reproduced with a clarity that

8 equals or exceeds the output of a laser printer.

9 (C) Photographs, illustrations, and tables may be

10 reproduced by any method that results in a

L 11 good copy of the original; a glossy finish is

12 acceptable if the original is glossy.

13 (2) Cover. Except for filings of pro se parties, the cover of

14 the appellant's brief must be blue, the appellee's, red;

15 an intervenor's or amicus curiae's green; and any reply

16 brief, gray. The front cover of a brief must contain:

17 (A) the number of the case centered at the top;

-, 18 (B) the name of the court;

19 (C) the title of the case (see Rule 12(a));

20 (D) the nature of the proceeding (e.g., Appeal,

21 Petition for Review) and the name of the court,

L 2
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22 agency, or board below;

23 (E) the title of the document, identifying the party

24 or parties for whom the document is filed; and

25 (F) the name, office address, and telephone number

26 of counsel representing the party for whom the

27 document is filed. Counsel of record must be

28 identified by an asterisk.

29 (3) Binding. The document must be bound in any manner

30 that is secure, does not obscure the text, and permits

31 the document to lie reasonably flat when open.

32 (4) Paper Size, Line Spacing, and Margins. The document

33 must be on 8½ by 11 inch paper. The text must be

L 34 double-spaced, but quotations more than two linesL

35 long may be indented and single-spaced. Headings

36 and footnotes may be single-spaced. Margins must be

L 37 at least one inch on all four sides. Page numbers may

38 be placed in the margins, but no text may appear

39 there.

40 (5) Typeface. Either a proportionally spaced or a

41 monospaced face may be used.

42 (A) A proportionally spaced face must include

43 serifs, but sans-serif type may be used in

L-
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44 headings and captions. A proportionally spaced

45 face must be 14-point or larger, but 12-point

46 type may be used in footnotes.

47 (B) A monospaced face may not contain more the

48 10½ characters per inch.

49 (6) Type Styles. A brief must be set in a plain, roman

50 style, although italics may be used for emphasis. Case

51 names must be italicized or underlined. A brief may

52 use boldface only for case captions, section names, and

53 argument headings. A brief may use all-capitals text

54 only for case captions and section names.

55 (7) Length-

56 (A) Page Limitation. A principal brief may not

57 exceed 30 pages, or a reply brief 15 pages,

58 unless it complies with Rule 32(a)(7)(B) and

59 (C).

60 (B) Type Volume Limitation.

61 (i) A principal brief is acceptable if it

62 contains no more than 14,000 words or

63 90,000 characters and does not average

64 more than 280 words or 1,800 characters

65 per page. A brief using a monospaced

4
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66 face also is acceptable if it does not

67 contain more than 1,300 lines of text.

68 (ii) A reply brief is acceptable if it contains

69 no more than half of the type volume

70 specified in Rule 32(a)(7)(B)(i).

71 (iii) Headings, footnotes, and quotations

72 count toward the word, character, and

73 line limitations. The corporate

74 disclosure statement, table of contents,

I 75 table of citations, statement with respect

76 to oral argument, and any addendum

77 containing statutes, rules or regulations,

L 78 and any certificates of counsel do not

79 count toward the limitation.

80 (C) Certificate of Compliance A brief submitted

L 81 under Rule 32(a)(7)(B) must include a

82 certificate by the attorney, or a party

83 proceeding pro se, that the brief complies with

E 84 the type volume limitation. The person

L 85 preparing the certificate may rely on the word

86 or character count of the word-processing

87 system used to prepare the brief. The

L~~~~~~~~~~~~ 5
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88 certificate must state either:

89 (i) the number of words or characters in the

L 90 brief and the average number per page,

91 or

92 (ii) the number of lines of type in the brief.

L 93 (b) Form of an Appendix An appendix must comply with Rule

r 94 32(a)(1), (2), (3), and (4), with the following exceptions:

95 (1) The cover of a separately bound appendix must be

L 96 white.

K 97 (2) An appendix may include a legible photocopy of any

98 document found in the record or of a printed judicial

99 or agency decision. A photocopy of a photocopy, or of

L. 100 a fax transmission, is not acceptable. A photocopy

101 must be the same size as the original.

102 (3) When necessary to facilitate inclusion of odd-sized

103 documents such as technical drawings, an appendix

104 may be a size other than 8½ by 11 inches, and need

105 not lie reasonably flat when opened.

K 106 (c) Fonn of Other Papers.

107 (1) Motion. The form of a motion is governed by Rule

108 27(d).

109 (2) Other Papers. Any other paper, including a petition

6
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110 for rehearing and a petition for rehearing en banc, and

111 any response to such a petition, must be reproduced in

112 the manner prescribed by Rule 32(a), with the

113 following exceptions:

114 (A) a cover is not necessary if the caption and

115 signature page of the paper together contain

116 the information required by Rule 32(a)(2); and

117 (B) Rule 32 (a)(7) does not apply.

118 (d) Local Variation Every court of appeals must accept

119 documents that comply with this rule. By local rule or order

120 in a particular case a court of appeals may accept documents

121 that do not meet all of the requirements of this rule.

Committee Note

1 The rule has been entirely rewritten.

2 Subpart (a). Form of a Brief.
3 Paragraph (a)(1). Reproduction.
4 The rule permits the use of "light" paper, not just 'White"
5 paper. Cream and buff colored paper, including recycled paper, are
6 acceptable. The rule permits printing on only one side of the paper.
7 Although some argue that paper could be saved by allowing double-
8 sided printing, others argue that in order to preserve legibility a
9 heavier weight paper would be needed, resulting in little, if any,

10 paper saving. In addition, the blank sides of a brief are commonly
11 used by judges and their clerks for making notes about the case.

12 Because photocopying is inexpensive and widely available and
13 because use of carbon paper is now very rare, all references to the
14 use of carbon copies have been deleted.

7
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15 The rule requires that the text be reproduced with a clarity
16 that equals or exceeds the output of a laser printer. That means
17 that the method used must have a print resolution of 300 dots per
18 inch (dpi) or more. This will ensure the legibility of the brief. A
19 brief produced by a typewriter or a daisy wheel printer, as well as
20 one produced by a laser printer, has a print resolution of 300 dpi or
21 more. But a brief producedby a dot-matrix printer, fax machine, or
22 portable printer that uses beat or dye transfer methods does not.
23 Some ink jet printers are 300 dpi or more, but some are 216 dpi and

L 24 would not be sufficient.

25 Photographs, illustrations, and tables may be reproduced by
26 any method that results in a good copy.

27 Paragraph (a)(2). Cover.
28 The rule requires that the number of the case be centered at
29 the top of the front cover of a brief. This will aid in identification

go 30 of the document and the idea was drawn from a local rule. The
31 rule also requires that the title of the document identify the party or
32 parties on whose behalf the document is filed. When there are
33 multiple appellants or appellees, the information is necessary to theL 34 court. If, however, the document is filed on behalf of all appellants
35 or appellees, it may so indicate. Further, it may be possible to
36 identify the class of parties on whose behalf the document is filed.

L 37 Otherwise, it may be necessary to name each party. The rule also
38 requires that attorneys' telephone numbers appear on the front
39 cover of a brief or appendix.

40 Paragraph (a)(3). Binding.
41 The rule requires a brief to be bound in any manner that is
42 secure, does not obscure the text, and that permits the document to
43 lie reasonably flat when open. Many judges and most court
44 employees do much of their work at computer keyboards and a brief

L 45 that lies flat when open is significantly more convenient. One
46 circuit already has such a requirement and another states a
47 preference for it. While a spiral binding would comply with this

L 48 requirement, it is not intended to be the exclusive method of
49 binding. Stapling a brief at the upper left-hand corner also satisfies

L 50 this requirement as long as it is sufficiently secure.

51 Paragraph (a)(4). Paper Size, Line Spacing, and Margins.

52 Paragraph (a)(5). Typeface.
53 This paragraph and the next one, governing type style, are

L
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54 new. The old rule simply stated that a brief produced by the
55 standard typographic process must be printed in at least 11 point
56 type, or if produced in any other manner, the lines of text must be
57 double spaced. Today few briefs are produced by commercial
58 printers or by typewriters; most are produced on and printed by
59 computer. The availability of computer fonts in a variety of sizes
60 and styles has given rise to local rules limiting type styles. The

L 61 Committee believes that some standards are needed both to ensure
62 that all litigants have an equal opportunity to present their materialV 63 and to ensure that the documents are easily legible.

64 With regard to typeface there are two options: proportionally
65 spaced typeface or monospaced typeface.

66 A proportionally spaced typeface gives a different amount of
67 horizontal space to characters depending upon the width of the
68 character. A capital "n" is given more horizontal space than a lower
69 case "i." The rule requires that a proportionally spaced typeface

l 70 have serifs. A serif is a smaller line used to finish off a main stroke
71 of a letter, for example at the top and bottom of a capital "M."
72 Long blocks of text are easier to read in serif type. Books and
73 newspapers as well as all professionally printed briefs are printed in
74 proportionally-spaced, serif type. The rule requires a minimum type
E75 size of 14 points so that the type is easily legible. But a 12-point

L 76 type may be used in footnotes.

77 A monospaced typeface is one in which all characters haver,,, 78 the same advance width. That means that each character is given
79 the same horizontal space on the line. A wide letter such as a
80 capital "M" and a narrow letter such as a lower case "i" are given the
81 same space. The rule requires use of a monospaced typeface that
82 produces no more than 10½ characters per inch. A standard
83 typewriter with pica type produces a monospaced typeface with 10
84 characters per inch (cpi). That is the ideal monospaced typeface.
85 The rule permits up to 10½ cpi because some computer software
86 programs contain monospaced fonts that purport to produce 10 cpi

Uv 87 but that in fact produce slightly more than 10 cpi. In order to avoid
88 the need to reprint a brief produced in good faith reliance upon
89 such a program, the rule permits a bit of leeway. A monospaced
90 typeface with no more than 10 cpi is preferred.

91 Paragraph (a)(6). Type Styles.
92 The rule requires use of plain roman, that is not italic or
93 script, type. Italics may be used only for emphasis and in case

9
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94 names. The use of boldface is also restricted; it may be used onlyL 95 for case captions, section names, and argument headings. All-
96 capitals may be used only for case captions and section names.

7 97 These rules also aid legibility.

98 Paragraph (a)(7). Type Volume Limitation
99 Subparagraph (a)(7)(A) contains a safe-harbor provision. A

L 100 principal brief that does not exceed 30 pages complies with the type
101 volume limitation without further question or certification. A reply
102 brief that does not exceed 15 pages is similarly treated. The current
103 limit is 50 pages but that limit was established when most briefs
104 were produced on typewriters. The widespread use of personal
105 computers has made a multitude of printing options available to
106 practitioners. Use of a proportional typeface alone can greatly
107 increase the amount of material per page as compared with use of a
108 monospaced typeface. Even though the rule requires use of 14-
109 point proportional type, there is great variation in the x-height of
110 different 14-point typefaces. Selection of a typeface with a small x-
111 height increases the amount of text per page. Computers also make

LI 112 possible fine gradations in spacing between lines and tight tracking
113 between letters and words. All of this, and more, have made the 50
114 page limit virtually meaningless. Establishing a safe-harbor of 50
115 pages would permit a person who makes use of the multitude of
116 printing 'tricks" available with most personal computers to file a
117 brief far longer than the "old" 50-page brief. Therefore, as to those
118 briefs not subject to any other volume control than a page limit, a

7: 119 30 page limit is imposed.

120 The limits in subparagraph (B) approximate the current 50-
r", 121 page limit and compliance with them is easy even for a person
L; 122 without a personal computer. The aim of these provision is to

123 create a level playing field. The rule gives every party an equal
124 opportunity to make arguments, without permitting those with the
125 best in-house typesetting an opportunity to expand their submissions.

126 The length can be determined either by counting words,
127 characters, or lines. That is, the length of a brief is determined not
128 by the number of pages but by the number of words, characters, or
129 lines in the brief. This gives every party the same opportunity to

L 130 present an argument without regard to the typeface used and
131 eliminates any incentive to use footnotes or typographical -tricks" to
132 squeeze more material onto a page.

133 The word or character counting methods can be used with

10
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134 any typeface. One can choose to count either words or characters.
135 A character count (count of each letter, number, punctuation mark,
136 etc.) is highly consistent across word processing programs but is not
137 required by the rule because it is not easily done with some
138 programs. A person using a typewriter, however, can easily
139 determine the maximum number of characters per line and certify
140 that the number of characters per page and in the brief does not
141 exceed the maiu (For example, a typewriter with pica type
142 produces no more than 10 characters per inch. One line of text,
143 therefore, has no more than 65 characters per line.) Different word
144 processing programs do not produce as consistent a word count, but
145 the rule permits use of word counts because the variations from
146 program to program are small and some programs do not count
147 characters. The rule imposes not only an overall word/character
148 limit (the number of words or characters in the brief) but also limits

L 149 the average number of words or characters per page. This latter
150 provision ensures legibility; it does not permit a person to squeeze
151 too many words on a page.

152 A monospaced brief can meet the volume limitation by using
153 the word or character count, or a line count. If the line counting

7 154 method is used, the number of lines may not exceed 1,300 -- 26 lines
L 155 per page in a 50 page brief. The number of lines is easily counted

156 manually. Line counting is not sufficient if a proportionally spaced
157 typeface is used, because the amount of material per line can vary
158 widely.

159 A brief using the type volume limitations in subparagraph (B)
160 must include a certificate by the attorney, or party proceeding pro
161 se, that the brief complies with the limitation. The rule permits the
162 person preparing the certification to rely upon the word or character
163 count of the word processing system used to prepare the brief.

164 Until adoption of these amendments, Rule 28(g) governed
165 the length of briefs. Rule 28(g) began with the words "[e]xcept by
166 permission of the court," signalling that a party could file a motion
167 to exceed the limits established in the rule. The absence of similar
168 language in Rule 32 does not mean that the Committee intends to
169 prohibit motions to deviate from the requirements of the rule. The
170 Committee does not believe that any such language is needed to
171 authorize such a motion.

L 172 Subpart (b). Form of an Appendix.
173 The provisions governing the form of a brief generally apply

L
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174 to an appendix. The rule recognizes, however, that an appendix is
175 usually produced by photocopying existing documents. The rule
176 requires that the photocopies be legible. Photocopies of the original
177 documents are required.

178 The rule permits inclusion not only of documents from the
179 record but also copies of a printed judicial or agency decision. If a
180 decision that is part of the record in the case has been published, it
181 is helpful to provide a copy of the published decision in place of a
182 copy of the decision from the record.

183 Subpart (c). Form of Other Papers.
184 The old rule required a petition for rehearing to be produced
185 in the same manner as a brief or appendix. The new rule also
186 requires that a petition for rehearing en banc and a response to
187 either a petition for panel rehearing or a petition for rehearing en
188 banc be prepared in the same manner. But the length limitations
189 of paragraph (a)(7) do not apply to those documents and a cover is
190 not required if all the information needed by the court to properly
191 identify the document and the parties is included in the caption or
192 signature page.

193 Former subdivision (b) stated that other papers "may be
194 produced in like manner, or they may be typewritten upon opaque,
195 unglazed paper 8A by 11 inches in size." That language has been
196 deleted but that method of preparing documents is not eliminated
197 because (a)(5)(B) permits use of standard pica type. The only
198 change is that the rule now specifies margins for these typewritten
199 documents.

200 Subpart (d). Local Variation.
201 A brief that complies with the national rule should be
202 acceptable in every court Local rules may move in one direction
203 only: they may authorize non-compliance with certain of the
204 national norms. For example, a court that wishes to do so may
205 authorize printing of briefs on both sides of the paper, or the use of
206 smaller type size or sans-serif proportional type. A local rule may
207 not, however, impose requirements that are not in the national rule.

12
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Re: Rule 27

The Standing Committee also "remanded" Rule 27 to the Advisory
Committee. There were two reasons for the remand:

1. The format provisions in (d)(2) were not well coordinated
with the proposed amendments to Rule 32. I have made the
(d)(2) provisions parallel with those in the preceding version
of Rule 32 while keeping the content of the (d)(2) provisions
consistent with the 'substantive" decisions the Advisory
Committee had previously made concerning them.

2. Shortly before the meeting, Judge Logan and I noted a
L substantive error that had been made at the April meeting in

paragraph (a)(3) in an effort to improve the "style" of the

E rule.
When published paragraph (a)(3) read as follows:

1 (3) Response. Any party may file a response to a
Lz 2 motion. The provisions of (2) apply to a

3 response. The response must be filed within 7
4 days after service of the motion unless the court
5 shortens or extends the time, but
6 (A) a motion for a procedural order is
7 governed by subdivision (b) of this rule;
8 and
9 (B) a motion authorized by Rules 8, 9, 18, or

10 41 may be acted upon after reasonable
E 11 notice.

On the basis of the public comments, the Advisory
Committee decided to extend the response time to 10 days.
In addition, Mr. Garner did not like using the word "but" as
the lead in to the (A) and (B) clauses. He suggested deleting
the word "but" and replacing it with the words "with the
following exceptions:". The Advisory Committee approved
that change.

Therefore, the rule submitted to the Standing Committee
read as follows:

1 (3) Response.

2 (A) Any party may file a response to a
L 3 motion. Rule 27 (a)(2) applies to a

4 response. The response must be filed

L- 13
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5 within 10 days after service of the
6 motion unless the court shortens or
7 extends the time, with the following
8 exceptions:
9 () a motion for a procedural order is

10 governed by Rule 27(b); and
11 (ii) a motion authorized by Rule 8, 9,
12 18, or 41 may be acted upon after
13 reasonable notice.
14 (B)

The "with the following exceptions" language works an
unintended substantive change. The new language makes it
appear that a response to a motion for a procedural order, or
to a motion authorized by Rule 8, 9, 18, or 41, is not due
within 10 days. That was not the Committee's intent. A
response is due within 10 days. The cross-reference to
subpart (b) was simply intended to make it clear that the
court may act before receiving a response. As to the motions
in (ii), the court may act after reasonable notice.

As you will see below, I suggest a return to language similar
to that in the published rule.

Rule 27. Motions

1 (a) ontent of mou-nr; responsA Unless another- fom is

2 elsewhere prescribed by these rules, an application for an order or

3 other relief shell be made by filing a motion for such order or other

4 relief with proof of service on ad other parties. The motion shall

5 eefntain of be aeeompanied by any emater- required by a speeifie

6 provsion of these rules goveniing such a motion, shall state with

7 partieularity the grounds ont whieh it is based, and shal set ferth the

8 order- or- relief sought. If a moionee is suppefted by briefs, affida~vits

L 9 or other papers, they shall be ferved and filed with the motio. A ny

14
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10 pa" may file a response in opposition to a motion other than one
L

11 for a pr-cedural order [for which see subdivision (b)] within 7 days

L 12 after service of the motion, but motions authorized by Rules 8, 9, 18

v 13 and 41 may be ated upoe after -reasonable notice, and the court

14 nmy shorten or- exend the time fr responding on ay ,

15 (b) Dctf emibiom of motions for procedural ordcev.

16 Notwithstanding the provisions of (a) of this Rule 27 as to motions

17 generallr, motions for prfcedural orders, ineluding any motion

18 under- Ruale 26(b), fmay be aeted upon at any time, mithout awaiting

19 a response thereto, and pursuant to rule or order of the court,

20 motios for specified tes of proeduralW orders may be disposed ot

21 by the clerk. Any party adversely affeeted by such action may by

V ~~~~22 application to the couttf r-equest consideration; vacationo

23 medification of such action.

24 (e) Pwer- of a :__/ jude to entep7ain no ions-. In addition to

25 the authority expressly conifered by these rules or by law, a single

26 judge of a cout of appeals _my entertain and may &aft or- deny anty

L
27 request for relief which under these rules may properly be sought by

L28 motioen wept that a simge judge may not dismiss or other~wise

29 determine an appeal r other- proceeding, and xceept that a court of

30 appeals ma 'rvde by order: or- rMe that any motion or- class of

L 31 motions must be acted upofn by the court. The action of a single

15
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32 judge may be renewed by the court.

33 (d) Form of Papers; Number of Gopics. All papers relating to

L. 34 a motioe may be typewritten. An original and three copies must be

35 filed unless the court requires the fling of a different number by

36 local rule or by order in a partieular case.

L~ 37 X In General.

38 Xl-~ Application for Relief. An application for an order or

L 39 other relief is made by motion unless these rules

40 prescribe another form.

41 L Content of a Motion.

42 .(A) Grounds and relief sought. A motion must state

LI 43 with particularity the grounds for the motion

44 and the relief sought. The motion must contain

45 the legal argment necessary to support it.

L 46 XB) Accompanying documents. If a motion is

47 supported by affidavits or other papers, they

48 must be served and filed with the motion.

49 i Only affidavits and papers necessary for

50 determining the motion may be

51 attached.

52 Xii An affidavit must contain only factual

16
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53 information, not legal argument.

54 X(fl A motion seeking substantive relief must

55 include a copy of the trial court's

56 opinion or agency's decision as a

57 separately identified exhibit.

58 . Documents not reuired.

59 Di A separate brief supporting or

60 responding to a motion must not be

61 filed.

62 X1i) A notice of motion is not required.

63 Xi A proposed order is not required.

64 L3i Response.

65 {A) Any party may file a response to a motion.

66 Rule 27(a)(2) applies to a response. The

67 response must be filed within 10 days after

68 service of the motion unless the court shortens

69 or extends the time. But a motion for a

70 procedural order is governed by Rule 27(b) and

71 a motion authorized by Rules 8, 9. 18. or 41

72 may be acted upon after reasonable notice.

73 .(i A response may include a motion for

74 affirmative relief The times for response to

17
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75 the new motion. and for reply to that response.

76 are governed by Rule 27(a)(3)(A) and (a)(4).

77 The title of the response must under Rule

78 27(dU2)(D). alert the court to the, request for

79 relief.

80 (44 Repl to Response. The moving party may file a reply

81 to a response. A reply must be filed no later than 5

82 days after service of the response. unless the court

83 shortens or extends the time. A reply must not

F 84 reargue propositions presented in the motion or

85 present matters that do not reply to the response.

86 Disosition of a Motion for a Procedural Order. A motion for

87 a procedural order -- including any motion under Rule

88 26(b) -- may be acted upon at any time without awaiting a

89 response. A court may. by rule or by order in a particular

90 case. authorize the clerk to dispose of motions for specified

91 yes of procedural orders. A party adversely affected by the

92 court's. or the clerk's. disposition may file a motion

93 requesting reconsideration. vacation. or modification of such

94 action. Timely opposition to a motion that is filed after the

95 motion is granted in whole or in part does not constitute a

96 request to reconsider, vacate, or modify the disposition: a

18
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97 motion requesting that relief must be filed.

98 ... Power of a Single Judge to Entertain a Motion. A single judge

99 of a court of appeals may act on any motion. but may not

100 dismiss or otherwise determine an appeal or other

101 proceeding. A court of appeals may provide by rule or by

102 order in a particular case that only the court may act on any

103 motion or class of motions. The court may review the action

104 of a single judge.

105 -d) Form of Papers. Page Limits. and Number of Copies.

106 Ul In Writing. A motion must be in writing unless the

107 court permits otherwise.

108 v2 Format.

109 "A Reproductions A motion. response. or reply may

110 be reproduced by any process that yields a clear

111 black image on light paper. The paper must be

112 opaque. unglazed paper. Only one side of the

113 paper may be used.

114 X Cover. A cover is not required but there must

115 be a caption that includes the case number, the

116 name of the ar the title of the case, and a

117 brief descriptive title indicating the purpose of

118 the motion and identifying the part or parties

19
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119 for whom it is filed.

120 Q Binding. The document must be bound in any

121 mamner that is secure, does not obscure the

122 text, and permits the document to lie

123 reasonabl_ flat when open.

124 E Paper Size. Line S&acingt and Maigins. The

L 125 document must be on 8k by 11 inch paper.

126 The text must be double spaced. but quotations

127 more than two lines long may be indented and

128 single-spaced. Headings and footnotes may be

129 single-spaced. Margins must be at least one

130 inch on all four sides. Page numbers may be

LI 131 placed in the margins, but no text may appear

132 there,

133 1fi Page limits. A motion or a response to a motion must

134 not exceed twenty pages. exclusive of the corporate

135 disclosure statement and accompanying documents

136 authorized by Rule 27(a)(2)(B). unless the court

137 permits or directs otherwise. A reply to a response

138 must not exceed ten pages.

139 (4 Number of Copies. An original and three copies must

140 be filed unless the court requis the filing of a

20
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141 different number by local rule or by order in a

142 particular cases

L 143 @) Oral Argument. A motion will be decided without oral

144 argument Iless the court orders otherwise.

Committee Note

The rule has been entirely rewritten.

Subdivision (a). Paragraph (1) retains the language
from the old rule indicating that an application for an order
or other relief is made by filing a motion unless another form
is required by some other provision in the rules.

Paragraph (2) outlines the content of a motion. It
begins with the general requirement from the old rule that a
motion must state with particularity the grounds supporting it
and the relief requested. It adds a requirement that all legal
arguments should be presented in the body of the motion; a
separate brief or memorandum supporting or responding to a
motion must not be filed. The Supreme Court uses this
single document approach. Sup. Ct. R. 21.1. In furtheranceV7 of the requirement that all legal argument must be contained
in the body of the motion, paragraph (2) also states that an
affidavit that is attached to a motion should contain only
factual information and not legal argument.

Paragraph (2) further states that whenever a motion
requests substantive relief, a copy of the trial court's opinion
or agency's decision must be attached.

L Although it is common to present a district court with
a proposed order along with the motion requesting relief,
that is not the practice in the courts of appeals. A proposed
order is not required and is not expected or desired. Nor is a
notice of motion required.

Paragraph (3) continues the provisions of the old rule
concerning the filing of a response to a motion except that

21
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X111 the time for responding has been expanded to 10 days rather
L than 7 days. Because the time periods in the rule apply to a

substantive motion as well as a procedural motion, the longer
time period may help reduce the number of motions for
extension of time, or at least provide a more realistic time
frame within which to make and dispose of such a motion. A

L party filing a response in opposition to a motion may also
request affirmative relief. It is the Committee's judgment

,>1 that it is permissible to combine the response and the new
L motion in the same document. Indeed, because there may be

substantial overlap of arguments in the response and in the
request for affirmative relief, a combined document may beV preferable. If a request for relief is combined with a
response, the caption of the document must alert the court to
the request for relief The time for a response to such a new
request and for reply to that response are governed by the
general rules regulating responses and replies.

Paragraph (4) is new. It permits the filing of a reply
to a response. Two circuits currently have rules authorizing a
reply. If there is urgency to decide the motion, the moving
party may waive the right to reply or may file the reply very
quickly. As a general matter, a reply must not "reargue
propositions presented in the motion or present matters that
do not reply to the response." Sometimes, matters relevant
to the motion arise after the motion is filed; treatment of
such matters in the reply is appropriate even though strictly

e speaking it may not reply to the response.

Subdivision (b). This subdivision remains
1L. substantively unchanged except to clarify that one may file a

motion for reconsideration, etc., of a disposition by either the
court or the clerk A new sentence is added indicating that if

lo a motion is granted in whole or in part before the filing of
timely opposition to the motion, the filing of the opposition is
not treated as a request for reconsideration, etc. A party

L - wishing to have the court reconsider, vacate, or modify the
disposition must file a new motion that addresses the order
granting the motion.

Although the rule does not require a court to do so, it
would be helpful if, whenever a motion is disposed of before
receipt of any response from the opposing party, the ruling
indicates that it was issued without awaiting a response. Such

22
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a statement will aid the opposing party in deciding whether
L to request reconsideration. The opposing party may have

mailed a response about the time of the ruling and be
uncertain whether the court has considered it.

Subdivision (c). The changes in the subdivision are
stylistic only. No substantive changes are intended.

Subdivision (d). This subdivision has been
i substantially revised. Paragraph (1) states that a motion must

be in writing unless the court permits otherwise. The writing
requirement has been implicit in the rule; the Committee
decided to make it explicit. There are, however, instances in
which a court may permit oral motions. Perhaps the most
common such instance would be a motion made during oral
argument in the presence of opposing counsel; for example, a
request for permission to submit a supplemental brief on an
issue raised by the court for the first time at oral argument.

C Rather than limit oral motions to those made during oral
argument or, conversely, assume the propriety of making
even extremely complex motions orally during argument, the
Committee decided that it is better to leave the
determination of the propriety of an oral motion to the
court's discretion. The provision also would not disturb the
practice in those circuits that permit certain procedural
motions, such as a motion for extension of time for filing a

7 brief, to be made by telephone and ruled upon by the clerk.

The format requirements have been moved from Rule
32(b) to this rule. No cover is required, but a caption is
needed as well as a descriptive title indicating the purpose of
the motion and identifying the party or parties for whom it is
filed.

Paragraph (3) establishes page limits; twenty pages for
a motion or a response, and ten pages for a reply. Three
circuits have established page limits by local rule. The rule
does not establish special page limits for those instances in
which a party combines a response to a motion with a new
request for affirmative relief. Because a combined document
most often will be used when there is substantial overlap in
the argument in opposition to the motion and in the
argument for the affirmative relief, twenty pages may be
sufficient in most instances. If it is not, the party may request

23
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L
additional pages. If ten pages is insufficient for the original

L movant to both reply to the response, and respond to the new
request for affirmative relief, two separate documents may be
used or a request for additional pages may be made.U

C Paragraph (4) is unchanged.

L Subdivision (e). This new provision makes it clear
that there is no right to oral argument on a motion. Seven
circuits have local rules stating that oral argument of motions
will not be held unless the court orders it.

L
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Re: Rule 28

The proposed amendments to Rule 28 are necessary to
conform it to proposed amendments to Rule 32.

a. Proposed Rule 32 requires a certificate of compliance
with the length limitations of that rule unless the brief
falls within the safe-harbor. Because every brief will
not need a certificate of compliance with Rule 32, it
may be unnecessary to add the certificate of

L compliance to Rule 28's list of items that must be
included in a brief. On the other hand, including a
reminder of the certificate in the Rule 28 list could
prove helpful to practitioners and court alike. The
draft does so.

b. Rule 28(g) must be amended to delete the page
limitations for a brief; the length limitations are being
moved to Rule 32.

c. Rule 28(h) is amended so that the cross-reference to
28(a) includes paragraph (8).

L
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Rule 28. Brief.

1 (a) Appellant'sBref The e, ellanfs brief of4he

L 2 appellant must contain, under appropriate headings

3 and in the order here indicated:

4

5 ffi The certificate of compliance, if required by

L 6 Rule 32(a)(7

7 (b) Appellee's Brief. The appellee's brief of the appellee

i' 8 must conform to the requirements of pargrphs Rule

9 28(a)(1)-(6) and (89, except that none of the following

10 need appear unless the appellee is dissatisfied with the

11 appellant's statement of the appel

12 (1) the jurisdictional statement;

13 (2) the statement of the issues;

14 (3) the statement of the case;

U., 15 (4) the statement of the standard of review.

16

17 (g) (reserved]

L 18 Length of brefs. E-cpt by permissi of the court r

19 as speified by larule fthe efappi s,

20 principal briMes mut ot exeeed 50 pages, and reply

CV< 21 ref must net eeed 25 pages, exelusie of pages
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22 containing the corporate disclosure statement, table s

23 contents, tables of citation, prorf of se e, and any

L 24 addendtm containing statutes rules, regulations, ete.

25 (h) Briefs in a Lases involving a Cross:4ppeals. If a cross:

26 appeal is filed, the party who first files a notice of

27 appeal first, or in the cevnt that if the notices are filed

28 on the same day, the plaintiff in the proceeding below

29 shall-be is deemed the appellant for the purposes offr
30 this rule and Rules 30, ied 31, and 34, unless the

r 31 parties agree otherwise agfee or the court orders

32 otherwise ofder. The iejee's brief of the appellee

33 shel must conform to the requirements of subdIGe

34 Rule 28(a)(1)- (6) M ef this rule with respect to the

Bel 35 appellee's cross appeal as well as respond to the

L 36 appellant's brief o the appelant except that a

37 statement of the case need not be made unless the

r 38 appellee is dissatisfied with the appellant's statement

L

C Committee Note

Subdivision (a). The amendment conforms this rule
with an amendment being made to Rule 32. Rule 32(a)(7)
requires a brief to include a certificate of compliance with
type volume limitations contained in that rule. No certificate
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is required, however, if a brief does not exceed 30 pages, or
L 15 pages for a reply brief. Rule 28(a) is amended to include

that certificate in the list of items that must be included in a
, brief whenever it is required by Rule 32.

Subdivision (b). This is also a conforming amendment
accompanying the amendment requiring a certificate of
compliance with Rule 32. An appellee's brief must include
such a certificate, so the cross-reference to subdivision (a)
now includes paragraph (8).

Subdivision (g). The amendment deletes former
subdivision (g) that limited a principal brief to 50 pages and
a reply brief to 25 pages. The length limitations have been
moved to Rule 32. Rule 32 deals generally with the format
for a brief or appendix.

Subdivision (h). The amendment requires an
l appellee's brief to comply with (a)(1) through (8) with regard

to a cross-appeal. The addition of separate paragraphs
requiring a summary of argument and a certificate of

L j compliance with Rule 32 increased the relevant paragraphs of
subdivision (a) from (6) to (8). The rest of the changes are
stylistic; no substantive changes are intended.
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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE SEVENTH CIRCUIT

219 SOUTH DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60604

L) FRANK H. EASTERBROOK

CIRCUITJUDGE July 24, 1995

r7 XHon. James K. Logan
United States Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit
P.O. Box 790
Olathe, Kansas 66051-0790

Dear Jim:

Lo The decision of the Standing Committee to recommit the draft of Rule 32
offers an opportunity to revisit the question what we are trying to achieve by re-r vising the national rule. I think that there are three principal objectives:

1. Making briefs more readable. Appellate judges spend more time reading
briefs than on any other task. Better typography and form would do more to
facilitate our work than anything short of better substance-which no rule can
ensure. Readability requires better typography, making briefs prepared in
house more like briefs prepared by a commercial printer. Achieving that objec-
tive entails two steps: First, we have to free counsel from the constraints of

L some local rules that hamper good typography. (The Seventh Circuit, for ex-
ample, forbids the use of proportional type; yet printers use only proportional

7 type, and monospaced type does not appear in any professionally prepared
L book or magazine.) Second, we have to protect the court from typographical ty-

ros. Freed to use good devices, such as proportionally spaced faces, lawyers
may trip over their shoelaces. They went to law school, not a trade school for
printers. Software has given them options they do not know how to use wisely.
One therefore cannot have liberty (step one) without responsibility (step two).

2. Creating a level playing field. The rule should give every lawyer an equal
opportunity to make arguments, without permitting those with the best in-r: house typesetting an opportunity to expand their submissions. Footnotes, the

V use of tight tracking, even the selection of a face with a small x-height, can
squeeze more words into 50 pages. This objective is in part for the benefit of the
bench, but it is even more for the benefit of the bar, a message that should be
prominent in the Committee Note.

3. Facilitating a national practice. A brief prepared according to the na-
tional rule should be acceptable in every court. The Committee Note to the cur-

;V rent draft expresses this as a hope, but as a hope it is forlorn. Comments to the
many drafts show that judges and courts have different ideas about what is ac-
ceptable, so local rules are bound to break out. But a national rule can and

L should say that the local rules may move in one direction only: they may au-
thorize additional devices and forms but may not remove any from the national
rule. The way to achieve this is with language in the text rather than language in

L. the Committee Note.

L

L
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Page 2

Having as the objective one universally acceptable brief form implies that
the national rule should use the lowest common denominator. Example:
Everyone thinks that serif type is acceptable, but a minority are willing to accept
sans-serif type. The national rule therefore should require serif type. If a circuit
wants to accept sans-serif type too, it can so provide by local rule. A lawyer who
never looks at the local rule therefore is safe, and all judges receive briefs they
deem readable. By contrast, a national rule that blesses both serif and sans-serif
type will breed local rules banning sans-serif type, frustrating both national
practice and judges who have trouble with sans-serif type but can't persuade
their circuits to get rid of it.

X4 These three objectives have several implications for the draft of a rule. I
have discussed the principal consequence of the national practice objective.
The level playing field objective is what leads to the limitations on words. This
caused some ruckus at the Standing Committee because of concern about No-
Tie Brown, who lacks word processing equipment and needs a safe harbor,
leading to the question why archaic equipment carries a 20% penalty. This can
and should be dealt with by a uniform safe harbor for all briefs, plus a simple
method of ensuring compliance-the lawyer can certify that the brief has fewer
than x words, y characters, or z lines of type. No-Tie Brown can count both lines
of type and characters easier than he can count words. (A monospaced font has
the same number of characters per line; rather, it has no more than a fixed

7 number of characters per line.) As for the readability objective: the presence of
tyros means that the rule must be reasonably explicit; and being explicit means
using words that tyros don't already know. (If they knew them, they wouldn't be
tyros.) Any effort to shield these people from words used to describe something

L they do every day aids neither judge nor lawyer. They can learn the words (with
the aid of the Committee Note) more easily than the judges can tolerate poorly
produced briefs! Lawyers will get used to the terms; the question for a rule-
writer should be whether, when familiar, the terms can be readily applied.

All of this leads to a concrete proposal for a new Rule 32. I have drafted a
rule from scratch, though taking account of the many turns the current draft

L has taken. I have tried to be as brief and non-technical as possible and have
borrowed gobs of text from the draft presented to the Standing Committee.
Here goes:

Rule 32. Form of a Brief, an Appendix, and Other Papers.

(a) Form of a Brief.

Lo (1) Reproduction.

(A) A brief may be reproduced by any process that yields a clear dark

L image on light paper. The paper must be opaque and unglazed.
Only one side of the paper may be used.

(B) Text must be reproduced with a clarity that equals or exceeds the
L output of a laser printer.
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Page 3
L.

(C) Photographs, illustrations, and tables may be reproduced by any
method that results in a good copy of the original; a glossy finish is
acceptable if the original is glossy.

(2) Cover. Except for filings of pro se parties, the cover of the appellant's
L brief must be blue; the appellee's, red; an intervenor's or amicus curi-

ae's, green; any reply brief, gray. The front cover of a brief must con-

L tain:
(A) the number of the case centered at the top;

(B) the name of the court;

(C) the title of the case (see Rule 12(a));

(D) the nature of the proceeding (e.g., Appeal, Petition for Review) and
the name of the court, agency, or board below;

(E) the title of the document, identifying the party or parties for whom
the document is filed; and

(F) the name, office address, and telephone number of counsel repre-
senting the party for whom the document is filed. Counsel of record
must be identified by an asterisk.

L (3) Binding. The document must be bound in any manner that is secure,
does not obscure the text, and permits the document to lie reasonably
flat when open.

(4) Paper Size, Line Spacing, and Margins. The document must be on 81/2
by 11 inch paper. The text must be double-spaced, but quotations
more than two lines long may be indented and single-spaced.
Headings and footnotes may be single-spaced. Margins must be at
least one inch on all four sides. Page numbers may be placed in the

L margins, but no other text may appear there.

(5) Typeface. Either a proportionally spaced or a monospaced font may be
L used.

(A) A proportionally spaced face must include serifs, but sans-serif type
may be used in headings and captions. A proportionally spaced face
must be 14-point or larger, but 12-point text may be used in foot-
notes.

L (B) A monospaced face may not contain more than 101/2 characters per
inch.

(6) Type styles. The brief must be set in a plain, roman style, although italics
may be used for emphasis. Case names must be italicized or under-
lined. A brief may use boldface only for case captions, section names,
and argument headings. A brief may use all-capitals text only for case
captions and section names.
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L.

(7) Length.

L (A) Page Limitation. A principal brief may not exceed 30 pages, or a re-
7 ply brief 15 pages, unless it complies with Rule 32(a)(7) (B) and (C).

L (B) Type Volume Limitation.

(i) A principal brief is acceptable if it contains no more than the
greater of 14,000 words or 90,000 characters and does not aver-
age more than 280 words or 1,800 characters per page. A brief
using a monospaced face also is acceptable if it does not contain
more than 1,300 lines of text.

(ii) A reply brief is acceptable if it contains no more than half of the
type volume specified in Rule 32(a) (7) (B) (i).

(iii) Headings, footnotes, and quotations count toward the word,
character, and line limitations. The corporate disclosure state-

1 ment, table of contents, table of citations, statement with respect
to oral argument, any addendum containing statutes, rules, or
regulations, and any certificates of counsel do not count toward

d: Lthe limitations.

(C) Certificate of Compliance. A brief submitted under Rule 32(a) (7) (B)
must include a certificate by the attorney, or a party proceeding pro
se, that the brief complies with the type volume limitation. The
certificate must state the number of words, characters, or lines of
type in the brief. The person preparing the certificate may rely on
the word or character count of the word-processing system used to
prepare the brief.

(b) Form of an Appendix. An appendix must comply with Rule 32(a)(1), (2),
(3), and (4), with the following exceptions:

(1) The cover of a separately bound appendix must be white.

(2) An appendix may include a legible photocopy of any document found
in the record or of a printed judicial or agency decision. A photocopy

! of a photocopy, or oi a fax transmission, is not acceptable. A photo-
copy must be the same size as the original.

L (3) When necessary to facilitate inclusion of odd-sized documents such as
technical drawings, an appendix may be a size other than 81/2 by 11K : inches, and need not lie reasonably flat when opened.

(c) Form of Other Papers.

l I (1) Motion. The form of a motion is governed by Rule 27(d).

(2) Other Papers. Any other paper, including a petition for rehearing and a
petition for rehearing en banc, and any response to such a petition,

L
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must be reproduced in the manner prescribed by Rule 32(a), with the
n following exceptions:

(A) A cover is not necessary if the caption and signature page of the pa-
K per together contain the information required by Rule 32(a) (2).

(B) Rule 32(a) (7) does not apply.

L (d) Local Variation. Every court of appeals must accept documents that
comply with this rule. By local rule or order in a particular case a court of ap-
peals may accept documents that do not meet all of the requirements of this

L rule.

Lf Just a few comments, in case the reasons behind the choices in the text are
obscure.

The treatment of an appendix has been put in its own subsection to pro-
mote clarity. That led me to change the order of subsection (a), so that there
could be a single compact reference in subsection (b).

Reproduction: In place of the 300 dpi standard, I have used "clarity that
equals or exceeds the output of a laser printer." Lawyers know what a "laser
printer" is. The Committee Note can explain that this means 300 dpi (with 600
dpi preferred), and that dot-matrix and fax are out, while daisy-wheel, type-
writer, standard printing, and most ink-jet printers are in. If we are going to use
compliance with Rule 32 the national rule as a guarantee of acceptability every-
where, the 300 dpi minimum is essential. I have changed "white" paper to
"light" (buff and cream are fine), and have added a paragraph to handle photos
and illustrations.

Cover and binding come from the current Advisory Committee draft. The
paper size paragraph specifies one-inch margins and defines a "margin" as
space containing nothing more than page numbers. Note that under my draft
Rule 32(d) a court of appeals could authorize pamphlet-sized, printed briefs.

Typeface: The draft Rule 32(a) (5) requires serif type. If the national rule al-
lows sans-serif type, I can guarantee that several courts of appeals will forbid it
anyway. The Committee Note can explain the difference between serif andK sans-serif type and point out that all professionally done publications and briefs
use serif type for body text. This is a real self-protection measure for judges, at
no cost to attorneys. The Committee Note also can explain the difference be-r tween proportional and monospaced faces; a rule should not contain
definitions of words unless the definitions depart from ordinary usage.

L By the way, for my taste 14-point type is much too large. It is the
size used for grade school books! (And for the preceding two sentences.)
The Supreme Court allows u-point type; I don't see why 12-point type (the size
used for this letter and all of the Advisory Committee's own work) is too small.

L The seventh circuit will certainly adopt a local rule allowing 12-point type.

r
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Judges who prefer or need larger type can use a computer disk to generate it
(see below for a proposed new Rule 31(c)). But if the national rule is to guaran-
tee universal acceptability, I suppose it should use the 14-point minimum for
text (though not for footnotes).

Type styles: A lowest common denominator rule should ensure roman
type, limit the use of italics and boldface, and all but forbid all-caps text (which
lawyers are wont to use in argument headings, although I find it unreadable).
Some courts may be more liberal, but I doubt it.

Length: To placate No-Tie Brown, I have drafted a safe harbor for all briefs,
with a counting rule equally applicable across the board. The certificate can use
word or character counts (the numbers are roughly equivalent), and the No-Tie
crowd, which uses typewriters, also can use a line count that comes out to ap-
proximately 50 pages. Even No-Tie Brown can have a secretary count lines! The
1,300 lines is so pages at 26 lines per page. With lines 61/2 inches wide, and 101/2
characters per inch, there would be 68.25 characters per line, and 1,300 such

L lines would contain 88,725 characters. So the word, character, and line counts
all come to roughly the same thing. A level playing field-and level at approxi-
mately the current 50-page limit. Rule 32(a) (7) (B) (iii) contains a more compre-
hensive list of excluded matter. The certificate of compliance has been sim-
plified from the Advisory Committee's current draft.

The rest is straightforward, I hope. Rule 32(b) (2) states loudly that the ap-
pendix may not contain faxes or photo-reductions, two banes of judicial exis-
tence. Rule 32(d) sets limits on the scope of local rules that are absolutely essen-7 tial if this project is to succeed.

As I said at the Standing Committee meeting, one more matter deserves at-
tention. The single most-talked-about subject in the corridors of the appellate

L judges' meeting in San Diego was how to use modern technology to be able to
search text in briefs and records-and, for judges with visual problems, how to
enlarge that text, or have the computer read it aloud. Dealing with the record is
a large problem, because only some of it is available on computer. But most
briefs are now available in electronic form, and we can require them to be filed
that way. I propose the following as a new Rule 31 (c). The current subsection (c)
in Rule 31 would be redesignated as (d).

L Digital Media. One copy of each brief must be filed on digital media. The
disk must contain nothing more than the text of the brief, and the label of the
disk must include the case name and docket number. One copy of the disk must
be served on each party separately represented. Filing and service under this
subsection are not required if counsel certifies that the text of the brief is not
available on digital media.

The Committee Note should include three points: (1) A 3½/2 inch disk is
preferred but not required. (2) It is not necessary to use any particular operating

L
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Page 7

system or word processing program. Modern computers can read both IBM and
Macintosh disks, and translators enable one program to read at least the text (if
not all the formatting) generated by other programs. But counsel should be en-
couraged to include two versions of the text: one in the word processor's
"native" format and the other in plain ASCII text. (3) The rule is not designed to
require the use of word processing equipment.

One copy should suffice; the court can create more if they are required.
Judge Stotler has expressed a concern about viruses, but I do not think this
troubling. Viruses infect only executable files; word processing documents are
not executable. Anyway, most computers today are equipped with virus-detec-
tion and disinfection programs.

I look forward to joining you at the next Advisory Committee meeting.

Sincerely,

Frank H. Easterbrook

L cc: Hon. Alicemarie H. Stotler
John K. Rabiej
Peter B. McCabe

L f i Carol Ann Mooney
Bryan Garner
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Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules
Part I.B(2), Text - Rules for Publication

Rule 32. Form of a riefs, the an Appendix and

V Qther Eapers

1 (a) Fonn of a Byief and he an _ppendik.

2 (1 In General, Briefs and appendices A

V 3 brief may be produced by stmderd

4 tpograpbic printng or by any

5 duplicating or copymg prceess which

L 6 predeees ia

7 clear black image on white paper,.

7 ~ ~ ~~~8
Lj 9~~ ic~dn fii¶i~

9 . i gjuiiiw The paper must be

10 opaque g unglazeel

12

13

14

IS ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 AHf printed mtter-

B; 16 must appear in at liast 11 point ype n

17 opaquc, unglazed paper. Bricfs and

18 appzedices preduced by the stadad

19 tepgraphic process shall bc bound in
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Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules
Part LB(2), Text - Rules for Publication

20 volncs having pages 6 1/8 by 9 1/4

La 21 inchcs and typc mnttcr 4 1/6 by 7- 1/6

51 22 inelis. Those produccd by any other

23 process shall be bound in vclumcs

24 hag pages4 1/ by 11 inehes and tpe

r25 mttee net eed*g 61/2 by 9 I-A
26 in-hes with douibl spacing between ca

51 27 liNe ef text In patent cascs the pages of

28 brieff and appcendices may bc of sech

29 as isi nccssary to utilizecpies-of

51 30 patent deeamews.

31 2 Tyejface. Either a proportionately

32 spaced typeface M or

LI 33 a monospaced tpeface _ W

Kr 34 may be used

51 35 in abrief,

36 g _ _

37 .a_ f The design must be in

L 38 roman, non-scipt type. KMIdK4IiMiId

39

L 40

51 88
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Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules
Part LB(2), Text - Rules for Publication

L 41 Si PaperSize. Line Spacing and Marqins. A

42 brief must be on 8-1/2 by 11 inch paper.

43 feteic must b doublepaced. but

44 qtations more than two lines long may

45 be indented and single-spaced

46 Headings and footnotes may be single-

47 spaced, e i
fr
L, 48 IX

49

50 Length.

51 A___

52 principal brief must not exceed

53 , words and a reply brief

54 must not exceed 7O words. f

55

56 more than 280 words per page.

57 including I footnotes. and

58 quotations.

C 7 ~~~~~59 FEK.V.? 1 k; N

60 A

61 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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r Advisory Committee on Appellate RulesL Part LB(2), Text - Rules for Publication

62 _i ; o

7' 63

64

65

66

67 n not exceed 40 pages for a

68 principal brief I-an 20

69 pages for a reply brief.

L: 70 Xusi~ns~ W_ r 1hf~

71

Low 72 =icrporate disclosure

73 statement, table of contents. table

74 of citations. certificate of service,

75 SW-_e._;
. . ................

76 bite or any addendum

77 containing statutes. rules.

78 relations etc

79

80

81 _

82 ___
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Advisory Conmittee on Appellate Rules
Part LB(2), Text - Rules for Publication

84 _

85
L

86

L 87 _

r 88 W9~o~ether ~Ii

89

90

92

L 93

94

95

96 it Appendix. An appendix must be in the

L 1 97 same form as a brief but may include a

r, 98 legible photocopy of any document in

99 the record.

100 _epies of the rpertee's tranerit and

101 ethcr papers repreduced in a mnnncrL
102 awtherized by this rulc may be inscrted

103 Ie th appcndix; such pagce may be
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Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules
Part I.B(2), Text - Rules for Publication

104 infemnfy renumbered if seeessart.

105 K Cover. If briefs are produced by

106 commercial printing or duplicating irMs,

107 or, if predueed etherwse and the ewers

108 to be dcseibed arc avidabe, LExcept fr

109 flings of pro se parties, the cover of the

110 appellants brief of the appellant should

111 must be blue; that of thepellee the

112 appellee's red; that- an intervenozI or

113 amicus curaeZ, green; thet-ef a any

114 reply brief, gray. The cover of the

V 115 appcedry, if scparatcly printed, ahetld.&

116 separately printed appendix must be

117 white. The front csvcrs ef the brief&and

118 of appndiees; if scpartly printed, ihnl1

119 cover of a bref and of a separately

120 printed appendix must contain:
L

121 (A) the number of the case centered

L 122 at the to

123 (4 .(i the name of the court and the

124 number of the case;
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t I Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules
L Part LB(2), Text, Rules for Publication

itK 125 .(C) the title ofthe case (see Rule

126 12(a));

127 (3) MI the nature of the proceeding in

128 the court (e.g., Appeal, Petition

L 129 for Review) and the name of the

130 court, agency, or board below;

131 (43 . the title of the document,

AL 132 identifyng the party or parties for

133 whom the document is filed
LA.

134 Ek4ef r Appellant; AppendA

L 135 and

136 (* jF) the n ername. office

137 addresses. and telephone number

KJ 138 of counsel representing the party

7 139 on, whose behalf for whom the

140 document is fled.

141 L Binding. A brief or appendix must be

142 bound in any manner that is secure, does

143 not obscure the text. and permits the

144 document to lie f flat when

145 Men,
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Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules
Part LB(2), Text - Rules for Publication

146 (b) Fonn of Other Eapersm Petitions fcr rehearing

147 shawl be predued i r preseribed-by

148 subdivision (a). Motions and ether papers may

149 be produced in llHc manmr, or they may be

150 isepwritten upen opaque, uglazd paper 8 1/

151 by 11 inches in size. Lines of typewrittent

152 shall be double spaced. Consecutivz sheets shael

153 be attaehed at the left margin. Garben eepift

154 Maybe used for filing and servicc if they arc

155 legible.

156 A motien or other paper addrcescd to

157 the court shall contain a caption setting forth

158 the nnmc of the court, the title of the cac, the

159 fMie number, and a brief deseripte fitle

160 indicating the purpose of the paper.

161 U1 Motion. The form M, a motion is

162 governed by Rule 27(d).

163 (21 Other Papers. M-1 other paper. including

164 a petition for rehearing and a

165 for rehearing i; banc. and any response

166 to such I petition must be produced in a
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r", Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules
X Part I.B(2), Text - Rules for Publication

167 manner prescribed by Rule 32(a.

168

169 does not apply;

170 a cover is not necessary if the

171 paper has a caption that includes

172 the case number, the name of the

173 court. the title of the case. and a

K 174 brief descriptive title indicating

175 the purpose of the paper and

176 identifing the party or parties for

177 whom it is filed,

L ~~~~~~~~~Committee Note

Subdivision (a). A number of stylistic and substantive
changes have been made in subdivision (a). F
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L Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules
Part LB(2), Text - Rules for Publication

a in~es&.I~Itii 1 t 01hiiio

EL ~ I~is New paragraphs have been added governing the
printing of a brief or appendix. The old rule simply stated
that a brief or appendix produced by the standardE, typographic process muat be printed in at least 11 point type
or, if produced in any other manner, the lines of text must be
double spaced. Today few briefs are produced byEr commercial printers or by typewriters; most are produced on
and printed by computer. The availability of computer fonts
in a variety of sizes and styles has given rise to local rules
limiting type styles. The Advisory Committee believes that
some standards are needed both to ensure that all litigants
have an equal opportunity to present their material and to
ensure that the documents are easily legible.

The rule provides two options. The text can be
prepared using a proportionately spaced typeface U s

~r- or a monospaced typeface 2

A monospaced typeface is defined as one in which all
characters have "the same advance width." That means that
each character is given the same horizontal space on the line.
A wide letter such as a capital "m" and a narrow letter such
as a lower case "i" are given the same space. ThM"IiiSh

L ~~~~~~~~~~~96
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Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules
Part I.B(2), Text - Rules for Publication

A proportionately spaced typeface gives a different
Lamount of horizontal space to characters depending upon the
Am~dt of the character. A capital Win would be given more
horizontal space than a lower case '" a

Si.. *:f>:,.X::.:..:z..i...:....... .

at ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P

r~~~~~~~

on thhe numer if wse per Af rahrth enumber ofL~ pages. This gives every party the same opportunity to present
an argument without regard to the typeface used and
eliminates any incentive to use footnotes or typographical

, ~~~~~tricks" to squeeze more-material onto a page. The rule
imposes not only 'M overall word lmnit, but also limits the

: ~~~~~average number of words per page. The reason for the limit
L ~~~~~on the average number off words per page as well as the limit

on the total number of words is to ensure legibility. The
limitation on the average number of words per page is an
94 important element in guaranteeing that, any proportionately
spaced typeface used is of sufficient size to be easily legible
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Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules
Part LB(2), Text - Rules for Publication
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Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules
Part LB(2), Text - Rules for Publication

The rule requires a brief or appendix to be bound in
any mannerthat is secure, does not obscure the text, and that
permits the document to lie LE flat when open.7 Many judges and most court employees do much of their
work at computer keyboards and a brief that lies flat when
open is significantly more convenient The Federal Circuit
already has such a requirement, and the Fifth Circuit rules
state a preference for it. While a spiral binding would
comply with this requirement, it is not intended to be the
exclusive method of binding. 90"i~te f t i

The rule requires that the number of the case be
centered at the top of the front cover of a brief or appendix.

L This will aid in identification of the document and again the
idea was drawn from a local rule. The rule also requires that
the title of the document identify the party or parties on
whose behalf the document is filed. When there are multiple
appellants or appellees, this information is necessary to the
court. If however, the document is filed on behalf of all

L appellants or all appellees, it may so indicate. Further, it
may be possible to identify the class of parties on whose
behalf the document is filed. Otherwise, it may be necessary
to name each party. The rule also requires that attorneys'
telephone numbers appear on the front cover of a brief or
appendix.

LJ

Having amended the national rule to provideL. additional detail, the Committee foresees little need for local
variation and suggests that the existing local rules be
repealed. It is the Committee's further suggestion that before
a circuit adopts a local rule governing the form or style of
papers, the circuit will carefully weigh the value of the
proposed local rule against the difficulties and inefficiencies
local variations create for national practitioners.

Subdivision (b). The old rule required a petition for
rehearing to be produced in the same manner as a brief or

L 99
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Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules
Part LB(2), Text - Rules for Publication

Ez appendix. The new rule also requires that a ' for
rehearing i banc and a response to either a petition for

L panel rehearing or a Ed for rehearing i banc be
prepared in the same manner. But the length limitations of
paragraph (a)d do not apply and a cover is not required if aLI caption is used that provides all the information needed by
the court to properly identify the document and the parties
for whom it is filed.

Former subdivision (b) stated that other papers "may
be produced in like manner, or they may be typewritten upon
opaque, unglazed paper 8-1/2 by 11 inches in size.' UN

I. The only change that t rule now
specifies margins for these typewritten documents.

L
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7 COMMITTEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
OF THE

JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544

ALICEMARIE H. STOTLER CHAIRS OF ADVISORY COMMITTEES
CHAIR JAMES K. LOGAN

Lo PETER G. MCCABE APPELLATE RULES
SECRETARY PAUL MANNES

BANKRUPTCY RULES

LI May 23, 1995 PATRICK E. HIGGINBOTHAMCIVIL RULES

D. LOWELL JENSEN
CRIMINAL RULES

The Honorable cemarie H. Stotler, Chair RALPH K. WINTER, JR.LIStanding Committee on Rules of Practice EVIDENCE RULES
L ~~and Proce ure

751 West Saga Ana Boulevard
Santa Ana, california 92701

Re: Marketing the Restylization of the Appellate Rules

Dear Judge:

E When we undertook the restylization of the appellate rules I guess
I did not think that we would have to do a major marketing job to
have the changes accepted. I assumed that if we would simply
state that the rules had been rewritten by different committees
over a long period of time, that an expert on use of language in a
legal context had been hired to advise the Standing Committee and
all of the various rules advisory committees on language, and that

L this project emerged from that, it would be enough. But I suspect
that you are correct that we will have to do at least some mar-
keting. I will comment on the items in your memorandum as fol-
lows:

1. Format of Presentation. I agree with Joe Spaniol that we
ought to utilize the face-to-face/side-by-side format in every-L thing that the AO distributes for us. I doubt we can require the
commercial publishers to present the changes in that form, but we7 can certainly suggest it if they are going to publish our pro-L posals. I have never seen anything commercial publishers have
done on appellate rules we have put out for comment; everything I
have seen has been published by the AO.

L 2. Introduction via Circuit Judicial Conferences. Under the
pressure of budget constraints, most circuits have gone to an

7 every-other-year judicial conference instead of on an annualL basis. Therefore, some circuit judicial conferences may not meet
during the time that we have these rules out for comment. If

m1 there are judicial conferences which could include the revisionsL on their programs, the program committees may not regard these
changes as "sexy" enough to make the program list. I have been

LI
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Honorable Alicemarie H. Stotler
May 23, 1995
Page two

through that several times with the Tenth Circuit, and our program
committees seem to want more broad-gauged subjects. I realize
that the Ninth Circuit operates on a totally different format,
with lots of subcommittees. We could present the rule changes to
the chief judges of the various circuits as a suggested subject
for conference programs, or for a subject at a court retreat. We
could offer someone from our committee to make the presentation.

There is another route through the judicial conferences ofL the various circuits. I believe each judicial circuit council is
required by law to have an advisory committee, with
representatives from the bar of each of the states represented in
the circuit. I was the first chair of the Tenth Circuit advisory
committee. We have as its membership one lawyer from each of the
six states in the circuit, selected by the circuit judges of the
state from a list of three names submitted to them by the districtL judges in the state. These are lawyers who are required to have a
substantial federal practice. In addition, there is on the
advisory committee a representative of the U.S. Attorneys and the7 federal public defenders. We use this method--and I think other
circuits also--to disseminate to the bar proposals under
consideration and to develop feedback from the bar. Certainly the
style revision of the appellate rules could and should be

L presented to those advisory committees, which will no doubt meet
each time there is a circuit judicial conference--and perhaps in

rllk between. A member of our rules committee could be persuaded toL make a presentation to these advisory committees and to seek their
assistance in obtaining bar approval.

3. Transmittal Letter. I am in full agreement with yourL suggestion that the cover letter of transmittal cite the history,
membership, and time invested in this project.

4. Early Hearings. I agree again that we should schedule
hearings on the appellate rules changes at the earliest possible
moment. In my six or so years on the committee we have never had
to actually hold a public hearing. Only infrequently have we had
a request by any person to appear, or an indication that anyone
would appear at a public hearing. In the one instance of a
request for personal appearance of which I have knowledge Ken
Ripple, my predecessor, satisfied that individual by a telephone
conversation. Last year there was one request from Judge Wiggins
that was misconstrued as a desire to appear. When I visited with
Judge Wiggins on the telephone he said he did not intend to appear
but merely wanted his views known to the committee. The massive
revision we have undertaken is likely to prove an exception to our
past history, and certainly if there is interest we should have
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Honorable Alicemarie H. Stotler
7 May 23, 1995-

L; ~Page three

Li

hearings. We could schedule one in four different areas of the
country with one circuit judge member of our committee presiding
at each such hearing.

5. Lawyer's Group Support. I agree with your comments that
we should make sure that all interested lawyer groups are informed
and have a copy of the cover letter explaining the history, mem-
bership, and time involved in this project.

Xi 6. Litigation Magazine. Of course I would like to see an
article such as you suggest. But I think the best person to do
that article would be Bryan Garner. He is so busy that I do not

Lr know whether he could do it. Perhaps now that George Pratt has
left the bench he, or Joe Spaniol, could do it.

7. Academic Support. If we could induce law professors toLi write op-ed pieces, or law review articles in support of the
project it would help. After all the work we have done I am not
sure we want to especially invite them to nitpick. I suspect that
we need not do anything special to -attract comment from the
country's law professors, but those who specialize in federal
practice should be included on the distribution list.

8. American Law Institute Assistance. This does not seem
like an ALI project. But Charlie Wright and Geof Hazard are
vitally interested people who may be willing to comment approv-

L ingly of the project.

9. Stay Further Amendments. It would not be too difficultEr to consider the October 1995 batch of rules going out for publi-
cation and comment as the last ones until we conclude the style
project. We really have only one suggestion before us that seems
to deserve immediate attention--one by Judge Steve Williams to
eliminate the trap of premature appeals from administrative
agencies in the same way we have eliminated it for court cases.
There are a few places in the style revision where ambiguitiesEr must be cleared up, and those may be regarded as substantive
changes. But I see no problem in keeping new rules out of the
pipeline--with the possible exception of the Steve Williams

L suggestion--until we get the revised rules.

10. "Marketing Style" as SRC Agenda Item. I leave that to'
F you as to whether to put marketing on the Standing Committee's
L agenda for discussion.

71 11. Timing and the SRC Chair's Discretion. I would think
L that you will want to have the approval of the entire Standing

Committee before you issue the appellate rules as restylized for
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Honorable Alicemarie H. Stotler
May 23, 1995
Page four

publication and comment. I have been pushing it pretty hard
because my term as chair of the advisory committee will terminate
in October 1996, and I want to have the project before the
Standing Committee in time to participate in answering questions
on the revisions while I am still serving on the committee. Carol
Mooney has also told me she intends to end her long tenure as
reporter when my tenure as chair ends. Thus, while I am not in
any hurry to get this before the bar--the process has been func-
tioning well with the appellate rules as they are currently
written--if the Standing Committee wishes Carol and my input it
should give its consideration before October 1996.

I have nothing additional to contribute to your marketing memo. I
guess I assumed that the bar would welcome simplification and we
really would not have to do a major sell job on our restylization.

Sincerely,

Logan

JKL:sa

cc: Professor Carol Ann Mooney
Professor Daniel R. Coquillette
Mr. Peter G. McCabe
Mr. Joseph F. Spaniol, Jr.

IMr. John K. Rabiej
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K. COMMITTEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
OF THE

JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES
7 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544

ALICEMARIE H. STOTLER 
CHAIRS OF ADVISORY COMMITTEESCHAIR 

JAMES K. LOGAN

PETER G. McCABE 
APPELLATE RULESSECRETARY 

PAUL MANNES

MEMORANDUM TO FILE BANKRUPTCY RULES
Alicemarie H. Stotler, U.S.D.J. CIVIL RULES

D. LOWELL JENSENApril 23, 1995 CRIMINAL RULES

RALPH K. WINTER, JR.

Re: Marketing the Restylization of the Appellate Rules EVIDENCE RULES

7 On April 18, after the Appellate Rules Advisory Committee meeting adjourned,Joe Spaniol, Peter McCabe, John Rabiej, Prof. Mooney, and I had an interesting, albeitinformal, conversation about "marketing" the style project for the Appellate Rules. Among the7 suggestions for success are the following:

1. Format of Presentation. Joe Spaniol suggests that we insist that commercialpublishers present the rule changes in a face-to-face/side-by-side format akin to that submittedby Mr. Garner when he presents revised sets of rules. We can maintain this format in the AOpublication that is widely distributed, but we will have less control over the commercialpublishers as well as the format adopted for online distribution. We need to look into the extentof control we have over those publications and routes of distribution.

L 2. Introduction via Circuit Judicial Conferences. We should use the various circuitjudicial conferences throughout the United States to distribute the advance word about theAppellate Rules revisions. Perhaps April 1996 is a more logical concluding date for the styleproject, and we need to start working our way now onto the program committees of the variousCircuit Judicial Conferences. We will need to showcase prime examples of how the AppellateRules have been simplified and clarified.

3. Transmittal Letter. When it is time for the cover letter of transmittal to go out,perhaps by Judges Logan and Stotler (or the chairmen at the time), we need to cite the historyL of the style project including its illustrious members and the time invested in this project.
4. Early Hearings. We will schedule hearings on the Appellate Rules changes andset them frequently and early so as to prompt comment immediately.

5. Lawyer's Group Support. We need to make sure that many groups within theABA are also contacted about these rules changes, plus ATLA, ACTL, etc. We should includethe American Academy of Appellate Lawyers which has a newsletter and of which Mr.L Munford, a member of the Appellate Advisory Rules Committee, is president-elect. (He waspresent during much of this April 18 discussion.)
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i 6. Litigation Magazine. We should prepare an article for the Litigation magazine,
the publication sponsored by the Litigation Section of the ABA. We need to submit an article
in a timely fashion that sets forth sample rules, improved by style, with the same face-to-face
format discussed in paragraph one.

7 7. Academic Support. We need to garner support from the academy.

L 8. American Law Institute Assistance? Perhaps the ALI can be approached so as to
endorse, in a general way, this project. We should inquire of President Wright and/or Prof.
Hazard, its Director, whether the style effort comports with the goals of the ALI.

9. Stay Further Amendments? The Appellate Rules Advisory Committee may wish
to consider the October 1995 batch of rules going out for publication and comment its last batch
until the style project is concluded on the Appellate Rules. If we can keep new rules out of the
pipeline, it will be easier to present an entire new set of revised Appellate Rules.

10. 'Marketing Style" as SRC Agenda Item. Should we include "marketing" on the
Standing Rules Committee agenda so that we can determine the wishes of the Standing
Committee as a whole about its endorsement of the style project and the timing of the above
steps?

r
11. Timing and the SRC Chair's Discretion. Finally, we can consider asking the

Chair of the Standing Committee to authorize publication of the Appellate Rules without having7 to await action by the full Standing Committee. Given the timing (of a proposed April 1996
L,. completion date), however, it is likely the Chair of the Standing Committee will want to have

the approval of the entire Standing Committee for issuance of the Appellate Rules as revised forLI publication and comment.

The recipients of this memo (listed below) are invited to add to, revise, or otherwise
contribute thoughts on the "Marketing Memo."

Distribution List

cc: Judge Logan
Professor MooneyL Professor Coquillette
Mr. McCabe

Ad Mr. Spaniol
L Mr. Rabiej

L G:\Docs\AHScommo\Rules\Mrktng.App
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A Self-Study of FederalJudicial Rulemaking

A Report from the Subcommittee on Long Range Planning to the
Committee on Rules of Practice, Procedure and Evidence of the

Judicial Conference of the United States

July1995

Introduction

At the June 1993 meeting, the Standing Committee directed the Subcommittee on Long
Range Planning to undertake a thorough study of the federal judicial rulemaking procedures,
including: (1) a description of existing procedures; (2) a summary of criticisms and concerns; (3)
an assessment of how existing procedures might be improved; and (4) appropriate proposed
recommendations.

The self-study was deferred in anticipation of the January 1994 Executive Session and
related discussion. At that meeting, the Standing Committee decided to solicit public cormments.
Appendix A to this Report contains a Summary of the Comments Received. In addition, the
Subcommittee canvassed the secondary literature. Appendix B to this Report is an Annotated
Bibliography. An Interim Report was circulated in anticipation of the June 1994 meeting of the
Standing Committee. The Interim Report raised several issues for preliminary discussion at that
meeting and solicited further written comments from those in attendance. A draft was circulated
to the Standing Committee in January 1995, and now this semi-final draft has been completed.
The Chair of the Standing Committee wants to solicit comments from the Advisory
Committees, so the Subcommittee's work will be back on the agenda for the winter 1995-96
meeting of the Standing Committee.

The following sections organize this Self-Study Report on the federal judicial rulemaking
procedures: a History of the origins of modern rulemaking, a description of Current Procedures;
a discussion of Evaluative Norms; the Issues and Recommendations for reforms; and a brief
Conclusion.



Self-Study Report (draft ofJune 15, 1995) 2

Historyl '

Modern federal judicial rulemaking dates from 1958. A few paragraphs of history inform Cour understanding of current practice. L

The Judiciary Act of 1789 first authorized federal courts to fashion necessary rules of
practice.2 A lesser known statute enacted a few days later provided that in actions at law the K
federal procedure' should be the same as in the state courts.3 This created a system that seems
odd to us today: a distinctly national procedure for equity and admiralty, coupled with a static
procedure, conforming to the procedure in each state as of September 1789, for actions at law,
the procedure for actions at law remained the same while state courts altered their procedures.
The system became more odd, or at least more uneven, in 1828 when a statute required federal
courts in subsequently admitted states to conform to 1828 state procedures. The same statute U]provided that all federal courts were to follow 1828 state procedures, with some discretion, in
proceedings for writs of execution and other enforcement procedures.4 This unsatisfactory system
prevented the federal courts from following state procedural reform such as the New York Code
of 1848, which merged law and equity and simplified pleading.5

The next legislative change came in 1872 when Congress withdrew rulemaking authority X
from the federal courts and required that all actions in law conform to the corresponding state
forum's rules and procedures. 6 Under the ConfornitykAct there were as many different sets of mfederal rules and procedures as there were states.7' LJ

This Report is not the place to retell the history of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, a
story "told in large part in terms of dedicated individuals who worked and campaigned to bring K
them into existence.' What bears emphasis is that until 1938, that is, for the Nation's first 150 L
years, things were very different from what taye today.

Before 1938, the federal courts followed state procedural law, state substantive statutes, and L
federal substantive common law, even in diversitycases Of course, the substantive common law
of the forum state was recognized to be controlling in the famous 1938 Supreme Court diversity 7
decision of Erie Railroad Co. v. Tompkins,9 ivfruling Swift v. Tyson, 'which had stood since

1 This portion of this Report is adapted from Thomas E. Baker, An Introduction to Federal Court Rulemaldng
Procedure, 22 Tex. Tech L. Rev. 323, 324-28 (1991).

2 Act of Sept. 24, 1789, ch. 20, §17, 1 Stat. 73, 83.-

3 Act of Sept. 29, 1789, ch. 21, §2, 1 Stat. 93.
4 Act of May 19, 1828, ch. 68, 4 Stat. 278. ^7
5 Charles E. Clark, The Challenge of a New Federal Judicial Procedure, 20 Cornell L.Q 443, 499-50 (1935). L
6 Act ofJune 1, 1872, ch. 255, 17 Stat. 197 (repealed 1934).
7 MT]he procedural law continued to operate in an atmosphere of uncertainty and confusion, aggravated by the
growing tendency of federal courts to develop their own rules of procedure under the licensing words of the 1872Act that conformity was to be 'as near as may be.' " Charles Alan Wright & Arthur R Miller, 4 Federal Practice and
Procedure §1002 at 14 (2d ed. 1987).

8 Id. §1004 at 21.

9 304 U.S. 64 (1938). 7
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1842.10 And in the same year, after more than two decades of effort, national rules of procedure
were drafted by an ad hoc Advisory Committee appointed by the Supreme Court under the
provision of the Rules Enabling Act of 1934.11 Thus 1938 marked an inversion in diversity cases:K henceforth there would be federal procedural law and state substantive law. Those 1938 rules-
still recognizable today despite numerous amendments-established a nationally-uniform set of
federal procedures, abolished the distinction between law and equity, created one form of action,
provided for liberal joinder of claims and parties, and authorized extensive discovery.

The Supreme Court's ad hoc Advisory Committee was comprised of distinguished lawyers
and law professors. While the ad hoc Committee members have been lionized for their

L accomplishment of drafting the rules themselves, their more subtle but equally lasting
achievement was to establish the basic traditions of federal procedural reform.12 Two features of
that experience have characterized federal judicial rulemaking ever since. First, the ad hoc
Committee took care to elicit the thinking and the experience of the bench and bar by widely
distributing drafts and soliciting comments, evincing willingness to reconsider and redraft its
recommendations. Second, "the work of the Committee was viewed as intellectual, rather than a

L mere exercise In counting noses.713 The ad hoc Committee recomrended to the Supreme Court
what it considered the best and most workable rules rather than rules that might be supported
most widely or might appease special interests. Although the'rulemaking process has been
revised over the years since, these two traditions have endured

This positive experience located rulemaking responsibility inside the judicial branch, but
L the modern rulemaking process took a few more years to 8evdlve. A year'after the new rules went

into effect, the Supreme Court called upon the ad hoc Advisory Committee to submit
amendments, which the Court accepted and sent to'Congress, and which became effective in

L. '1941.14 The next year, the Supreme Court designated the ad hoc Committee as a continuing
Advisory Committee, which thereafter periodically subihitted rules amendments through the
1940s and early 1950s.l5 Inri1955 the continuing Advisory Committee submitted an extensive
report to the Supreme Court with numerous suggested amendments. The Court neither acted on
the Report nor explained its, inaction. Instead; th Justi&s ordered the Committee 'discharged
with thanks" and revoked the Comnmittee's authori as a continuing body.16

L The resulting void in rulemaking procedure was an object of concern expressed by the
American Bar Association, the Judicial Conference, and other groups.l7 At the time, there was
no small controversy over whether the Court should designate a new continuing committee and

10 44 U.S. (16 Pet.) 11 (1842).

11 Act ofJune 19, 1934, ch. 651, §§1-2, 48 Stat. 1064; Order Appointing Committee to Draft Unified System of
Equity and Law Rules, 295 U.S. 774 (1934).

L 12 Wright & Miller, supra note 7, §1005.

13 Ibid.

14 Order Requesting Amendments from the Advisory Committee, 308 U.S. 642 (1939).

15 Continuance of Advisory Committee, 314 U.S. 720 (1941); Charles E. Clark, 'Clarifying" Amendments to the
Federal Rules?, 14 Ohio St. L. J. 241 (1953)-.

16 Order Discharging the Advisory Committee, 352 U.S. 803 (1956).

17 The Rule-Making Function and the Judicial Conference of the United States, 44 A.B.A. J. 42 (1958) (panel
discussion).

L
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how the members might be selected. Dissatisfaction was expressed that the Supreme Court was
merely rubber-stamping the recommendations from the previous Advisory Committee, and
several of the Justices were heard to agree with that criticism, dissenting from orders, from time
to time, to complain that the proposals were not actually the work of the Court.l8 Apparently,
there were misgivings expressed behind the scenes about the tenure and influence of the
members of the continuing Advisory Comnittee, whoqserved indeterminate terms, remaining
until residgnation or death. This discrete, Third Branch discussion took~place alongside the -
perennial separation-of-powers debate between he Judiciary and Congress over which
institution should make rules and how.

A consensus emerged that some ongoing rulemaking process was desirable, but that the
process had to be reformed. The replacement rulemaking procedures were designed by Chief
Jiustice EarslWarren,Justic''TorimCi,. Clarkl,,and ChiefJudgeJohnJ. Parker ofthe Fourth-
Circuit, during their cruise to attend the 1957 American Bar Association Convention. Justice
Clark recalled, 'n our' daily walks around the,,,deck ,of the Queen Mary, we thrashed out theprobler > tho±oughy, finallya ,reeing that thehChiefJustice, as the Chair of te Judicial
Confere nce ' shbl a`ppont` the comnhtedes which would give themr the tag ofChiefJustice
Cornmiite""es.', "19 This "%~ePen1M M` Compromise" led to, a~ statutory amendment by which
Congress assigne~e p0iibltytote Judicial Conference for advising thei Supreme Court
regarding"ch 4sintevaiu st f fe~deral rules-drmiralty, appellate,Ibankruiptcy, civil and
criminal-which only the Couthad ormal 6tatutory authority to amend. 20 The rulemakingprocess today follows the, basi 1958 desig. 2lIOrily wo deyelopments,in rulemaking since then
are suffic~ientlnoteworhy toedeste brief mention this history. 4

First, therenwas a showdown over theFederal Rules -of Evidence.An Advisory Committeeon Ruibs'ff Evidence was created 'ine 396K, Fdploing, standard rulemnaking procedures~ after
extensive dtudy, the Advisory Committee promulgated ,a set of proposed rules in 1972. 'nose
proposed -rileS were hig hly controi l specall~ythe rules .dealing, with evidentiary privileges.Congress,,lnded h a ,upmanpdat ndg? ,, ma nsiat , t the evidence rules not take effect until approved

legislaeioA. Thefi Cort ossed rules and made substantial revisions before
enactin n~es of k~c n~ ~~etv i 95*2Te legislative yeto provision that
attached to all r iesh ce beer discarded, but the applicable statute still provides
that any revision, of thie riles goveirng vdeniary privileges, shall have no force unless approved

18 E.g., Order Amending the Rules of Civil Procedure, 329 U.S. 843 (1946) (notingJustice Frankfurter's reliance
on the judgment of the Advisory Committee); Order Amending the Rules of Civil Procedure, 308 U.S. 643 (1939)
(noting Justice Black's disapproval); Order Adopting the Rules of Procedure for the District Courts of the United
States, 302 U.S. 783 (1937) (noting Justice Brandeis' disapproval).

19 Tom C. Clark, Foreword to Wright &Miller, supra note 7, at ix.
20 Act ofJuly 11, 1958, Pub. L. No. 93-12, 72 Stat. 356; Panel Discussion, The Rule-Making Function of the
Judicial Conference of the United States, 44 A.BAJ. 42 (1958).
21 The Justices continue to express their individual concerns about the Supreme Court's appropriate role in judicial
rulemaking. Statement of Justice White, 113 S.Ct. 575 (Apr. 22, 1993), Dissenting Statement ofJustice Scalia,
joined by justices Thomas and Souter, 113 S.Ct. 581 (Apr. 22, 1993); Order Amending the Rules of Civil
Procedure, 374 U.S. 861 (1963) (opposing statements of Justices Black and Douglas).
22 Act of January 2, 1975, Pub. L.,No. 93-595, 88 Stat. 1926; Edward W. Cleary, Preliminary Notes on Reading
the Rules of Evidence, 57 Neb. L. Rev. 908 (1978).C
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by Congress. 23 After a 20-year hiatus the ChiefJustice reestablished an Advisory Committee on
L the Rules of Evidence in 1993. This committee has embarked on a comprehensive review.

Second, Congress amended the Rules Enabling Act in 1988 to require the rules
committees to hold open meetings, maintain public minutes, and afford wider notice and longer
periods for public commentary on proposed rules.24 These amendments were designed to

7 increase attention to rules initiatives and public participation. Rulemaking today is more
La/ accessible to interested parties than ever before. It is also slower, and the exchange is not an

unmixed blessing. In the wake of the 1988 changes, only Congress can change rules with
dispatch. This means that any group with a perceived pressing need seeks its forum in the
legislature rather than the judiciary, and today Congress regularly demonstrates its interest in
federal rules matters by holding committee hearings and amending the rules themselves.

L Current Procedures 25

7 Congress has authorized the federal judiciary to prescribe the rules of practice, procedure,
and evidence, subject to an expressly reserved legislative power to reject, modify, or defer any
judicially-made rules. This statutory authorization is found in the Rules Enabling Act.26

Pursuant to this statutory authorization and responsibility, the judicial branch has developed an
L elaborate committee structure with attendant rulemaking procedures. The Proceduresfor theLConduct ofBusiness by the Judicial Conference Committees on Rules of Practice and Procedure describe
re" the current procedures for judicial rulemaking.27 These rulemaking procedures were adopted byL the Judicial Conference of the United States. They govern the operations of the Standing

Committee and the various Advisory Committees in drafting and recommending new rules or
amendments to the present sets of federal rules of practice and procedure.

The Judicial Conference of the United States consists of the ChiefJustice of the United
States (Chair), the chiefjudges of the 13 United States courts of appeals, the Chief Judge of the
Court of International Trade, and 12 district judges chosen for a term of 3 years by the judges of

L each circuit. The Judicial Conference holds plenary meetings twice every year to consider
administrative problems and policy issues affecting the federal judiciary and to make
recomrnmendations to Congress concerning legislation affecting'the federal judicial system.28 It
also acts through an Executive Committee on some matters.

L

71

23 28 U.S.C. §2074(b).

24 Judicial Improvements and Access to Justice Act, Pub. L. No. 100-702, 102 Stat. 4642 (codified at 28 U.S.C.
§2073(c)).

25 This portion of this Report is adapted from Baker, supra note 1, at 328-31, and Administrative Office of the U.S.
Courts, The Federal Rules of Practice and Procedure-A Summary for Bench and Bar (Oct. 1993) (hereinafter A
Summary for Bench and Bar). Thomas E. Baker, Recent Developments in the Federal Rules of Procedure: The
1993 Changes and Beyond, 11 Pifth Cir. Reptr. 531 June 1994).

26 28 U.S.C. §§2071-2077.

27 Announcement, 54 Fed. Reg. 13,752 (Apr. 5, 1989) (publishing Procedures adopted by the Judicial Conference
of the United States on Mar. 14, 1989).

28 28 U.S.C. §331.
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By statute, the Judicial Conference is charged with carrying on a 'continuous study of the ioperation and effect ofthe general rules of practice and procedure." 29 The Conference isempowered to recommend changes and additions in the federal rules "from time to time" to theSupreme Court, in order to "promote simplicity in procedure, fairness' in administration, the justdetermination of litigation, and~the elimination of unjustifiable expense and delay."30

eTo perform these responsibilities ofstudy and drafting, the Judicial Conference has createdthe Committee6ohR ules of P ractice, Procedurea iandEvidence (Standing Cdmmittee) 31 and
various Advisory Committees (currently oneeach on Appellate Rules, Bapkruptcy Rules, Civil
Rules, Criminal Rules-and Evidence Rules),. All appointments are made by the ChiefJustice of £
the United States, for a three-year, one-re4newable term. lMembers are federal and state judges,
practicing attorneys, and scholars. On recommendatiqnqonf the Advisory Comnittee's chair, the
ChiefJustice appoints a reporter, usually, from the academy, to serve the committee as an expert Ladvisor. The reporter coordinates the Comrittee's agenda and drafts the rules amendments and 2the explanatory committee notes.

The Standing Committee coordinates, the rulemnaking responsibilities'of the Judicial L7
Conference. The Standing Committee reviews the recommendations of the various AdvisoryCommittees, and makes recommendations to the Judicial Conference for proposed rules changes
as may be necessary to maintain consistency and otherwise promote the interest of£ustice. EJThe Secretary, to the Standing Committee, currently the Assistant Director forjdges Programsof the Admirstrative Office of the U. S. Courts, coordinates the, operational aspects of the entire C

rulernaking process and maintains the official records of the rules committees. The Rules LI
Cormittee Support Office of the Administrative Office provides day-to-day administrative andlegal support for the Secretary and the various committees. 33 £7

Rulemaking procedures are elaborate:,

The pervasive and substantial impact of the rules on the practice of law in the federal
courts demands exacting and meticulous care in drafting rule changes. The
rulemaking process is time-consuming and involves a minimum of seven stages of
formal comment and review. From beginning to end, it usually takes two to three l
years for a suggestion to be enacted.34

By delegation from the Judicial Conference, authorized by the relevant statute, eachAdvisory Committee is charged to carry out a "continuous study of the operation and effect of LI

29 Ibid.
30 Ibid. £
31 28 U.S.C. §2073(b). The convention has been to refer to this Committee as the 'Standing Committee on Rules Eof Practice and Procedure. or simply the "Standing Committee.'
32 8 U.S.C. §2073(b).
33 'Meetings of the rules committees are open to the public and are widely announced. All records of the -commnittees, including minutes of committee meetings, suggestions and comments submitted by the public,statements of witnesses, transcripts of public hearings, and memoranda prepared by the reporters, are public and aremaintained by the secretary. Copies of the rules and proposed amendments are available from the Rules CommitteeSupport Office." A Summary for Bench and Bar, supra note 25.
34 A Summary for Bench and Bar, supra note 25.
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enabling statutes,44 amendments to the rules may be reported by the ChiefJustice to the
Congress at or after the beginning of a regular session of Congress but not later than May 1st.
The amendments become effective no earlier than December 1 of the year of transmittal, if
Congress takes no adverse action. 45

Since 1958 this rulemaking procedure has been followed regularly.46 Spirited debates have
been generated, from time to time, over particular proposals and sets of amendments. Some of
these controversies have been resolved within the Third Branch. In recent years, these
rulemaking procedures have been followed with the result that particular proposals have been
rejected at each level of consideration-at the Advisory Committees, at the Standing
Committee, at the Judicial Conference, and at the Supreme Court-often with attendant public
debate and occasionallyjwith high controversy. Debate likewise has attended proposals that have
been approved. For example, the last package of wholesale changes to the discovery provisions in

L the Civil Rules drew a separate statement from one member of the Supreme Court and a
dissenting statement from three others.

Other controversies have played out in the Congress. For examp1%, the 1993 amendments
were the subject of hearings in both the Senate and the House of Representatives. A bill to
rescind some of the discovery rules changes in that package passed the House, but did not reachL the floor of the Senate. Controversy akin to the separation of powers doctrine often surrounds
exercises of the legislative prerogative to pass a statute to effectuate a change in the federal rules
of procedure. Most recently, Congress included three new rules of evidence in the Violent CrimeL Control and Law Enforcernent Act of 1994.47 But over the years judges and the judiciary
regularly have been heard to urge that Congress should feel obliged to exercise greater self-
restraint in this regard and defer to the Rules Enabling Act process.

L Evaluative Norms48

7 It is worth a few pages to consider rulemaking procedures from a normative vantage, to ask
L. what are the explicit and implicit norms that overlay the entire enterprise of federal judicial

rulemaking, beyond the more familiar first level of abstraction that would consider the policy
r underlying some specific rule change. This vantage includes rulemaking norms as they are
L.. currently understood as well as how they might be "reimagined." If rulemaking procedures are a

meta-procedure, in the sense they are the procedures followed to promulgate new court proce-

L.~~~~~~~~~~~
44 28 U.S.C. §§2071-77.

45 But see Act of March 30, 1973, Pub. L. 93-12, 87 Stat. 9 (providing that the proposed Rules of Evidence should
have no effect until expressly approved by Act of Congress).

46 Order Amending the Rules of Civil Procedure, 480 U.S. 955 (1987); Order Amending the Rules of Civil
Procedure, 471 U.S. 1155 (1985); Order Amending the Rules of Civil Procedure, 461 U.S. 1097 (1983).
47 Pub. L. No. 103-322, 108 Stat. 1796; H.R. Rep. No. 103-711, 103d Cong., 2nd Sess. (1994). On unanimous
recommendation of the Advisory Committee on Evidence and of the Standing Committee, the Judicial Conference
informed Congress that in its view this exercise was imprudent and had produced seriously flawed language. The
Judicial Conference proposed an alternative text more in accord with the norms and drafting style of the other rules.
See Report oftheJudicial Conference on the Admission of CharacterEvidence in Certain Sexual Misconduct Cases (Feb.
1995).

48 This part of this Report is adapted, with permission, from a letter from Professor Oakley to the Chair of the
Subcommittee. John B. Oakley, An Open Letter on Reforming the Process of Revising the Federal Rules, 55 Mont.
L. Rev. 435 (1994).

L
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dures, then this segment of this Report, for what it is worth, might be described as a meta-meta-
procedure. To describe it this way is to adrmit that 'this part has the'smell of the lamp about it.

Inadequacies. Some argue that the existing norms to be found in the federal rules are not '
adequate and do not contemplate all that must be taken into account in a meaningful assessment Lb
of rulemaking as a process. Rule l's goal for the federal civil rules is the "just, speedy, and
inexpensive determination of every action." Although the three specified norms o`fjustice, speed,
and economy in civil litigation are rooted in common'sense, "they beg 'some of the most important
questions that face rulemakers.

In a world 'inrwhich time' is money, speed and economy are two sides of the same figurative
coin-and the sides are indistinguishable. Standing alone, they would argue 'for deciding every
case by the quickest (and therefore cheapest) means possible-such as the flip of a more
conventional coin? ont which thehead does not mirror the tail. Of course a "beadsl or tails" system
of resolving civil disputes would be intolerable, because it would be-unjust. But the norm of
justice lends itself more easily to condemnation of offered measures, rather than to a constructive K
way to sort profferedireforms, because it conceals at least two competing conceptions of what
justice requires.

On the one hand, justice has something to' do with fairness to individuals. Civil cases ought
to reach the "rightT' resuilt-the outcome that would follow if every relevant fact were known with
absolute accuracy, iif all uncertainty in meaning or application were Wrning out of every relevant 7
proposition of law and if society itself could by some extraordinary'plebiscite resolve whether the L
application of the general law to the unique circumstances of a particular case should be
tempered by overriding concerns of the situational equity. ' '' J, .

On the other hand, justice also has something to do with concerns of equality and
aggregate social efficiency. If we were to allocate all of our resources to attaining the Nth degree
of accuracy and absolute equity in ourideterminations -of legal liability in a particular case, there
would be far less, if any, resources left to adjudicate other deserving cases,' let alone to accomplish
all of the other functions government performs besides deciding civil disputes. Moreover, if
equity were-given a standing veto over pre-existing legal rules as applied to the actual facts of any 7
given case, we would subvert the system of reliance on protected expectations that permits a
society to function 'amid a welter of conflicting interests without every such conflict becoming a
contested dispute brought into court. 7

The fact that Rule 1 speaks of a just determination in every case, not only the one before a
judge at any given moment, is more a reminder of the inevitable tension between concerns of
fairness and efficiency than a criterion for resolving that tension. It should therefore be no
surprise that the history of federal civil procedure under the Federal Rules has featured a
continuous but seldom explicitly elaborated struggle between what might be labeled the "primacy
of fairness" versus the "primacy of efficiency." The "primacy of fairness" argues for subordination 7
of procedural rules in favor of reaching the merits of the parties' dispute under the substantive
law, and conditioning the'finality of determination on liberal opportunities for amendment of
pleadings, reconsideration by the trial court, and appellate review. The "primacy of efficiency"
argues for rigorous enforcement of procedural rules to narrow the range of the parties' dispute
and to expedite decision, and limiting the opportunity for, and scope of, appellate review.

Alternatives.' What alternative or additional norms might be imagined for federal judicial
rulemaking, beyond the norms that might be considered for the particular rules and procedures -
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- themselves? Federal rules of procedure should be adopted, construed, and administered to
promote five related norms: efficiency, fairness, simplicity, consensus, and uniformity.

The application of the norm of efficiency to the rulemaking process requires an assessment
of how costly it is to initiate consideration of a rule change and for that proposal to proceed to
implementation by the federal courts. That assessment is itself rather complicated, requiring, for

7 instance, consideration of the social cost of the rulemaking process in terms of how much more
time the rulemakers would have spent adjudicating cases, representing clients, or teaching
students and conducting research, had they not been involved in the rulemaking process.

L The assessment of the efficiency of the rulemaking process is further complicated'by being
interactive with assessment of the efficiency of the actual rules the rulemaking process produces.F A conservative and time-consuming process of rulemaking may be less costly than fast-track
rulemaking that taxes the litigation system with a constant need for retraining and a high rate of
error attributable to unfamiliarity with as-yet unconstrued new rules, unless it can be shown that
the long-run efficiency gains of new rules are consistently high. The inefficiency of frequently

LI changing the rules might argue either for keeping the 'rulemaking process inefficient and thus
resistant to proposals for change, or for adopting some form of staging process by which ruler changes are lirited, absent exceptional circumstances, to a prescribed schedule of once every so

L. many years. Moreover, since the Judicial Conference does not have 'monopoly power in
rulemaking, the relative efficiency of either an inert or a volatile judicial rulemaking process will
be determined, in part, by the efficiency or inefficiency of the rules likely to be produced by direct
Congressional action, or by Congressional delegation of local rulemaling power to individual
district courts, should centralized rulemaking by the Judicial Conference committee structure be
deemed unduly torpid.

As applied to the rulemaking process, the norm of fairness calls not only for receptivity to
proposals for change by those not directly vested with rulemaking power, but also for access to
the process of implementing a proposed rule change by those whose interests are most likely to
be affected by any proposed change. How seriously is public comment encouraged and
facilitated, and is this a pro forma gesture or is there evidence that adverse public comment
makes a difference in the progression of a proposal into a rule change? As applied to the rules

L that the process produces, the norm of fairness requires evaluation of whether changes in the
rules promote or retard the likelihood that individual cases will come to the right result, whether
by adjudication or pro tanto by settlement, in relation to the efficiency gains or losses that result
from such changes. Is the rulemaking system biased in favor of ratcheting up efficiency at the
expense of fairness, or vice versa?

The norm of simplicity, specified in 28 U.S.C. §331, serves'the related interests of both
efficiency and fairness. Unduly complex rules of procedure not only increase the cost of training,
compliance, and enforcement, but also increase the likelihood of mistaken and hence unfairEl japplication. Any rulemaking process that regularly produces unduly complex rules of procedure
or unduly complicates existing simple rules threatens the systemic goals of efficiency and fairness.

l, As applied to the rulemaking process, the norm of consensus overlaps, but does not
duplicate, the norm of fairness. The norm of consensus demands, first, that the rulemaking
process be sufficiently open to public input to be fairly representative of, or at least sensitive to,
the interests of those who will be most affected by the rules it produces. But this norm demands

K more than mere notice and the opportunity to be heard. There must be some sharing of, or at
least constraint upon, the power to make new rules, so that a lack of consensus about the wisdom

L
rr"
LJ
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of problematic proposed rules will normally suffice to block the adoption of such rules.
Consensus, should not be too strong a norm, however, because it favors the status quo. At the
same time, the expectation for consensus should render the rulemaking process sufficiently inert
to resist utopian reform rby policymakers who are so detached fromn the arena of litigation to
which the rules are directed that they are indifferent to the practical impact of rule changes upon
those most affected bythem. -

Themnorm of uniformity is fundamental to the rulemaking process first set in place by the
1934 Rules Enabling Act. The, Act was intended to promote a system of federal procedure that
was not only trans-substantive but, with minor local variations, uniform in application in all r
federal district courts. Geographical uniformiity is more important than trans-substantive L
application :of the federal rules., Deviations from trans-substantive uniformity can, where
necessary an'l appropriate, be expressly specified within the rules. Current mples tare the
special rl~es for dass actions,,brought derivatiyely by shareholders, and the entire setof discrete 7
rules of prorcedure for bankruptcy cases. But.geographical disuniforiity, even whenexkpressly
permitted by localopt-out provisions inserted into the national rules, operates insidiously and
often covertly to impair the norns, of both efficiency and fairness. L

dot .omty demnd tha t' procedwS ' 4f 'co : , .. 1

The norm of uniformity demands that the procedure for litigating actions in federal courts 7
remain essentially similar nationwide. If each district courts rules of civiliprocedure are allowed
to become sufficiently distinctthat venuemay aect'outcome and. that a special aptitudelin local
procedure becormies essentidl,!to competent represeptation in that court, forum-shopping would
be encouraged. Moreover, litigants must either risk the unfairness of inadvertent mistake in L
conforming, to localizedrulesof procedure or incur inefficient costs ofinsuring against the
idiosyncraskes of local practice by ad hoc procedural research or the prophylactic retentionllof local
counsel. L

Issues and Recomnmendations

In this section of this Report, we turn to issues, analyses, and recommendations. The
organization to be followed will take up issues related to the five entities in rulemaking: Advisory
Committees;.Standing Committee; Judicial Conference; Supreme Court;, and Congress.49 7

A. Advisory Committees

Memberships: Criticisms have been leveled at the composition of the various rules
committees. First, there have been allegations of an under-representation of the bar, particularly
active practitioners, and of other identifiable interest groups within the bar, such as public L
interest lawyers. The often implied but sometimes explicit objection is that the Advisory
Committees are dominated by federal judges. Second, there have been allegations of a lack of
diversity of members. The argument is that the diversity of the Advisory Committees ought to
mirror the diversity of the federal bar, which includes more women and minorities -than are L
currently found on the federal bench.

These are considerations. for the attention of the appointing authority, the ChiefJustice. In 7
recent years, the Advisory Committees have been/enlarged to indude more non-judges. Whether
they (and the Standing Committee) have already become too large for sustained exchanges and

49 Professor Carl Tobias assisted in the compilation of issues for consideration in this part of this Report.

L
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careful discussion is an interesting question; drafting by large committees is rarely successful. We
doubt that they should be much larger, perhaps they should be smaller. At all events, the rules
committees are committees of the Judicial Conference of the United States, the policy-making
entity of the Third Branch. They are not "bar" committees. The notion of representativeness,
i.e., that there ought to be a seat on the Advisory Committee for each identifiable faction of the
bar, contravenes the tradition of federal rulemaking based on a disinterested expertise, as opposed
to interest-group politics. Rulemaking ought not follow public opinion or bar polls.

Federal judges ought to remain a majority of the members of the Advisory Committees.
They have the knowledge and time to act in the best interest of the public those courts serve.

Lv They are of course lawyers too, with substantial experience on both sides of the bench. The
ability to compare these two experiences (not to mention the diverse backgrounds that brought

F still others to the bench) makes judges especially appropriate rulernakers. This is not to say that
the appointing power ought to be exercised without regard to the concerns we have mentioned.
It is enough to suggest that these considerations be given appropriate attention within the

F present appointment process and that efforts be made to identify well-qualified candidates with
diverse personal and professional experiences. Some recognition may appropriately be given to
enduring divisions in the practice of law. For example, the Advisory Committee on the Criminal
Rules includes a representative of the Department of Justice and a Federal Public Defender.

L Analogously, the Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990 required that advisory groups be "balanced
and include attorneys and other persons who are representative of major categories of litigants" in
each district.50 '! ' '

To help achieve these goals, the Chief Justice now solicits advice widely from within the
federal judiciary and the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts. The ChiefJustice could
consider seeking suggestions from the American Bar Association and similar other organizations
as well.51

F C [1] Recommendation to the ChiefJustice: Appointments to the Advisory
Committees should reflect the personal and professional diversity in the federal
bench and bar.

Length of terms: Members' terms on the Advisory Committee should be long enough to
maintain continuity and to allow a member to see a proposal through to adoption, but not so7 long as to create inflexibility and to render rulemaking an 'insider's game." The present practice
is to appoint members for an initial three-year term followed by a second three-year term. On
balance, this seems a reasonable normal term of years for members, but the ChiefJustice should
make exceptions when appropriate to help committees follow through with extended rulemaking
projects.

m7 Members must master a potentially bewildering number of proposals within a complex
L. process. The Chair, Reporter, and veteran members of the Advisory Committee can be of great

assistance. The rotation on and off of the Advisory Committee affords new members a break-in

50 28 U.S.C. §478(b).

F 51 See also Proposed Long Range Plan for the Federal Courts (May 1995) Recommendation 30, Implementation
Strategy 30c: 'In developing rules, the Judicial Conference and the individual courts should seek significant
participation by the interested public and representatives of the bar, induding members of the federal and state
benches."

L
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period. This by-product is reason to maintain the staggered terms. Still, more formal assistance
might be appropriate. This might take ,the form of an orientation meeting scheduled the day
before the regular meeting of the Advisory Committee, attended by the new members, the
Chair, and the Reporter, and perhaps others. Additionally, the Standing Committee and the
Advisory Committees should continue to invite members whose terms have expired to attend the
,meeting after their,,term ends, in order to promote continuity., ,

[2] Recomrnendation'to the Advisory Committees: Chairs and Reporters ofthe
Advisoiy Compmittees should schedule orientation meetings with new members.

Somewhat different considerations obtain! for Chairs. Rulemaking projects-take three years
from beginning, to end. A Chair with a three-year term therefore can see a projectIthrough only if
it commences at the outset of his or her tenure. Aleader ought to be granted some time to think
through proposals, to make therniLand still have time to see them through.lReporters now serve
indefinitely. Making a non-member of the committee the only enduring voice is questionable. A
Chair, too, oughtlito provide coontiiitywithin the Advisory Committee and the Standing,
Committee. itis not uncommon for the Chairs gto represent the judicial branch before the [7
Congress,. The practice of elevating an epinced member to the Chair is appropriate. If a
Chai ildtsigated at the end of one three- yeE term, a term of five years as 'Chair would be
appropriate~j uincreasing total service to eight years. This duration is not outbof line in a life time-
tenured insttun. he shorter ̀ terms of members preserve sufficie~nt opportunityfior widespread
involvement in ruemaking. '< rg

[3] Recommendation to the ChiefJustice: The term for Chairs of the Advisory L
Committees should be five years.

Resources and support: Members of the Advisory Committees need sufficient resources L
and support for their part-time but nonetheless important duties. The permanent staff from the
Administrative O~ffice provides necessary logistical support for attending meetings and related K
duties. The Reporters provide important expertise and drafting assistance. Members exchange
information about new developments as a matter of routine. Liaison members of the Standing
Committee also contribute to the smooth operation of the committee system. The paper-flow
through the Advisory Committees is substantial. The relevant literature in each of these areas of
the law is growing rapidly.

Because committee members are part-time rulemakers it might be useful to provide them [
with some regular entree to the secondary literature, including law journals and social-science
publications that have some bearing on their responsibilities. The Reporters are the most logical
bibiographers.

Various Advisory Committees have planned in-house seminars, presentations by panels of -

experts in their field, to bring members up-to-date on recent developments. These "continuing
education" events should be continued.

[4] Recommendation to the Advisory Committees: Each Advisory Committee ought K
to consider adding to the Reporter's duties two tasks: first, regularly circulating
law journal articles, social-science publications, and other pertinent articles;
second, arranging and organizing in-house seminars.

i13h
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Outreach and intake: One frequently heard criticism of federal rulemaking is that it is a
closed'process dominated by insiders and elites. The twin complaints are that some worthy
proposals go begging for lack of a sponsor and some equally unworthy proposals are pushed
through the process by members with an agenda. In fact, anyone can suggest a rules amendment,
the Committees' meetings are open to the public, periods for public comment and public
hearings are routine steps; proposed rules changes are widely published and distributed;5 2 and the
official records of the various rulemaking entities are public documents. Unless a flood of

L comments prevents it, the Advisory Committee (through its Secretary) acknowledges
correspondence and later advises every correspondent of the action taken on his or her proposal.
But even inaccurate perceptions have a way of overtaking reality, and they cannot go
unchallenged. The Administrative Office's brochure entitled The Federa/Rules of Practice and
Procedure--A Su mmaryfor Bench and Bar is a good example of the ongoing effort to correct
misconceptions about federal rulemaking. In August 1994 the Chair of the Standing Committee
wrote the presidents of all state bar associations, requesting'''them to designate persons to receive
drafts and make comments; so far more than half of the state bars have done this.

To promote both the appearance and reality of openness, greater uses of technology should
be'explored. The extensive mailing list for requests for comments on proposed rules changes
usually generates only a few dozen responses. Not infrequently, public hearings scheduled for

I proposals are canceled for lack of interest.

There are alternate ways to reach interested persons. For example, the public hearing before
L the April 1994 meeting of the Advisory Committee on the Criminal Rules was broadcast'on C-

SPAN. Other things might be tried. Public hearings might be conducted relying on closed-
circuit television. Proposed rules changes, now appearing in print media and on commercial
services, can be made available electronically on the Internet promptly. The judiciary could
maintain a World Wide Web server at minimal cost.53 If the committees operate their own
server, persons should be permitted to lodge their comments online for collection and transmittal
to the Advisory Committee. E-mail availability networked internally within the Advisory
Committee might be feasible, once the judiciary-wide network is operational.

[5] Recommendation to the Administrative Office: Electronic technologies should
be used to promote rapid dissemination of proposals and receipt of comnments.

The need for research: It is frequently asserted, most often'by academic critics,5 4 that
federal rulemaking today is too dependent on anecdotal information rather than empirical
research. Rules changes more often than not depend on the legal research of the Reportersr combined with the informed judgment of the members of the rules committees. To make this

52 The memorandum from John K. Rabiej to the Standing Committee, dated December 6, 1994, details theseKw procedures. The mailing list contains 2,500 names. Any given recipient who does not respond over the course of
three years will be replaced with a new name.

53 The Administrative Office has established a home page at http://www.uscourts.gov, but the page is still 'under
construction,' meaning that comprehensive links to major data sources have not been established. Other institutions
have taken the lead. Cornell has put several sets of rules online at http://www.law.cornel1.edu, and Professor
Theodore Eisenberg has made the AO's entire database available, with search and computation abilities added, at
http://teddy.law.cornell.edu:8090/questata.htm. Undoubtedly there are other sites.
54 Baker, supra note 1, at 334-35. See particularly Stephen B. Burbank, Ignorance and Procedural Law Reform: A
Call for a Moratorium, 59 Brooklyn L. Rev. 841 (1993).
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argument is not necessarily to'find fault with the model of disinterested experts as rulemakers. 7
Nor does the argument deny the not-infrequent, well-documented instances when rulemakers
have relied on "empirical research.55 Yet not enough has been done to incorporate empirical
research into rulemaking on a regular basis. The major difficulties: research is expensive, it takes I
a long time, and the results are of doubtful utility when they come from demonstration projects
rather than controlled experiments which are rare indeed-or sophisticated econometric
analysis of variation (the subject of the next section'be'low).

We cannot expect 'members of the rules committees to be experts in empirical research
techniques, 'alhough' over the years a few have been. We can -expect the Reporters to' be well-
verse in the literature related to""their expertise" indudiin interdisciplinary writings' and studies
in' other disciplines that have some bearing. Inde"ed, this ought to be a criterion for' appointment
of Reporters. It might also be prudent for the Reporterstto recruit colleues " in other disciplines
whose expertise comlements their own, as a kin"d of inrformal group of advisors Additionally,
the Administrative Office and the Federal Judicial Center may be called 'on 'to gate digest, and
synthesize empirical work of other institutions. The Advisory Committees should be expected to
notify thesel instittion's about What data ought to be 5lllected. he Feder'Jdid aldCenter, in L
particlarl should engage in oriinal rules-related empiric research' to determireD ow4
procedures are working. 'Likewise the Center is adept at field st'dies and pilot grarns n
although, as we have observed, these are not a source 'il reliable data. Adsory Cmmittees must L
take advantage of these possibilities. Finally, a program might be developed for commissioning
indepenent studiesto be performed by outside experts under contract w e Advisory

Commiteee, "5 LI / >l /[Ft m

In sum1he Standing Committee ought to be able toexpect that the Advisory Committees
will re to the"maximum possible extent on empirical data as a basis for proposing rules changes.

[6] Reco endaton to all the Advisory Committees: 'Each'Advisory Committee
shouldd ground its proposals on available data and develop mechanisms for
gatherig ad evaluating data that are not otherwise'available.

An empirical research project of national scope is taking place under the auspices of the E
CivilJustice Reform Act of 1990.56 Indeed, some have suggested that the program of district- X

by-district plans for case management has effectively created a second track of federal rulemaking
that threatens the policy goals of national uniformity and political neutrality behind the Rules
Enabling Act process. The pilot programs and district plans present an unparalleled opportunity L

for empirical research into the effectiveness of reforms, within districts and comparing districts
with other districts. The Judicial Conference delegated primary responsibility for oversight and
evaluation under the Act to the Committee on Court Administration and Case Management. V
But, as members of the Standing Committee will recall, the Standing Committee has established
a liaison with that Committee. Congress has extended the deadline for reporting to December C

31, 1996.57

L

55 Baker, supra note 1, at 335.

56 Pub. L. No. 101-650,104 Stat. 5089 (1990).

57 Pub. L. No. 103-420, 103rd Cong., 2nd Sess. (Oct. 25, 1994).
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The Advisory Committee on the Civil Rules has the most direct interest in the evaluation
of the delay and cost reduction plans. That Advisory Committee will'be obliged to conduct its
own assessment of the final report to Congress with the expectation that some local innovations
in practice and procedure will deserve to be incorporated into the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure-and that less successful innovations will be abandoned, if necessary by being
forbidden in the national rules. (We return below to the subject of uniformity.) The final report
of the RAND study will provide the Advisory Committee with data for assessing future
proposals for rules changes. In the long run, the Advisory Committees and the Standing
Committee ought to be expected to learn to better utilize empirical research during the
evaluation and reporting cycle. To this end, the Standing Committee should request that the

L Advisory Committee on Civil Rules provide a written report generalizing from the experience
with the 1990 Act.

[7] Recommendation to the Advisory Committee on the Civil Rules: The AdvisoryCommittee should report on and make suggestions about how data gathered
from the experience under the CivilJustice Reform Act of 1990 might effectively
be used in rulemaking.

Finally, the Standing Committee ought to go about gathering information about the
experiences with the phenomenon of local options in the national rules. As part of the 1993
amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, districts were afforded the discretion to
opt-in or opt-out of various discovery rules changes. The resulting patchwork provides theL equivalent of field experiments in the effectiveness of the optioned rules changes. The Federal
Judicial Center has begun to collect data on the experience with opting in and out. The Standing
Committee should recommend that the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules, in conjunction
with the Federal Judicial Center and scholars, seek to evaluate and compare the experiencesL between districts that opted-in and those that opted-out. This study ought to assess the
particular measures involved and offer guidance to the Standing Committee on the future
appropriateness of writing local options into the national rules. There should be no bias in this
inquiry: although it has long been a belief of the Standing Committee that uniform rules would
facilitate a national practice, this belief should be investigated rather than treated as a shibboleth.

[8] Recommendation to the Advisory Committee on the Civil Rules: The Advisory
Committee should assess the effects of creating local options in the national rules.

B. Standing Committee

Membership: The discussion about the composition of membership on the AdvisoryL Committees will not be rehearsed here. Much of it applies to the Standing Committee.

It has been suggested that the Standing Committee should be reconstituted to consist only,
of an independent chair plus the chairs of the various Advisory Committees-or perhaps to have
overlapping membership with the Advisory Committees, comprising the Chair plus one or two
members of each Advisory Committee. Such a change would reduce the effectiveness of the
Standing Committee as an independent voice (and a check), but it would increase continuity and
ensure that each member is more thoroughly versed in the subject. The ChiefJustice should
consider each side of this balance in selecting the composition of the Standing Committee. One
middle position between constituting the Standing Committee wholly-from members of the
Advisory Committees would be to make the Chairs fill members of the Standinag Committee,
giving then dejure the roles that many have assumed defacto in recent years, participating in the
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discussion of subjects of Advisory Committees other than their own and exercising substantial L
influence (but not voting). We make no concrete suggestion here but again commend this
possibility to the consideration of the ChiefJustice.

The criticism that the committees do not "represent" the bar resonates more for the
Advisory Committees, which have principal drafting responsibility, than for the Standing
Committee. Therefore, we do not suggest enlarging the 'membership' of theStanding Committee
to include more attorneys. Nevertheless, it is altogether fitting and proper to take into account i
goals of diversity in membership. ill"

[9] Recommendation to the ChiefJustice:iAppointments!t the Standing
Committees should reflect the personal and professional diversity in te federal
bench and bar.

Assuring uniformity. The Rules Enabling Act process is supposed to achieve and maintain
a uniform national system of federal practice and procedure. National uniformity has been C

undermined by three factors. First, the ADR movement has created a menu of 'nouveaux
procedures"58 that present choices of different resolution procedures for different kinds of
disputes. Second, the Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990 balkanized rulemaking authority. Third,a
the Standing Committee has followed something ofa reverse King James Version of rulemaking
that "taketh away" and then "giveth": the Standing Committee's Local Rules Project has
harmonized local rules with the national rules, but indrecent rules amendments, e.g., Fed. R. Civ.
P. 26(a), the Standing Committee has authorized 'distric tcourts to strike ofion their own paths, L

even to reject the national rule. But the new Fed. R. Civ. P. 83, to become effective on
December 1, 1995, unless legislation intervenes, insists hat' local rules be consistent with, and p
not duplicate, national rules.

To identif these three developments is not to pass judgment on them, although the worry
often heard is that the federal courts are reverting to the pre-1938 era of local procedure. It L
would not be appropriate for our Subcommittee of the Standing Comittee to recommend a
once-and-for-agll"solution" to these variable's-though we have already suggested taking a good
hard look at the consequences. The Judicial Conference's own Long Range Planning Committee
was unable to suggest a concrete solution.5 9 Our exercise irW taking the long-range view would l
not be complete ]if we did not at least draw attention to a worry expressed by' many on the bench
and in the bar. The worry is that the national rules and rulemaking are well on their way to
becoming merely the lounge act and not the main room attraction in federal practice and L
procedure.

[10] Recommendation to the Standing Committee: The Standing Committee ought L
to keep the goal of national uniformity prominent in its expectations and
decisionmaking. The Local Rules Project initiatives should be understood as a
part of the continuing duty of the Standing Committee. There ought to be a L
strong but rebuttable presumption against local options in 'the national rules.

58'Bk,, . t-

58 Baker, supra note 1, at 334.

59 Proposed Long Range Plan for the Federal Courts (Mar. 1995) Recommendation 30, Implementation Strategy
30b: 'The national rules should strive for, greater uniformity of practice and procedure, but individual courts should
be permitted limited flexibility to account fordiffering local circumstances and to experiment with innovative
procedures."
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L Redrafting proposals. The main task of drafting proposed rules belongs to the Advisory
Committees. The Advisory Committees possess the requisite expertise and serve as the focal
point for suggestions and public commentary on the present and proposed rules. Rulemaking
procedures and tradition, however, recognize that the Standing Committee may revise drafts of
proposed rules submitted by the Advisory Committees, before or after the public comment
period. Those procedures and traditions likewise anticipate that the Standing Committee will
exercise self-restraint. Members of the Standing Committee should communicate concerns about
style and grammar to the Chairs of the Advisory Committees before the meeting of the Standing
Committee begins, to permit these matters to be rectified off the floor (it is easier to draft in
small, peaceful groups) and presented to the Standing Committee in writing to facilitate careful
reflection. Meetings of the Standing Committee then can focus on substance. We recognize, of
course, that style and substance may be inseparable. If in the considered opinion of the Standing
Committee a proposal requires substantial changes for either style or substance, the proposal
ought to'be returned to the Advisory Committee. This division of the rulemaking labor obliges
the Standing Comrnittee to be aware of its function and respectful of the role of the Advisory
Committees.

L
[11] Recommendation to the Standing Committee: The Standing Committee and

its members must be mindful that the primnary responsibility for drafting rulesi
changes is assigned to the Advisory Committees. Members of the Standing
Committee should facilitate careful changes in language. If in the'opinion of the
Standing Committee a proposal requires substantial changes, the'Standing'
L. Committee should return the measure to the Advisory Committee for firther
consideration.

L Reporter. The Reporter to the Standing Committee has duties different from the those of
the Reporters to the Advisory Committees. The former serves as a drafter, but the limited
drafting function of the Standing Committee likewise limits this responsibility of its Reporter.
The Reporter facilitates communication between the Advisory Committees and the Standing
Committee, especially between regular meetings of the Standing Committee, by attending the
meetings of the Advisory Committees and by communicating with their Reporters. The
Reporter advises the Chair, assists the Administrative Office rules committee staff, and
cooperates with the Federal Judicial Center. The Reporter monitors Congressional activities that
are related to rulemaking and rules proposals. The Reporter keeps the Standing Committee
abreast of commentary and literature related to the rules and rulem'aking. The Reporter performs
outreach efforts isuch as appearing before bar groups to familiarize the profession and the public
with the rilemaking process and particular proposals. The Reporter serves as adirector for
special projects, such as ihe'Local Rules Project. The Reporter serves as anhadvisor to'the
Standing Committee, as for example with the'pending challenge to the Ninth Circuit Rules
jointly fired by several states' attorneys general. The Reporter, as the 'scholar-in-residence" of the
Standing Comriittee, pursues long range proposals for rulemaking.

L~~~~~~
If these duties continue to increase and become more time-consurning, ,the Standing

Commiuttee mayieventually decide to appointlan Associate Reporter to assist he Reporter. The
sense of the` SubcQmmittee is that things have' not yet reached that point. If the Standing
Committee accepts the recommendation belocw to allow the'rSubcommittee on Long Range
Planning to lapse as well as other recomnmendations made here that would add to the duties of
the Reporter, then an Associate Reporter miht be needed soone'r rather than later. Therefore,
our recommen dation is open-ended.

F I ,A
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[12] Recommendation to the Standing Committee: The Standing Committee '
should take cognizance of the growing demands being placed on its Reporter and
eventually should consider whether to appoint an Associate Reporter.

Liaison members. Liaison members from the Standing Committee attend and have the
privilege of the floor atmeetings of the Advisory Committees. This innovation ought to be
continued with someattention to dev-eloping a more definite role for the liaisoni members.'

* t 1 i t > I t ) , * , v g 0

[13] Recommendation to thetChair and Liaison Members: The Standing
iCommittee recomnends the continuation of e practice of appointingliaison

mernbers from the Standiiig Com tteet th various Advisory Committees.

Subcommittee on Style. Theimmediatep'ast Chair'ofthe ,Standing Committee established
a Subco"'mttee on Style and charged itt wita knderting a resying of the various sets of federal
rules. That Subcommittee, appointed a Re otr, who has written a, manuial on rules, drafting. The
Subcomnmttee regularly has contributed to the eorts of the Advisory Comttees and the 7
Standing Committee to achieve greater consistency and clarity in the language of the federal LI
rules. Te Supreme Court has sho,,[somte.inease with tis process, which produces differences
in st yl across rules; the "restyled" rules use, terminology in a different way from the older rules, C
and w1~n sending a packge to Congress on April 27, 1995, the Supreme Court changed 'must"
to "shal to preserve consistent usage. The Cjurtmay prefer anall,.-at-once project of the kind
now under way, lut thoroughgoingr" estyln)reates risks, o accidental chalng in meaning (even 17
as otheF ,unintnded implications in thexistig rulesae cught and squelched) Te Federal
Rules 1 CivilProcedure have gone tiough several drafts of corplete restling-, tle Appellate
Rules are halfway through. What remains undetermined, however, is how to proceed with the
sets of restyled, rules. The Long Range Planning Subcommittee has no special perspective on this ,Lfrequent topic of discussion.

[14] Recommendation to the Standing Cmmittee: the Standing Comnmnittee'
should decide what is to become of th.e restyled sets of federal rules. L

Subtconittee on Numerical and Substantive Integration: In 1992 the Standing
Commitnee crkat`d aSiSubcomrnittee on Numerical and SubstantiveIntegration. As its name
suggests,t te Sb4$brmrnittee is charged withltwo tasks: (1) explore the feasibility of integrating
subjects co no, to the differept sets of rules, and dealing with them in a single rule that would I
then be' c4lonsidered part of all the other sets of rMes and ') develop a single numbering system L-)
that inclides all the differen't sets of federal rules. This Subcommittee has lapsed into desuetude.
We dd not Miake" a reforriendaioxW concerning it-beyOnd wishing that our on ,Subcornmittee
suffer the si fatw (on wbhich see e next recomrnendation). L

Suf cirmiee on Long Range Planninrg. The immediate past Chair of the Standing
Committee established a Subco'mmirrttee 'for Long Range Planning. Since then,' the L
Subcomrnittee has planned to find a role, without substantial long rangesuccess. The rulemaking
process i a for,'m of long-rangeE pllan~ning, wbihch suggests that there is no need for a separate
long-range pIannmng organl The subcommittee has filed reports with the Standing Committee
about long range proplosals alr ady in the rilernaking pipelne and recommended the
introduction fother su,ch prop oals.'It has recommended ihat Advisory Committees study
comprehe'nsive packages of procedural refor s proposed, by scholars, committees, and bar L
groups. (Ii the 2½ years sirnce the Standing Csommittee adopted this recommendation, no
Advisory Committee has reported back to the Standing"6Committee on any of these proposals.)

i
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The Subcommittee has attempted to monitor the work of the Judicial Conference's Committee
on Long Range Planning. It recommended and performed this self-study of rulemaking
procedures.

The term of one member of the Subcommittee as a member of the Standing Committee
expired; his vacancy on the Subcommittee has not been filled. The two remaining members
unanimously and enthusiastically recommend that with the completion of this Report the
Standing Commnittee disband the Subcommittee on Long Range Planning. (Similarly, in June
1995 the ChiefJustice discharged the Judicial Conference's own Committee on Long Range
Planning.) Another option is to assign long range planning in rulemaking to the reportorial
function, perhaps on the occasion of creating the position of Associate Reporter, as is anticipated
in a previous recommendation.

[15] Recommendation to the Chair of the Standing Committee: The Subcommittee
on Long Range Planning should be abolished. Any issues regarding long range
planning in the rules process ought to be reassigned to the individual member of
the Standing Committee who serves as liaison to the Committee on Long Range
Planning of the Judicial Conference and to the Reporter.

L C. Judicial Conference

The Judicial Conference performs a function somewhere between the Standing
I Committee's and the Supreme Court's. For the most part, the Judicial Conference evaluates

proposals on the basis of the paper record compiled by the Advisory Committees and the
Standing Committee, and it gives thumbs up or thumbs, down (the latter rarely) without making

L: changes. We do not make any recommendations concerning the way the Judicial Conference
deals with proposals from the Standing Committee-except for the obvious implication that a
change in the role of the Supreme Court (discussed below) would alter the role of the JudicialK Conference, and vice versa.

D. Supreme Court

The main issue regarding the Supreme Court's participation in judicial rulemaking is
whether the High Court should continue its role in the statutory scheme. Congress has
designated the Supreme Court as the entity with power to promulgate rules for the federal
courts, subject to the possibility of legislation during the seven months between proposal and
effective date.

Historically, the Court's role has been justified on two levels. First, the Supreme Court, as
the highest federal court, exercises supervisory powers over the lower federal courts. Second, the
prestige of the Court lends legitimacy and authority to the rules.

Commentators and individual Justices have questioned these justifications and argued that
the Court's role is, in the pejorative, to serve as a 'rubber stamp." Others on and off the Court
have answered that the historic rationales still apply. They draw attention to the occasions when
the Supreme Court has disapproved or altered draft rules and to the dissenting statements from
some of the Justices regarding particular rules. There is the further, but inevitable, complication
that the Supreme Court frequently is called on to interpret the rules and to decide whether they

L are valid under the Rules Enabling Act and the Constitution.
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Justice White's statement regarding the 1993 package of amendments summed up his 31
years of experience in judicialrulemaking. 60 He conduded that the Supreme Court's, LJ
"promulgation" of rules functiorially amounts to a certification to the Congress that the Rules
Enabling Act procedures are in place and operating properly and that the particular proposals C
before the Court are the careful products of that rulemaking process. The transmittal letters from L
the ChiefJustice since then have made the same point. Admittedly, over the years different
Justices have had different views of their role in judicial rulemaking, but a majority of the Court
has never questioned the,,appropriateness of its participation. We accordingly leave to the Justices L J

themselves, the,, qestion whether there sh ould be any change in, their, role-and, correspondingly,
whether if it is best to maintain ,the lCours current role whether it would be approprigte'to
reduce tohe role of the Judicial Conference.,'Whether itis necessary for,,both of these bodies to pass
on rules that have already been fidly ventilated is doubtful. i

There is one other possible change worth mentioning. A few years ago, the British C
Embassy sent adiplomatic note, to the Court concerning the implications of a proposal for
service in foreign countries . The measure was returned to the Judicial Conference for further C
consideration. After the concerns, of the foreign governments were addressed, the proposal went
forward.'In the aftermath ,of that round of rulemaking, the Justices informed the Standing
Committee that they wanted to be alerted to any controversy or objections to particular
proposals, as part of the written record forwarded with the rules packages. The Supreme Court
may want to consider whether it wishes to invite public comments on the rules in the wake of
these transm-lissiodns-for there is no other opportunity for public comment after the Advisory
Committees hold hearings.

[16] Recommendation totheJudicial Conference and the Supreme Court: The
Conferenle and the Justices should consider whether it is advisable to establish a
,ocedure for a perio~d of public notice and written comment during the Supreme
C, So ,tls evaluation of proposed rules. i

E. Congress Fi
The separation of powers that is part of the structure of the Constitution is not designed K

for efficiency. By creating federal courts and defining their jurisdiction, Congress keeps the Ll
promise of the Preamble to "establish justice." Rulemaking is a legislative power delegated to the
Third Branch. The line drawn-in the statutory authorization allows rules dealing with "practice
and procedure" but prohibits rules that "abridge, enlarge, or modify any substantive rights."61 On
the judicial side, this distinction requires careful discernment.

Congress has the power to adopt rules and procedures for the federal courts.62 'May" does KL
not imply "should." The wisdom behind the Rules Enabling Act procedures is deep. The Third
Branch has the expertise to write rules of practice and procedure. Respect for the independence
of the coordinate judicial branch, and the overarching values that independence protects, also
counsels moderation in legislative promulgation or amendment of rules. Similarly with respect to
legislation regulating the rulemaking process. In his year-end report for 1994, the ChiefJustice M

60 Statement ofjustice White, 113 S.Ct. at 5.75 (Apr. 22, 1993). .17

61 28 U.S.C. §2072 (a) & (b).

62 U.S. Const. art. m, §1.

Ln
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wrote: "I believe that this [Rules Enabling Act] system has worked well, and that Congress
should not seek to regulate the composition of the Rules Committees any more than it already
has." The Judicial Conference has reached the same conclusion. See also Recommendation 1
above. And the Judicial Conference's Committee on Long Range Planning shares this
understanding. See Proposed Long Range Planfor the Federal Courts (Mar. 1995)
Recommendation 30, Implementation Strategy 30a ("Rules should be developed exdusively in
accordance with the time-tested and orderly process established by the Rules Enabling Act.").

The Judicial Conference has the responsibility to represent before Congress the interests of
the federal courts and the citizens they serve. The Standing Committee has the responsibility to
aid the Judicial Conference in performing this role. The Standing Committee should continue to
monitor legislative activity" and serve as a resource to the Judicial Conference to remind Congress
of the values behind the Rules Enabling Act. Existing links between the Advisory Comrnittees
(and the AO), and Members of Congress and committee staffs should be maintained and, if
possible, reinforced. It may be necessary to remind Congress, too, that the 1988 legislation
increasing the time needed to amend a rule affects the relation between legislative and judicial
branches in the way we discussed above.

[17] Recommendation to the Standing Committee: The Standing Committee must
be vigilant and alert to rulemaking initiatives in Congress and must be prepared
to assist the Judicial Conference in the Conference's efforts to protect the
integrity of the Rules Enabling Act procedures.

F. Miscellaneous

The rulemaking calendar/cycle: Three changes in the rulemaking environment have
occurred at roughly the same time. The period between initial proposal and ultimate rule was
extended in 1988 by increased opportunities for comment and an increased length of report-and-
wait periods, so that it is now difficult to see a proposal through in fewer than three years.
Simultaneously, the national rulemaking process had become more frenetic, with multiple
packages pending simultaneously. Instead of five or more years between amendment cycles (the
old norm), it is now common to see multiple amendments to the same rule in different phases:
one pending before Congress, another pending before the Judicial Conference, a third out for
public comment, and a fourth under consideration by an Advisory Committee. Meanwhile local
rulemaking has burgeoned, in part at the instance of Congress (the Civil Justice Reform Act of
1990).

On one thing most people agree: all of these developments are unfortunate. It takes too
long to amend a rule or create a new one, and delay not only perpetuates whatever problem
occasioned the call for amendment but also invites Congress and local courts to step in. The
former undermines the Enabling Act process (and discards the benefits of expertise); the latter
undermines national uniformity. If the Supreme Court cannot respond quickly to a problem,
legislation or local rules must be the answer. That amendments to the Rules Enabling Act are
themselves responsible for the extended rulemaking cycle-that is, that Congress is the source of
the delay it bemoans-is no answer to those who-seek prompt changes. At the same time, few
people can be found to support the existence of multiple changes to the same rule. Professor
Wright, an observer and long-time participant in the rulemaking process, has condemned the
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process of overlapping amendments in no uncertain terms.6 3 His cri de coeur is one among many
strong and fundamentally correct indictments. It also illustrates the intractable nature of the
problem-for it is precisely the change in the length of the cycle that has made overlaps
inevitable!

When rules could be amended after a year or two of effort, and when the Chairs of the
Advisory Committees and Standing Committee had indefinite terms, it was easy to have discrete K
and well-separated packages of rules. The heads of the committees could plan a coherent
program, confident that they could see it through, and that if new information called for prompt
change, they could accomplish it by adding it to an existing package. No more. The increased 7
length .and forrmality of the rulerming process imakesit difficult for a'bright ideai or alteration
required by legislation to catch up" with an existing package. Meanwhile, the 1members of the
committees serve shorter terms, so that fresh blood brings fresh suggestions eevery year and the
Chairs, to haves any effect before their three-yearrIterms expire, must act with dispatch. No LI
wonder we see a di~wrilout process in:,vhich amending cydes overlap~llwhile ,1calt rulest'sprout like
weeds. And it is almost iimpossible to imagi-e a cure while the duration from proposal to

effectiveness is longer than the terms of Chairs. L
What is, worse, a cure that entailed enforced separation of rules packages-say, a maximum

of one package per three-year term of a Chair.-.would have large costs of its own. Would the LI
package have to start. life at the outset of the C hair's time? Too soon; the Chair needs time to
settle in, do some deep thinking, review the data, collect the thoughts of the committee, and so
on. Then would the package start late in the Chair's term? Too late; its architect would leave K
before sheparding the package through and;.accommodating the many demands for amendments
that occur in the process. Meanwhile new things come up-new statutes, decisions that interpret
a rule to create a trap for the unwary (the source of the overlapping proposals concerning Fed. R. LIApp. P. 3 and 4 that Prof Wright bemoaned)--and the cost of tidiness may be that litigants
forfeitftheir rights. Put to a choice between simplifying the life of judges and authors, and
preserving the rights of litigantsl the rules committees always should choose the latter. That seals
the fate of proposals to siriplify, and separate amendment packages without any escape hatch.
Once we allow the escape hatch, however, rnm~siness is inevitable.

Several recommendations above:aim at relieving the stresses that have led to'the current Li
problems. We have suggested longer terms for Chairs and slower turnover of committees. We
have ruminated about the possibility of abbreviating the rulemaking process by skipping one or
another of the participants (either the Judicial Conference or the Supreme Court). What we now K
take up is the possibility of setting norms for our own work-norms rather than rules, for the
reasons we have explained, but norms that if implemented will relieve the points of stress. K

One important step would be to establish biennial cycles as the norm. Rules would be
issued for comment every other year-not every year, or every six months, as is possible now.
Advisory Committees could be encouraged to. make recommendations to the Standing
Committee every year (to ease., the problem of congestion for both the Advisory Committees and
the Standing Committee), but proposals would be consolidated for biennial publication. All
Advisory Committees could be on the same schedule, so unless some emergency intervened the L
bar could anticipate that, say, proposals would be sent out for public comment only in even-

63 Charles Alan Wright, Foreword: The Malaise of Federal Rulemaking, 14 Rev. Litigation 1 (1994).

Li
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-numbered years. Chairs with longer tenure could plan for these cycles, and it would be easier for
late-occurring ideas to "catch up" without the need for separate publication.

A change in the publication cycle could be accompanied, to advantage, by a change in the
Standing Committee's schedule. The summer meeting of the Standing Committee has been set
by working backward from the May 1 deadline for promulgating rules and transmitting them to
Congress (with a December 1 effective date). The Supreme Court can promulgate the rules by
May 1 only if it receives a recommendation of the Judicial Conference the preceding fall (a
recommendation at the Conference's spring meeting would leave the Court too little time). The
Conference can make the necessary recommendation only if the Standing Committee acts by
July, which leaves time to write and circulate the final recommendations. The summer meeting is
therefore an enduring feature of the rulemaking landscape, so long as the Judicial Conference7 and the Court play their current roles and the statutory schedule is unchanged.

Not so the winter meeting-and not so the content of meetings. If all recommendations to
the Judicial Conference are consolidated for action at the summer meeting, the second meetingEJ of the year can be reserved for the discussion of drafts the Advisory Committees want to publish
for comment. A meeting of the Standing Committee in the fall, rather than the winter, would
create sufficient time to have a full comment period, a meeting of the Advisory Committee the
next spring, and consideration of the final proposals at the ensuing summer meeting of the
Standing Committee. This change could shave six months to a year off the rulemaking schedule,
making a biennial cyde more attractive.64

As we have stressed, it will be essential to allow exceptions for true exigencies, as well as for
off-year republication of proposals that deserve further comment. These should be few, however,
as a longer cycle will permit more concentrated thought. We therefore make the following

[18] Recommendation to the Standing Committee: The Standing Committee
7 should establish a biennial cycle as the norm in rulemaking, should limit its
EJ summer meeting to the consideration of proposals to the Judicial Conference,

and should hold a fall meeting for the consideration of recommendations that
drafts by sent out for public comment.

Conclusion

The Subcommittee's overall impression of federal rulemaking echoes the hackneyed phrase,
"If it ain't broke, don't fix it." There is nothing 'broken" about the procedures for amending the
federal rules. Federal court practices and procedures "continue to be the outstanding system of

6 4 The following schedule would work. In spring or summer of Year One, the Advisory Committee makes a
recommendation for publication. The Standing Committee would consider the recommendation at a meeting
between September 15 and 30. Publication at the beginning of November (giving the AO a month for preparation)
would produce a comment period dosing at the end of April in Year Two. Advisory Committees would meet
toward the end of April, in conjunction with any oral hearings, to consider comments and make recommendations
for a meeting of the Standing Committee to be held at the end of June of beginning ofJuly. The Standing
Committee would transmit any approved drafts to the Judicial Conference for consideration in the fall of Year Two.
If the Conference and Supreme Court approved, the rule wiold take effect on December 1 of Year Three, a total
time of approximately 2½ years from initial proposal to effectiveness.
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procedure in the world,"65 admired and emulated by the state court systems and by the court [
systems of other countries. The procedure that has evolved for maintaining that system of rules
deserves substantial credit for this. Nevertheless, we offer these constructive criticisms and
recommendations. ['

-.Our hope for this Self-Study Report is that it will assist the Standing Comrnittee to
consider and, then recommend "adjust ments in the federal judicial rulemaking mechanism .m

Respectfilly subrnitted,

'[ . Thornas'E. Baker: [
Alvin R. Allison Professor d.

Texas Tech University School of Law [7
'Frank H. Easterbrook
Circuit Judge
Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit L

C7

Vad .Re.51 .5 .194)

L

Li
65 Charles Alan Wright, Amendments to the Federal Rules: Thie Function of a Continuing Rules Committee, 7
Vand. L. Rev. 521, 555 (1954).
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TO: Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules

FROM: Carol Ann Mooney, Reporter t#//

DATE: October 3, 1995

SUBJECT: Committee Notes

7 Professor Dan Coquillette, the Reporter for the Standing Committee on Rules,
requested that the Advisory Committees discuss the proper role of the "Committee
Notes" that accompany the federal rules of procedure. Professor Coquillette requested
that the reporters to the advisory committees submit reports summarizing the discussions
before the January meeting of the Standing Committee.

7 Professor Coquillette posed three questions.

1. Whose notes are they? Are they Advisory Committee Notes, Standing Committee
Notes, or both? Whose should they be?
L * If the note is treated as an Advisory Committee Note, what happens if the

Standing Committee makes amendments after the Advisory Committee has7 completed its work? Should there be a separate Standing Committee
Note?

* Should there be only one note reflecting both the Advisory Committee's
and the Standing Committee's thoughts? If so, the note approved by the
Advisory Committee ordinarily must be amended whenever the Standing
Committee makes further amendments. (As a practical matter those

L amendments are made by the advisory committee reporter after the
meeting and reviewed by the chair of the advisory committee.)

7 2. What should be in the text of the rule rather than in the note?

7 3. What happens to the note if the Judicial Conference or the Supreme Court
LX amends a rule after the committees have completed their work? A rule could be

so fundamentally altered that the note would be misleading.
7
L

1. Whose Note?

[L The recent practice among the members of the rules committees is to refer to the
notes as "Committee Notes" rather than "Advisory Committee Notes." That is, I believe,
a relatively recent change. The rules and notes are set forth in an appendix to Title 28
of the United States Code and the notes are labeled "Advisory Committee Notes." That
is true even of the notes accompanying the 1993 amendments, which were sent to the

L
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Judicial Conference as "Committee Notes.'

In an effort to understand the role of the notes, I consulted both the Rules
L, Enabling Act and the 'Procedures for the Conduct of Business by the Judicial

Conference Committees on Rules of Practice and Procedure." Although committee
notes have existed since the adoption of the Federal Rules in 1938, neither the Rules

L0 Enabling Act nor the procedures for the conduct of business provide an historical
explanation of the origin or significance of the notes. The Rules Enabling Act did not
mention committee notes until a 1988 amendment of the act and the proceduresK governing the rules committees were not adopted until the late 1980's. Since the late
1980's, when the Rules Enabling Act was amended and the procedures for the conduct

as of business were adopted, however, it appears that the Standing Committee must
L. approve not only any rule amendments but also the accompanying committee note.

A. The Rules Enabling Act

The Rules Enabling Act said nothing about committee notes until 1988. As part
of the 1988 Judicial Improvements and Access to Justice Act (Pub. L 100-702) section

L. 2073 was added to title 28. It requires an explanatory note but does not clearly assign
the task of authoring that note to either the Advisory Committee or the Standing
Committee. Section 2073(d) requires that "the body" recommending adoption or

L amendment of a rule "shall provide ... an explanatory note on the rule. ... ' " Given the
language in other subdivisions of the section, subdivision (d) arguably means that the
explanatory note (or notes) comes from both the advisory committee and the standing
committee. Under the language of subdivisions (a)(2) and (b) both the advisory
committee and the standing committee make recommendations to the Judicial
Conference and are, therefore, a 'body" for purposes of subdivision (d). The complete

Ls text of § 2073 provides as follows:

Rules of procedure and evidence; method of prescribing
L (a) (1) The Judicial Conference shall prescribe and publish the procedures

for the consideration of proposed rules under this section.

U

' Similarly, the government printing office rules pamphlets contain a "Historical
Note" at the beginning of each pamphlet; that note recites the statutory authority for the
promulgation of the rules and the date the rules were originally promulgated together
with the dates of amendments. The concluding paragraph of the "Historical Note" says:

L The notes of the Advisory Committee appointed by the Supreme
Court to assist it in preparing the rules and amendments are set out in the
Appendix to Title 28, United States Code, following the particular rule to

Lj which they relate. In addition, the rules and amendments, together with
Advisory Committee notes, are set out in the House documents listedL above. (Emphasis added.)
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7 (2) The Judicial Conference may authorize the daintment of
L committees to assist the Conference by recommending rules to be

prescribed under section 2072 of this title. Each such committee
shall consist of members of the bench and the professional bar, and

L trial and appellate judges.
(b) The Judicial Conference shall authorize the appointment of a standing

committee on rules of practice, procedure, and evidence under subsection
L (a) of this section. Such standing committee shall review each

recommendation of ay other committees so appointed and recommend to
the Judicial Conference rules of practice, procedure, and evidence and such
changes in rules proposed by a committee appointed under subsection
(a)(2) of this section as may be necessary to maintain consistency and to

K: (c) otherwise promote the interest of justice.
(c) (1) Each meeting for the transaction of business under this chapter by

any committee appointed under this section shall be open to the

L public, except when the committee so meeting, in open session andwith a majority present, determines that it is in the public interest
that all or part of the remainder of the meeting on that day shall be
closed to the public, and states the reason for so closing the
meeting. Minutes of each meeting for the transaction of business
under this chapter shall be maintained by the committee and made

L. available to the public, except that any portion of such minutes,
relating to a closed meeting and made available to the public, may
contain such deletions as may be necessary to avoid frustrating the

LI purpose of closing the meeting.
(2) Any meeting for the transaction of business under this chapter, by a

committee appointed under this section, shall be preceded by
Lx sufficient notice to enable all interested persons to attend.

(d) In making a recommendation under this section or under section 2072, the
body making that recommendation shall provide a proposed rule, an
explanatory note on the rule, and a witten report explaining the body's
action, including any minority or other separate views.

(e) Failure to comply with this section does not invalidate a rule prescribed
under section 2072 of this title.

B. The Procedures

The Procedures for the Conduct of Business by the Judicial Conference
Committees on Rules of Practice and Procedure (hereafter "procedures") were adopted
in the late 1980's during, I believe, the pendency of the 1988 legislation. Like the
statutory provision, the procedures do not state directly whether the note is the Advisory

K Committee's, or both the Advisory Committee's and the Standing Committee's. The
procedures clearly require the note to originate from the Advisory Committee and beK submitted to the Standing Committee along with any proposed rule change. But that
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portion of the procedures that authorizes the Standing Committee to accept, reject, or
L modify a proposal may be read to authorize Standing Committee modification of the

note.

The procedures provide the following as to notes:

K Part I. - Advisory Committees

3. Drafting Rules Changes

b. The reporter assigned to each Advisory Committee shall,
under the direction of the Committee or its Chairman,

L prepare initial draft rules changes, "Committee Notes"
explaining their purpose and intent, . . ."

c. The Advisory Committee shall then meet to consider the
L draft proposed new rules and rules amendments, together

with the Committee Notes, make revisions therein, and
submit them to the Standing Committee, or its Chairman,

Lo with a written report explaining the Committee's action,
including any minority or other separate views.

Li 5. Subsequent Procedures [after publication]

b. The Advisory Committee shall submit proposed rules changes and
L Committee Notes, as finally agreed upon, to the Standing

Committee....

L Part II. - Standing Committee

8. Procedures
u

b. When an Advisory Committee's final recommendations for rules
r changes have been submitted, the Chairman and Reporter of the

Advisory Committee shall attend the Standing Committee meeting
to present the proposed rules changes and Committee Notes.

C. The Standing Committee may accept, reject, or modify a proposal .

d. The Standing Committee shall transmit to the Judicial Conference
the proposed rules changes and Committee Notes approved by it,
together with the Advisory Committee report. The Standing
Committee's report to the Judicial Conference shall include its
recommendations and explain any changes it has made.

4
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C. Conclusion

Although the explanatory notes are often referred to as "Advisory CommitteeL Notes" and may have historically developed as such, it is arguable that the Rules
Enabling Act and the procedures require the Standing Committee's approval not only of
the rule amendments but also of the note. If that is so, it is hard to see how they are the
exclusive province of the Advisory Committees.

I think it would generally be a bad idea to have separate "Advisory Committee
Notes" and "Standing Committee Notes." Although the Standing Committee frequently
makes changes in the rules proposed by an Advisory Committee most of the changes are
minor and technical and most of the time the public is unaware that the final rule differs
from that proposed by the Advisory Committee. Having separate notes explaining steps
that are unknown to the user of the rule is more likely to cause confusion than toLI illuminate the drafting choices made. If important issues are uncovered in the drafting
and redrafting process, they can be explained in a single committee note.

It is my understanding that the Advisory Committee on Bankruptcy has decided to
recommend that the notes be treated as Advisory Committee Notes. I believe that can
be consistent with the statute and the procedures if it means that the Standing
Committee will exercise restraint and amend the notes only when it views amendment as

L necessary (which, I believe, accurately describes current practice in most instances -- the
Standing Committee is far less likely to recommend amendment of a note than of theLI text of a proposed rule or amendment).

2. Text vs. Notes
L

When the original federal rules were promulgated, the Advisory Committee
included a note about the notes. It said:

L Statements in the notes about the present state of the law, or the extent to
which existing statutes have been superseded by or incorporated in theE rules, should be taken only as suggestions and guides to source material.
Such statements, and any other statements in the notes as to the purpose
or effect of the rules, can have no greater force than the reasons which
may be adduced to support them. The notes are not part of the rules, and
the Supreme Court has not approved or otherwise assumed responsibility
for them. They have no official sanction, and can have no controlling
weight with the courts when applying the rules in litigated cases.
2 Fed. R. Serv. 632-33 (1940) citing Notes to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
(1938).

Despite that modest statement, Wright and Miller say that when 'interpreting the
rules, the Advisory Committee Notes are a very important source of information and

5
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should be given considerable weight." 4 Charles A. Wright & Arthur R. Miller, Federal
Practice and Procedure § 1029 (1987).

Although a fair amount of deference may be paid to the Committee Note, the
Committee Note is an interpretive aid and not an auxiliary rule. I believe that all
essential information should be in the text of the rule and in particular that any direction
meant to impose an obligation to act should be in the text rather than the note. Indeed,
when the rules are printed by various printers, the committee notes are not always
included and the Committee should be mindful that a reader may even be unaware ofL the existence of the notes. Reasons for the rule change and explanation of it may be in
the notes.

3. Fundamental Changes by Judicial Conference
or Supreme Court

L During my tenure with the Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules there has
been no instance in which the Judicial Conference or the Supreme Court made a
fundamental change in a proposed appellate rule or amendment such that the committeeL note was rendered meaningless or misleading. Any such instance is likely to be very
infrequent and the Court or the Judicial Conference is likely to note the problem and
take remedial action. Therefore, it is not clear that any Committee policy is needed.
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TO: Honorable James K Logan, Chair,
Members of the Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules and
Liaison Members

FROM: Carol Ann Mooney, Reporter ( V
DATE: October 3, 1995

SUBJECT: Uniform Numbering of Local Rules

Unless Congress acts otherwise, amendments to FRAP 47 will take effect
on December 1, 1995. The amendments state that all local circuit rules "must
conform to any uniform numbering system prescribed by the Judicial Conference."
Similar amendments will also take effect in the Bankruptcy, Civil, and Criminal
Rules. The Reporter for the Standing Committee has asked each Advisory
Committee to submit a recommendation to the Standing Committee for
consideration at its January meeting. With regard to the local rules adopted by
the courts of appeals this will be a relatively easy task. All but one circuit has
already followed the recommendation of the Local Rules Project and renumbered
the circuit rules to correspond to the FRAP numbering system.

Attached to this memorandum are some background documents.

1. The first is a memorandum from Mr. Mecham. He indicates that the
Standing Committee will recommend that the Judicial Conference prescribe
uniform numbering systems "no earlier than March 1996" and that they not take

L effect until at least one year later so that the court have adequate time to
consider and implement necessary changes to their rules.

L. 2. The second is three pages from the Local Rules Project Report on
Appellate Rules. These pages describe the project's recommended uniform
numbering system. Although all but one circuit has renumbered their rules to
correspond to FRAP, most circuits have not adopted all of the suggestions made
by the project. Specifically, the project recommended that a local rule be
preceded by the designation LAR (indicating that it is a local appellate rule); very

LJ few circuits have done so. The project also recommended that the initial number
of the local rule correspond to the number of the related FRAP and that it be

E followed by a period and another number indicating whether it is the first, second,
third, etc., local rule on that topic. For instance if a circuit has two local rules
related to FRAP 3, they would be numbered LAR 3.1, and LAR 3.2. Some but
not all circuits have adopted that suggestion. This level of specificity was

L recommended to facilitate electronic retrieval of local rules and of any case law
construing them. Given the relative ease of electronic retrieval of information
today compared with even a few years ago, it is not clear that this level of
specificity is required. On the other hand, if the committee believes that this sort

.
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of uniformity would be helpful it would not require great effort for the circuits to
make the change.

r," 3. The third document is a copy of Judge Ripple's letter to the Chief
L Judges which accompanied the Local Rules Project's Report. You will note that

at two different places in the letter (noted by a check mark in the margin) he
highlights the recommended uniform numbering system.
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ADMMST OF THE
L RAL.P MECHAM UNITR1S
DIRECTOR -

CLARENCE A. LEE. JR. WASHINGlON. D.C 205"4
. ASSOCL"TE DIRECTORl

Sptiter 8, 1995

E MEMORANDUM TO ALL: Chief Judges, United States Courts
Clcrks, United States Courts

SUBJECT: Uniform Numbering of Local Rules of Court (INF 1

L Unless Congress acts otherwise, ame,,drientz to the Federal Rules of Appellate, Bankruptcy,
Civil, and Criminal Rules of Procedure take effect on December 1, 1995, that will require that all
local rules of court "must conform to any uniform numbering system prescribed by the Judicial
Conference."

E In 1988, the Judicial Conference "approved and urged each district court to adopt a uniform
L numbering system for its local rules, patterned upon the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure." In 1991,

a suggested uniform numbering system governing local rules of courts of appeals based on the
Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure was circulated to circuit chief judges. As a result, many courts
have already revised their local rules governing appellate and civil proceedings using the federal

r models.

The Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure is completing work on uniform numbering
systems governing bankruptcy and criminal proceedings. At its upcoming winter meeting, it will
consider recommending formally that the Judicial Conference prescribe - no earlier than March 1996
- uniform nuwbering systems for all local rules of cou~w based on the respective Federal Rules of
Practice and fPocedure. The committee intends to recommend that the numbering systems not take
effect for at least one year thereafter, so that the courts will have adequate time to consider and
implement necessary changes to their rules. ThB uxiform numbering systems will not apply to local
Civil Justice Reform Act plans, unless the plans' provisions are incorporated into the local rules.

For planning purposes, if the committee's recommendations are accepted, a court will be
r- required to make appropriate changes to its local rules to comply with required uniform numbering
Lo systems prescribed by the Judicial Conference no earlier han= March 1997.

L~~~~~~

_______ ,;__ _CADM OON OF SR O THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY
A, :; "- * , , l~~~~A -
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FROM:EC LAW SCHOOL TO: 2196316371 SEP 26, 1995 4:19PM P.07

Uniform Numbering System.; for Local Appellate Rules

All of the courts of a pcals havl . local appellate rules. Elcvcn of

thcse ccv rts have other dirccuive whiln a lsc regulate practice. The Local

Rules Project has termed these dirccti'ei "Internal OperatIng Procedures"

(lOPs). Currently. therc is no uniform numbering system for these local rules

and IOPs. Five of the courts have appcllatc rules and lOPs which correspond

with the numbering of the existing Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure.

Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuilt,eCourt of Appeals for the fifth Circuit,

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit '(no IOPs exist). Court of Appeals for the

Eleventh Circuit, Court of Appeals for the Fcdcral Circuit (no lOPs exist). Four

other courts have rules and lOPs that appear to correlate in some instances to

the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedur" and at other times to be numbered

quite differently. Court of Appeals for tbi First Circuit (rules generally

correlate but not IOPs), Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit (rules

generally correlate but not WOPs), Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit

(rules generally correlate but not IOPsO Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit

(rules generally correlate but not 1OPs). The remaining four courts have rules

and 1OPs that are arranged according to e. numbering system which does not

resemble that of the Federal Rules of A p. :ale Procedure. Court or Appeals for

the Third Circuit. Court of Appeals for ih.l Si,.th Circuit. Court of Appeals for

the Elgath Circuit, Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit.

The Judicial Conference has rccon'mcndcd that a uniform

numbering system be adopted, which would standardize the numbering of the

local rules on civil practice in the district courts. See Report of the Judicial

Confeence (September, 1988) 103. A uniform system has many advantages, It

will be helpful to the bar in locating rules applicable to a particular subject.

E~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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FROM:BC LAW SCHOOL TO: 2196316371 SEP 26, 1995 4:19PM P.08

L. This is especially important for ',lOse as:llcys with multi-district or multi-

L circuit practices. It is also significant for arny attorncy needing to locate a

particular rule or to leam whether a local rule on a specific topic exists in the

first instance. In the past, it has bccn difficult to find any case law relating to

a particular local rule, in part because therc is no uniform numbering. The

L uniform system will also ease the incorporation of local rules into the various

indexing services such as West PublishiN' Company and the Loxis computer

service s.

L The Report of the Local Rules I"rc,:l examining the local rules on

civil practice which was sent to the chief judges of the district courts in the

L spring of 1989 suggested a uniform numbcring system based on the

Li numbering system used for the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. This system is

already familiar to the bar. The Local Rules Project also suggested that the

numbering system for the admiralty rules corrclate with the Supplemental

Rules. ' Consistent -with these proposals, the Local Rules Project now suggests

that the courts of appeals adopt a numbering system for their respective local

rules which tracks the Fcdcral Rules or Appellate Procedure.

Under this system, each local rule corresponds to the number of the

related Appellate Rule. For example, ihc dcsi&nation "LAR3.1" refcrs to the

local rule entitled: "Appeal as of Right-How Taken." The designation "LAR"

indicates it Is a local rule of appellate pracLice; the number "3" indicates that

the local rule Is related to Appellate R%&t3; and, the number "I" after the

period indicates that it is the first local rulc concerning Appellate Rule 3.1.

The same system also applies with respect to those Federal Rules of Appellate

Procedure with a "I" or a "2" after the initial rule number1 such as Rule 3.1

entitled "Appeals from Judgments Entered by Magistrates in Civil Cases." Thus,

for example, the first local rule concerning Appellate Rule 5 "Appeals by
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FROM:BC LAW SCHOOL TO: 2196316371 SEP 26, 1995 4:20PM P.09

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~3

Permission under 28 U.S.C. §1292kb)" is designaLed "LAR5.1," while the first

local rule concerning Appellate Rule 5.1-"Appcals by Permission under 28

U.S.C. §636(c)(5)"" is designated "LARS. 1.1 .

L.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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L COMMITTEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

OF THE

JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20544

Li ROBERT E. KEETON CHAIRMEN OF ADVISORY COMMITTEES
CIIAIRMAN KENNETH F. RIPPLE

APPELLATE RULES

SAM C. POINTER. JR.
CIVIL RULES

JAMES E. MACKLIN, JR
WILLIAM TERRELL HODGESSECRETARY

CRtIMINAL RULES

EDWARD LEAVY
BANKCRUPTCY RULES

TO: Chief Judges of the Circuits

L FROM: Kenneth F. Ripple
Chair, Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules

RE: Local Rules Project
Report on the Local Rules of Appellate Practice

DATE: April 19, 1991

I write to send you a copy of the Local Rules project
covering the courts of appeals and to request your help--and
advice--in our committee's effort to fulfill the mandates of
Congress and of the Judicial Conference.

In the following paragraphs, I shall set forth the
background of this project, explain the attached material and
outline the procedure that our committee will follow in

t evaluating the report.

Background

The Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure formed the
Local Rules Project several years ago to examine the local rules
of the ninety-four federal district courts and of the thirteen
appellate courts. The Project was intended to provide a complete
review of local rules for errors or internal inconsistencies; tor study how rulemaking and the actual rules work in practice; and,
to provide a systematic review of the underlying policies of
local rules. In April, 1989, the Report on Local Rules of Civil
Practice in the district courts was distributed to the chief
judges of the district courts. The attached report consists of
the materials from the Local Rules Project covering the courts of
appeals. This Report was approved for distribution to you by the
Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure at its February 4,

L 1991 meeting in Washington, D.C. The Advisory Committee on the
Federal Appellate Rules was given the task of assisting the
circuits in evaluating the report and of recommending those areas
where rules of national uniformity are needed.
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Local Rules Project Page 2

The Attached Report

Attached is a copy of the Report of the Local Rules Project.
It consists of several parts, each of which is described briefly
below. The committee hopes that this material will be helpful as
you review your local rules.

1. History and Methodology. The first part of the report
consists of a brief history and methodology of the
Local Rules Project. It stresses that Congress has
been concerned about the proliferation of local rules
at every court level. Congressional hearings since at
least 1983 have raised this issue. The document also
discusses the methodology employed by the Project. It
explains how the Project collected, sorted, and
analyzed the available local rules of the district and
circuit courts. It is useful to keep in mind that,
throughout all of this material, the local rules are
discussed by topic and not by court. Because the local
rules supplement many of the Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure, the topic headings the Project employed are
generally those set forth in the Federal Rules of
Appellate Procedure.

2. Uniform Numbering System. The Local Rules Project has
suggested a uniform numbering system for all circuit
courts based on the Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure.

3. Treatise. The topics covered in the treatise are
arranged according to the Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure. Each topic consists of a discussion of all
of the rules relating to that topic. This discussion
is arranged in four subsections:

1) "Rules Subject to Local Variation." This
subsection consists of a discussion of those rules
that the Project identified as matters that ought
to remain local;

2) "Rules that Repeat." This subsection
identifies those rules that the Project determined
repeat existing law;

3) "Inconsistent Rules." This subsection
discusses those rules that the Project determined
to be inconsistent with existing law;

4) "Topics for Advisory Committee Review." This
subsection consists of a discussion of those rule
topics that are being referred, at this point, to
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Local Rules Project Page 3

the Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules for
possible incorporation into the Federal Rules of
Appellate Procedure.

4. List of Local Rules for Each Appellate Court. This is
a list for your court of your local rules, arranged
according to your present numbering system, that were
discussed in the treatise. Each rule is numbered andL. then identified as a repetitive local rule, an
inconsistent local rule, a rule that should remain

7 subject to local variation, or a rule that should be
incorporated into the Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure. There is also a designation next to each of
these local rules indicating where in the treatise the
discussion on the particular rule can be found.

A particular local rule may be discussed in one or more
7 of the four subsections of the treatise. For example,

a portion of a local rule may repeat an existing
Appellate Rule while another portion of the same rule
may be an appropriate subject for possible
incorporation into the Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure. In such a case, it would be counted twice.
These lists identified 1,340 different rules or
portions of rules that were counted and discussed by
the Project. Of those entries, 484 (36 per cent)
related to rules or rule topics that should remain
subject to local variation; 444 (33 per cent) related
to rules or rule topics that repeated existing law; 196
(15 per cent) related to rules or rule topics that are
inconsistent with existing law; and, 216 (16 per cent)
a dress topics that should be examined by the Advisory
Committee.

Kr Evaluation of the Report

At present, this report ought to be considered the empirical
research of scholars. Its contents and conclusions have not be
evaluated or approved by the Standing Committee or the Advisory
Committee. It is now time to evaluate the report and, in the
process, rectify inconsistencies in local rules that

LIb unnecessari y detract from the ideal of uniformity in federal
appellate p actice.

Upon studying the report, your circuit undoubtedly will
identify so e local rules that have been superseded by
legislation or that clearly are inconsistent with the Federal

L Rules of Ap ellate Procedure. These matters can be remedied by
your circuit . There will be another group of local rules with
respect to vhich the Local Rules Project's conclusion may not be

d.
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7 Local Rules Project Page 4

clear or where the circuit may disagree with the Project's
L conclusion. Here, we would appreciate your discussing the matter

with the Project director and, in light of that conversation,
reevaluating your earlier conclusion. In many cases, the

l Project, limited to the cold print of the rule, may have
misapprehended the purpose of the local rule.

L The Mecbanics of Implementation

In order to expedite this process of evaluation, may I ask
that you implement the following timetable:

1) Please designate a person from your circuit as a liaison
with our committee during this evaluation project. I would
appreciate your informing Professor Squiers, the Project
Director, of that designation.

2) Please begin your process of evaluation of the report.
At its winter 1991 meeting, the Advisory Committee will review
the preliminary reactions to the Report from each circuit and

L submit a report to the Standing Committee on Practice and
Procedure at its January 1992 meeting. That committee can
report, in turn, to the Judicial Conference in March 1992. In
its preliminary report, each circuit ought to indicate those
local rules that need revision or repeal because they are
inconsistent with the Federal Appellate Rules and to estimate
when such repeal can be expected. We would also appreciate your

L. identifying any areas in which there is clear disagreement
between the conclusion of the Project and the circuit. Finally,
a brief outline of those areas that need more study would be
appreciated. Of course, we also welcome your views on those
areas that the Project has designated as necessary for this
committee's immediate attention. We would appreciate your
preliminary report by November 1, 1991.

A Few Suggestions

1) You will note that the Local Rules Project includes a
suggested numbering system for local rules. Five of theK thirteen circuits already have appellate rules and internal
operating procedures which correspond with the numbering system

1 The Judicial Conference had already recommended that a
uniform numbering system be adopted which would standardize the
numbering of the local rules on civil practice in the district
courts. See Report of the Judicial Conference (September, 1988)
103. This numbering system was provided to the district courts inK the April, 1989 Report of the Local Rules Project.
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Local Rules Project Page 5

of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure. Use of this systemL will help the circuit identify local rules that re in conflict
with the national rules and facilitate compliance with localE rules by the bar.

2) While this material because of its bulk appears
overwhelming, it is quite easy to use. For example, if you are
interested in examining your local rule on writs of mandamus, you

Lz can begin the study in one of two ways. First, you can start by
looking at the treatise under "Rule 21. Writs of Mandamus and
-Prohibition," to read about the Project's conclusions on local
rules relating to this topic. After reading this information,
you would be alerted not only to local rules that may be
problematic, but also to rules that should remain as local rules.
You can then look at your list of local rules (4, supra) and make

L determinations on what revisions you may want to undertake.

You can also begin your examination by looking, first, at
L the list of your local rules that were studied by the Project (4,

supra). This list is arranged in numeric sequence. You can
locate your local rule on writs of mandamus on the list and see,
at a glance, what the Project concluded about that rule (i.e.,
possible inconsistency, possible repetition, should remain
subject to local variation, should go to the Advisory Committee),
and where a discussion of that rule is located. It should be
noted that the text provides only examples of local rules on each
of the subjects discussed. In those situations, for instance,
where ten circuit courts have a local rule on a particular

L subject, the Project cited only some local rules in the
discussion. All of the ten local rules, however, have been
incorporated into the lists for the individual courts. Thus,
although the local rule of a particular court may not be
specifically cited in the text, it is still on the list and the
discussion in the text is still applicable. You can then proceed
through the list of local rules studied by the Project in makingL determinations about individual rules.

3) As your circuit evaluates this Local Rules Report, there
will be questions. The Project Director, Professor Mary Squiers,
is available to assist you in that regard. She may be reached at
Boston College Law School, 885 Centre Street, Newton, MA 02159,
(617) 552-8851.

On behalf of the committee, may I express our sincere thanks
L to you and your colleagues for your help.

Cordially,

Kenneth t Ripple
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